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1. Foreign Language Teaching in the New Key

1.1 Development of the New az

Through the impact of structural linguistics the notion that language is

primarily a structured systea of perception and articulatory habits has been

gaining wider acceptance among foreign language (FL) teachers in the course of

the past two decades. As a consequence the objectives of FL instruction are

shifting toward emphasis on the audicr-lingual skills, i.e., listening comprehension

and speaking, particularly in the initial stages of instruction. Audio-lingual

oriented FL teaching methods are the heirs of the "Army Methoeevolved in the

early nineteen forties.

When the Armed Forces became aware of the need to train thousands of

Americans to understand and omitmot/mar-such "exotic" languages as Burmese,

Korean, Malay, Serbo-Croatian, etc., the FL teaching profession, after two

decades of grammar-translation method had neither the training, experience, nor

inclination to assume the burden. Fortunately, since the early thirties a

small group of scholars had been evolving out of traditional comparative philology
10

and in contact with cultural anthropology, a new academic disciplines linallOtes

10
the study of language as an end in itself, and had applied some of the new theories

of language design to the description of American Indian languages, languages where

written texts did not exist* and which could be described only by the analysis of

the sounds the speakers emitted. Also, largely through the foresight of Mortimer

Graves, its Executive Secretary, and with the collaboration of the Linguistic

Society of America, the ACLS (American Council of Learned Societies) launched,
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with Rockefeller Foundation support, the Intensive Language Program directed by

J. Milton Cowan. A. group of linguists was gathered to prepare descriptions and

pedagogical materials for languages not generally taught in American universities

and to design intensive language courses'

In 1943 the Intensive Language Program was adopted as the prototype for the

language and area courses of the Army Specializzd Training Program (ASTP), and

in two years more than 15,000 servicemen learned 27 different languages in 55

colleges and universities. Despite the wide public acclaim which these various

linguist inspired programs met, the walls of academe were on the whole impervious

to their effect, and while bitter recriminations and condescending rejoinders

were exchanged between traditional language teachers and the new upstarts, only

at Cornell University did the new method gaina foothold, and then only after

the importation of a high - powered team of linguists and a complete administrative

reorganization of the FL teaching curriculum. Unfettered by the heavy burden

of the philological and literary tradition, Government agencies not only adopted

the Army Language Method but refined and developed it further so that, today,

the Army Language School (Defense Language Institute, West Coast Branch) and the

Foreign Service Institute of the Department of State (FSI) offer the most sophism

ticated language instruction in the greatest number of languages to be found in

this country. It does not come as a surprise, therefore, that when Sputnik

panicked the foreign language profession into rehauling the establishment, it was

toward these strongholds of intensive FL instruction that innovators turned.

It was mainly through two collaborative projects that audio-lingual oriented

FL instruction based on the theoretical premises and illustrating the techniques

of the Army Method made a significant impact on the secondary school and college

level/4 As a result of the Conference on Criteria for a College Textbook in

Beaming Spanish sponsored by the Modern Language Association (SA) and held in

the spring of 1956, a small, croup of linguists anJ luguago teachers invauced
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raztagglia, an elementary Sp,anidh textbook patterned on the FSI Basic Spanish

Course. Two years later, pursuant to a research contract between the U.S. Office

or Education and the Glastonbury, Connecticut Public Schools, under terms of

the Nationnl Defense Education Act (NDEA), the Ar-rell (AudiLingual Materials)

series was launched to coincide with the first IDEA Title VI Secondary School

Teachers' Foreign Language Institutes. Both memajimagh and the Aeirivi differed

from traditional elementary langtme texts not only with regard to the learning

principles and teaching techniques implicit in the material they contained but

also by the fact that the authors sought to control the pedagogical conditions

under which these materials vere used by spelling out classroom procedures.

A-11,-M French is not a textbook but a teaching "package" with student workbook

and discs, a cmplete set or tapes recorded by native speakers, and a teacher's

guide which leaves little room for regression to traditional techniques. Thus,

AftilfaM materials entail on the part of the classroom teachers that use them

adhesion to the principal tenets of the "New Key", as the adapted Army Method

came to be known.

1.2 Definition of the NewAtz

What is FL teaching in the New Key? This question is best answered by

reviewing rapidly the fundamental principles about language learning held by

the linguists associated with the Intensive Language Program and its immect.ate

Mira.

1) ltimmig.sound During World War /I linguists were called upon to

design and implement courses whose main objective was to train students to

communicate effectively with natives of countries to which their duty might; call

them. Common sense dictated focusing entirely on spoken speech patterns. Also

from their experience with preliterate languages, it was obvious to linguists
A

that sound was primary and writing only a secondary derivate. Western man with



his 'deeply ingrained orthographic habits is wont to forget or refuse to accept

this difference and to deal with linguistic data in terms of a string of letters

4k separated by spaces, yet the construction of sound =no-lingual oriented

materials depends on a clear grasp of the relationship between speech and

writing. When one asks the average educated Americgn layman to give the rule

for the formation of the regular noun plural ,f English, i.e., to relate eat

and gdal alsgand au,, have and mum: the answer is invariably a confident:

"one adds 0, or -41." But this type of formulation is not particulealy useful

to a foreigner who is interested first and foremost in .aRtgaza accurately. He

must know Mho's? meny different suffixes there are and how each sounds, and

(2) since several are involved, the basis of selection among the variants. A

linguist might state the rule as follows: to form the regular plural of a noun

one adds /Ez/ if the noun ends with the consonants /a z %V, for example,

roshou, churOighlubm; one adds /S/ if the noun ends with a voiceless

consonant, with the exclusion of these mentioned previously, for example,

salhato, =At, finally one adds /z/ elsewhere, for example, raliaralmo

Assam, klablitapj bajtgro note that there is no isomorphism between the

written and the spoken language rules. From a different point of view, reference

to the written language to explain the spoken language is dangerous for the

former does not have machinery to represent many of the *Ionic features whlch

keep words and phrases apart. In English, for instance, there are differences

in stress levels! as many American presidential hopefuls have disc :d to
410

their Chwgzin, not every2104.11Amis the Ara
2) Istimaramp Since linguists viewed language as a complex aggregate

of various sets of sensory and motor habits, they concluded that nothing short

of relentless repetition leads to audiomlingual fluency. Even native speakers

of a language are quite unable to describe these habits, most of which lie beyond
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they threshold of awareness Rad little profit is derived from the memorization

or explication of rules. The principal activity of the foreign language classw

room is constant imitation and repetition of a native model, gagmen. As

Leonard Bloomfield, the leading theoretician cf American war -time applied

linguistics put it: "Language learning is over-/earning. Anything else is of

1no use' 2

3) Luitiienticity,anictealt. Linguists carried aver into the classroom the

anthropologist's concept of the "informant," the native speaker as sole authority

and ultimate source of the language. Only a native speaker and 192xnative speaker

could manifest the structure of the language at all levels and his constant

presence in the classroom--live or recorded...vas required. This reliance on in-

formants resulted in a healthy reaction against normative statements and adhesion

to formal styles of speech and to inclusion of more informal pronunciation,

forms and constructions in teaching materials. Nonetheless where dialect and

style variations were extensiveoas in French and Spanishowainguists based

materials on standard dialects with, frequently,,considerable amount of dialect

and style mixture.

4) jauddaraxgoarA Unlike the Direct Method enthusiast linguists did

not throw out the baby with the bath water and imam was very much - "perhaps

too muchomoin evidence in FL courses they directed and teaching materials /hose

preparation they supervised. But for them grammar was neither the memorization

of rules (in French, the past participle conjugated with ay,, agrees in number

and gender with a preceding direct object), nor the recitation of paradigms

(Latin, 401z gaga, ma. nor were they concerned with linguistic etiquette

(thou shalt not say;Kbabaly). Grammar was essentially a descrirtive states.

meat of the constitution of sentences and the occurrence of forms. Generally,

it was presented inductively through ImancaWat followed by sometimes quite
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technical statements of the granmatical features manifested in the drillsobut

it was asserted that only after mastery of a pattern is acquired will accompanying

explanation be fully useful. The use of grammatical rules as "predictors" or

linguistic behavior was expressly banned: "they (rules) are the description of

the student's own performance. Males 0A4t to ikt summaries clbehavloy. They

function only secondarily as Ipredictors'." 3

5) HAV0411SICOLVEI,A Most educated laymen harbor the simplistic notion

that languages are made of words with a few "idioms° tossed in for good measure

and that learning a language involves simply the memorization of different sets

of words whose meaning conteut is isomorphic with that of native equivalents.

Unlike Direct Method enthusiasts who nurtured this conception by the association

of image and word and by forcing isomorphism through artificial translations of

autimainclisavariety, linguists presented vocabulary through the memorization

and recombination of complete sentences arranged in self contained dialogues

and accompanied by approximate contextual equivalents rather than wrdwfor-word

glosses.

6) ,Linguigtic atabiracts The most imertant contribution of linguistics

to the preparation of teaching materials lay in the theory that areas of difficulty

can be predicted in advance by point by point comparison of the structure of the

native and target languages. For example, in English all vowels which occr,..., at

the end of a word or phrase are long and followed by a glide: map bsup Am

Agm Americans predictably mispronounce final French vowels which are always

short and tense: kna, jog4 0.30 sheo Similarly, most dialects of Spanish

exhibit a five vowel system. Standard French, on the other hand, bias up to eight

vowels excluding the front rounded series and the nasal vowels:

French

Spanish i e a o u
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Spanish speakers can be expected to-and indeed do- -have difficulty realizing

contrasts of the type &Wad; 11/1201 mgmmehaamt.

Pattern interference results from differences in the structuring of linguistic

units at various levels as well as differences in the distribution of units on

any one level. French, English, and Spanish have phonetic nasal vowels, e.g.,
French Imukg and English =a; French =gam and Spaniehmkoz. However, in

French nasality of vcmels is functional since tante contrasts with tgte and tent

. with tas, but in both English and Spanish any vowel followed by a nasal consonant

is automatically nasalized. Going from English and Spanish to French interference

results from the different phonological role of the feature of nasality. Inter*

Terence problems at the grammatical and lexical levels are more numerous and

complex* Consider the English sentence tit father was a teacher. The faulty

rendition ft father was tesgher could be elicited from French, Russian, or

Spanish speakers but for different reasons. Both French and Spanish have articles

but they are not used in the contextual equivalents of the English sentence given

above: Mon ha etait ofesaeur and Mi. adrewaroaigat. The article appears

elsewhere, however: Cues t uanzazes_seur; Es unzetejimt. Tn Russian there is

no article form class: Ctets u mentalwauZitel and On Vtitel. .For linguists,

then, the preparation of pedagogical materials had to be preceded by the contrast*

ive analysis of the "target" and native languages at all relevant levels, arting

with phonology and progressin$ thxough morphology, syntax, and lexicon.

103 Mat.....xatlon of the Nawnlx

From the comfortable vantage point of two decades of hindsight we can now

attempt a fair evaluation of the pedagogical effectiveness and efficiency of the

New Key* By definition linguists are concerned with the structure of language

and their attempt to deal with the processes that take place in the language

classroom, be it In the very special conditions of the FSI or in an clementary
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school class, can be expected to fall quite short of the mark; far in FL

struction the linguist's cometence ends before practical problems of presentation

and ordering of material and the organization of the instructional context are

reached. Obsessed with structure, the linguist never pondered over the process

that takes place in the FL classroom, language &maw seldon did be construct

controlled experiments to test some of. the assertions he made qua language teacher,

and he never suspected that the success of intensive-type instruction might be

due to external factorsastudent motivation, intensive contact, and the like-

rather than his operational principles and models. He operated with the simplistic

"Sunburn" model of language learning: the student was exposed to FL patterns

until he soaked them up. Typically, the materials utilized by Intensive Method

programs and their New Key heirss.FSI, etc.0.- consist of dialogues which

are to be "over learned" through relentless repetition, pattern drills wherein

structures are repeated and manipulated as nauseam, and comprehension exercises

in which lexical items and Grammatical features presented in the dialogue and

the pattern drills are recombined with a minimum of new lexical items. While

materials prepared according to the Army Method contain formal pronunciation

drillsamminimal pair oppositions and practice of phonemes in representative

environments--pronunciation is acquired in shotgun fashion parallel with the

memorization of the basic sentences of dialogues.

The most serious shortcoming of these materials is that they constitute a

closed system. The student learns a finite stock of basic sentences which he

can parrot if the proper circumstances present themselves; at best the'student

can only be expected to vary by inserting lexical Items in the slots of the

pattern drills he has manipulated. Recent experiments in child- language ac-

quisition suggest that human beings do not learn their first language by gm=
but that they construct from their linguistic environment a model which can be

-"g7.- -",77 -

7777.7.7;
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projected beyond what has been heard in the past to form and recognize new com-

binations. Jean Berko,4 for instance, has shown that American pre - school

children and first graders can extend rules for noun plural formation' to non-

sense words with a high degree of accuracy; on the basis of 0gighlan, magagj

bang/am& they analogize Eggfaaga, amikapi, Eakagyie Similarly, on

the basis of the productive lgc verbs French children analogize 4evaigatma

instead of Loak,dites, and on the basis of 1102=wA construct *Ma boiarma.

It is reasonable to posit that adult second language learning consists of more

than the storing up of rehearsed utterances and involves the construction of a

grammatical model on the basis of which utterances that have never been heard

before are "created." The construction of the model might be catalyzed by the

artful presentation of material2 for instance, contrastive, pairs which point up

generative processes, or more simply by the statement of deditve rules.

The New Key organization of subject matter and instruction follows literally

the order of descriptive field work: first phonemic contrasts, then assimilation

of forms through pattern drills, and last, translation exercises to learn syn-

tactic features. Since the phonologic and morphophonemic structures of a language

can be analyzed in terms of finite sets or lists readily discoverable by the

analyst, New Key techniques lead to satisfactory assimilation and control at

these two levels. But at the syntactic level New Key textbooks had to revert

to traditional techniques, primarily translation drills, since by committing it-

self to the inductive presentation of grAmmar the New Key was unable to handle

the open -ended character of the levels of language that impinge on the real world.

04yagWajaarules with high predictive potency, sometimes stated in semantic

terms -- despite the taboo that attaches to meaning among certain structural

linguists--can lead a learner of English to say Be lea" gm to dolt and Be anks

ge, to dolt but not thaw:mato do it.
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New Eby techniques and teaching materials, though unquestionably superior

for audio - lingually oriented FL instruction to those follow:Vng what we may term

the Traditional Eclectic Method, because they do focus .012 the spoken language,

rest on very shaky psycho-pedagogical grounds,: Yet in the contextof the Ins..

tensive Language Erogram, particularly as represented by the Army Language School

and FSI, they were unquestionably extremely successful in producing, withia

relative short time, students highly proficient in the active use of a foreign

language. Paradoxically.jit was not primarily by the application of his special-

ized knowledge to the preparation of teaching materials and the elaboration of

pedagogical techniques that the linguist devised effective programs of FL in-

struction. Rather, it was by the modification of the..traditional teaching corp.

text. Since he viewed language as a complex aggregate of habitsjhe concluded

that nothing short of relentless practice could lead to the internalization of

these habits. Army Method courses, therefore:, provided the student with constant

practice and active participation through a massive number of contact hours,

small classes, and readily available sources of authentic target language

utterances, both live speakers and recorded materials. Typically, courses in

the commonly taught languages (French, German, Italian, Spanish) at FSI provide

for more than 450 hours of instruction in small groups of not more than six

participants; the period of instruction for "exotic" languages is more thaa

twice as long. In Intensive Method programs contact was also intensified by

the madification of the traditional FL teaching context: small classes, seldom

containing more than ten students; variation in class size; specialization of

teaching function, a linguist who provided guidance and a native informant who

functioned as a drilling machine.

When the Army Method was applied to regular high school and college FL

programs emphasis was placed on its tangible aspects: techniques, materials and
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electromechanical devices. It was not generally recognized that the use of new

materials and techniques might require a reformulation of the traditional teaching

contexts and that unless course objectives-- assuming that these are clearly formu-

lated: which is seldom the case--bear some realistic relation to the time avail-

able for instruction, the New Key may well fall flat.

Today the high school and college FL teacher is still forced into the

straight - jacket of the elementary course. In fewer than 250 hours of contact

spread over a period of one to two years, he endeavors to introduce groups of

twenty to thirty students to all the grammatical rulei of the target language

within a vocabulary of several thousand words so that those students who do not

continue the study of the language- -and these constitute the majority --will

have at least a passing acquaintance with the subject matter: a minimum level of

comprehension: and an embryonic reading knowledge. In order to complete the

text by the end of the course the teacher has no choice but to explicate grammar

rules and to train students inthe translation of target language texts into

strained English. The happy few who.do continue will be subjected to several

levels of review grammar and reading courses, each of which attempts at ex-

haustive presentation: and to remedial courses in pronunciation. Admittedly,

it is utopian to hope that within the decade ahead: our administrators and our

citizenry will become sufficiently enlightened to FL teaching needs to recognize

that the easiest way to impart complete mastery of foreign languaged is to

institute the five to ten year sequences found almost universally in other

Western countries. We must, therefore: improve the status of FL teaching the

hard way by increased pedagogical efficiency. Clearly, pedagogical efficiency

cannot be achieved exclusively by improved materials nor by the installation of

more complex electromechanical devices, but rather by the creation of a teaching

context which will increase contact hours without substantially raising in-

structional costs.



1.4 Previous kaggraiand Pr Deals the Reformulation of the Traditional

aching Context

1.111 The Univerpittof Oklahoma' fir. (1944-1945)

The first attempt to adapt the administrative structure of Army Method

Flo instruction to non - intensive curricula was initiated IT Pierre Delattre

at the University of Oklahoma in the academic year 194445.5 Delattrefs

primary objective was to test the Army Method assertion that an initial

concentration= listening and speaking in the total absence of any reference

to the printed page is pedagOgically more efficient in the short as well

as the long run than the traditional method. But implicit in Delattrets

experimental design was a manipulation of the teaching context which was

not clearly perceived by the experimenter himself. Delattre divided a

beginning French class into two groups: the control, group followed the

Traditional Eclectic Approach, meeting with an instructor and using a con-

ventional textbook from the very beginning; the gagazgamat group met with

the instructor for the same number of hours as the control group but was

exposed to a different treatment. They followed a strict audio-lingual ap-

proach with no reading or writing for thirteen weeks and were given the trans*

script of the audio-lingual material only during the last three weeks of

the first semester during the second semester both groups were exposed to

a common treatment. From our point of view, the most significant feature

of the project was that the experimental group had access to a room equipped

with a phonograph where they could practice material presented previously

in class; in the subseqUent class the material practiced in this rudimentary

language laboratory was checked by the instructor. In this way contact with

the language was multiplied several fold, at least for the assiduous students,

and the drilling function was assumed by an electromechanical component
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whiciA could supplement the cauroom teacher and, indeed,. function inde-

pendenlAy of him.

1.42 The Cornell Univmibal......zugLerromm. (1946)

The most significant and thoroughgoing attempt to adapt Army Method

features to the college level was made at Cornell University in 1946 with

the aid of a grant from the Rockefeller Woundation.6 All of the universityes

elementary and intermediate language instruction was assumed by a new

Division of Modern languages (DML) directed by J. Milton Cowan.' The DML

was staffed with a small group of linguists, all of whom had participated

in the various wartime FL teaching activities described in 1.1 as well, as

native speakers of the various languages taught. the most notable feature

of the program was specialization of teaching function: students met two

hours weekly in large groups of about 50 for grammatical analysis conducted

by a trained linguist generally professorial rank and six hours weekly

in drill sections of ten with a native speaker. In a later modified version

of the program forced by the need to reduce instructional costs and to Inm

corporate the use pf nonmnative speaking American graduate assistants, the

number of drill session hours was reduced to three and for the other three

hours students met in groups of twenty with American graduate assistants

for "laboratory° periods. In the initial phase of instruction the Am rican

Araduate.aseletante supervised the imitation of recorded native mode/v.1 It

should be noted that as an essential corollary of course reorganization,

the basic language requirement was defined in terms of demonitrated prom

ficiency level rather than semester credits.

But even the Cornell language program failed to free FL from the

traditional administrative framework: the division of the subject matter

In terms of semesters; rigorous course outlines which keep all students in

01.
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lockstep progress and fail to provide for individual variations in language

aptitude, motivation, 'background and whatever other fadtars determine FL

learning; the definition of instructional exposure in terms of instructor

contact hours.

3..43 Itsildvent of Self.Instruction

In a paper presented at the first Indiana University language Labora-

tory Conference and subsequently published in Ilummatkagdwadma, Bruce

Gaarder suggested a more radical departure from tradition: He proposed

that the sole irreplaceable function of the FL teacher is the elicitation

of "graded, guided experiences in the natural use of the new tongue" $

and that all other tasks presently assvDted by the teacher --initial yresenta'

tion of material, explanation, drill, constant review, and testingcan be

relegated to properly programmed electrommechanical devises. Gaarder dew

scribes a suitable self-instructional program as follows:

Let us imagine a truly great teacher, equipped with

native command of the lanuage, great insight into the

learning process, and twenty-five years experience in

our schools. He uses a sort of direct method, not the

perversion which consists in teaching people how to

talk about French in French, but rather a form of lints

guistic analysis in terms of interpersonal relationships

and events based upon imitation, linguistic analogies,

and inductive reasoning. He does not need to jury about

trying to illustrate his words by acting out what he

is saying. Rather he has at one side of the room a

small stage upon which a small group of native actors

represent exactly the situation that he needs in order
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to present and explain a feature of the structure of

tench, not by talking about French, but by living some French.

He has a class of two to five average students whom he takes

care to involve aurally and orally from the very beginning

and throughout the period. Using known material, he pro-

ceeds to the unknown and soon is eliciting the new strut-

tune from the students in natural speech. He knows in ad-

vance what every difficulty will be and takes care of it at

just the right time. Perhaps he has a. book, but neither

he nor the students open it. He may use the blackboard.

Let us imagine that that class, excepting the students'

words, was recorded on tape. All that the actors did was

given to the students by means of photographs or drawings

in a workbook to illustrate what was being said. All of

the blackboard notes were presented in proper order in

the workbook. All of the workbook material was keyed

constantly to the taped presentation and explanation by

the teacher and the actors. The hundreds of students

taking the course later in the laboratory would be inft

volved as individuals, aurally, visually, and orally from

the first of the tape to its end. rmr anything was missed,

the tape could be stopped by any single student (each would

work from his own copy of the tape) and any part or the

entire thing repeated any number of times. 9

At the same conference P. Rand Morton painted in bold strokes a

futuristic MTN (Language Ldboiatory as a Teaching Machine) where students

1A:411re:with carefully programmed electronic equipment learned all aenguage

skills through autodidactic activity:10 Morton believes, like Gaarderl
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that the language laboratory can be fully integrated in the FL learning

process and can assume those teaching functions Which it can perform more

efficiently than human beings, the repetitive aspects of FL instruction

In the New Key: initial presentation, drill, review, and habit fixation.

But he would go even further: all teaching functions including testing

and the use of the FL in simulated natural context could be relegated to

the LLTM, The source of his optimism is a pilot experimental course in

Spanish he conducted at Harvard University in 1953 and 1954. This experi-

mental course was of the New Key variety since the terminal objectives

were defined as an audio-lingual fluency of 80 per cent. For the purpose

of the experiment, audio-lingual fluency was defined as "the ability to

handle the basic structure of a language by a normal five or six year old

child in his native language" and "the ability to manipulate and respond

to thi structural signifiers of normal nonspecialized language.'i ll 2he

course comprised five central components: Bhonematizationo Sound Repro's,

duction, Structural Cues, Model Patterns, and Vocabulary] a sixth com-

ponent, Allied Skills, dealt with reading, writing, and translation, but

was merely a sap thrown to tradition.

/n the Phonematization phase the student was trained to discriminate

among Spanish phonemes and between correct and incorrect realizations of

Spanish phonemes with an accuracy of 90 to 96 per cent. He did not begin

attempts at imitation until the next phase, Sound Production, in which

sounds were practiced in isolation and in combination. The functional use

of sound differences was also practiced, e.g., the commutation of /0/ and

/a/ 'which has a heavy functional burden in Spanish: liaggitapagaza

9.93411=121 -* JWILUALLNICALWAISM240.40 In the Structural Mee

phase grammar was presented in terms of abstract acoustic cues devoid of
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semantic meaning and the student was expected to react automatically to

such morphemes as verbal persons or plural of nouns. Planing was finally

introduced in the Model Patterns and Vocabulary Building phases through

105 basic sentences and 3500 lexical items*

Morton's experiment was portentous for at least two reasons. First,

it.assumed that all learning could be accomplished by the student working

independently of the teacher with the use of autodidactic materials and

a tape recorder. Second, student achievement was directly related to

assiduity; no student failed "since by both definition and procedure com-

pletion of the course guaranteed satisfactory proficiency on the student's

part." 12 No testing was necessary and the presence of the instructor was

required only for occasional evaluation of student pronunciation and oc-

casional remedial work.

Morton's experiment was only designed as a pilot and lacked the

necessary controls that would have made possible a truly objective evalua-

tion of the validity of his basic premises and of the pedagogical efficiency

of the ZZOIconcept. For instance, Morton reports that the students who

completed the pilot course were as a group easily superior in natural pro-

ficiency to the students in conventional third and fourth year Spanish

classes. Since no efforts were made to insure and measure the comparability

of the pilot and conventional groups one cannot discount the possibility

that the former contained students with a higher level of language learning

aptitude or more highly motivated toward an audio-lingual oriented course.

There were also two significant aspects of the use of an ungraded self-

instructional course which were not considered in Morton's ex:periment:

(1) the effect on instructional costs, (2) the adaptation to the7adminis-

trative practices (credit and grade award, selection of teaching staff, etc.)

of colleges and universities.

Mv.
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FL teachers who firmly believe in the primacy of audio-lingual pro-

ficiency tend to try to demonstrate the soundness of their opinion by

showing that initial emphasis on listening comprehension and speaking to

the exclusion of reading and writing' will result in higher overall pro-

ficiency in tie long run (viz« two years of FL instruction at the college

level). In one of the more carefully conceived and sophisticated experi-

ments in the field of FL instruction George A. C. Scherer could only safely

conclude that students tend to learn those skills which are emphasized by

the teaching method to which they are exposed.13 Since there is no ob-

jective means of quantifying overall proficiency in FL evaluation of the

pedagogical efficiency of a course, it will be determined by the appraiser's

value judgments with regard to the ultimate goals of FL instruction (com-

prehension, speaking, reading, writing, translation, overt knowledge of

structure, etc.). Note that although listening comprehension and speaking

are traditionally paired, a combination listening comprehension-reading

comprehension is not theoretically precluded.

Let us assume gratuitously that emphasis on audio- lingual skills

is more than a passing fad and could be supported adequately by philosophi-

cal, theoretical, and practical considerations« It would then become pow,

Bible to pose such interesting questions as the following. Can audio-

lingual oriented courses be designed which would result in listening com-

prehension and speaking proficiencies comparable to those attained in ino.

tensive courses, say FSI basic courses, but *which, in addition: (1) are

compatible with liberal arts education and allow the student to pursue

other studies simultaneously; (2) are comparable with Traditional Eclectic

courses with regard to instructional costs and instructional personnel;

(3) are adaptable to the administrative policies of colleges and uniTrersities?
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kOrtonts pilot experiment suggests that an answer be sought through the

use of self-instruction and the concept of the language laboratory as a

teaching machine capable of replacing or spelling the liVeteacher. This

concept, however, entails experimenting more widely with more flexible ad-

ministrative procedures and modifying the conventional FL teaching context.

New organizational patterns radically different from those of today must

be sought, patterns which will accommodate recent and anticipated develop-

ments in electro-mechanical devices, the expansion of language laboratory

facilities, and the growing application of programmed instruction tedho.

niques to problems of FL teaching.

,q
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2. Mtatipl.e Credit Elementary French

2.1 at Problen

As was pointed out the keystone of the New Key is intensive contact of the

learner with the Pt. achieved through a high number of contact hours (exposure)

and the reduction of the size of classes. PSI sixteen-week basic courses in the

commonly taught languages contain 480 hours (sixteen weeks with thirty hours of

weekly assigned class hours. In the optimal non-intensive college PI. course,

the student is required to attend five periods weekly -- periods generally range

from 45 to 50 minutes-- during an academic year of 32 weeks, i.e., 160 periods.

For the sake of convenience let us assume that a period equals one hour, then

three years of an optimal college FL course would match the exposure of FSI basic

courses. But at PSI the gagama class size is six whereas the optimal college

FL course minimm class size is twenty, at least for the commonly taught languages.

In reality, three years of an FL college course provides only the same degree of

exposure as an FSI basic course, and since actual contact is a function of ex-

posure recitation time per student, it would not be unreasonable to assume that

an FSI basic course is equivalent to four or more years of a college course.

One might suspect that with regard to the number of structural features and

vocabulary items content, the FSI basic course syllabi would be far more ambitious

than so-called elementary college textbooks, but, in fact, the contrary is true.

For instance, in =ads Frencti grammar "points" are treated mach less ex-

haustively than they are in standard traditional-eclectic method textbooks.

Clearly, because of the notion that a textbook must be completed from cover to

cover during the course, college FL courses have very rigorous quantitative

Objectives but sacrifice quality and the implicit terminal behavior expected of

the student is much less than complete internalization and automatic production

#7,-Mx171 ,
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of the material presented. We do not mean to criticize this sacrifice of quality

for quantity nor do we hold that there is any inherent virtue in placing priority

on near-perfect active audio-lingual control of a finite set of utterances, lexical
IP

items, and structural featurese We only wish to underscore the fact that New

IP
Key objectives and present cclLege FL elementary courses and all four -year high

school FL sequences "-are fundamentany.incempatiblb.

It should also be borne in mind that,at the end of the first year of study

a college student is expected not only to have some degree of control of the

spoken language, but also the ability to read unedited texts that exhibit struc-

tures and a vocabulary content much more extensive and much more complex than

those of daily speech. It also maybe desired that he write the FL, if not

elegantly, at least "grammatically" and "idiomatically."

Since total instructional costs cannot be increased, it is only through

a course incorporating Gaarder's and Merton's Language Laboratory as a Teaching

Machine concept that the New Key can be successfUlly adapted to nonintensive FL

instruction at the high school or the college level. At the latter level, it is

an unwritten convention that students spend three hours in c ss or on outside

preparation to earn one semester credit point. In a five c dit FL course, the

teacher disposes then uf fifteen hours of the student's ti per week and the

proportion of actual class contact to outside study is 1 to his discreticn.

40 If the language laboratory is considered the audio analogue of the library, the

music practice room, the art workshop or the science laboratory-wit might be

40 noted in passing that some universities label their language laboratory quite

fittingly "Audio Listening or Study Centenoomit is quite consonant with college

procedures to require that outside study hours be spent in the language labora-

tory. With the utilization of the concept of the mart, exposure canbetrdbled

and the college elementary FT, course be brought to approximate intensive courses
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more closely with regard to the exposure variable: the optimal college elementary

course would now provide 480 hours of contact between the student and the teaching

components.

The use of the language laboratory to assume some of the functions that

live instructors currently assume both in intensive-type programs and conventional

college and high school courses gives individual students the opportunity to

progress through an FL course at the pace most suited to them. Self-pacing in

creases the efficiency of a course since4the more gifted students can complete

the course in a diarter period of time and the less able students need not re-

trace their steps should they fall any part of the course.

To summarize, the New Key can be adapted to non - intensive FL courses if

electromechanical devices currently available can make integral components of

the teaching program, and if the atlagarms determined by, the ratio of in-

structional costs to total learning achieved- -of New Key and intensive method

programs can be drastically improved, not only through the preparation of better

materials but also through the appropriate use of the teaching resources available.

On the basis of past research and the results the two Idiot courses

which sought to adapt the intensive method as it is illustrated by the Mimic

courses,
1

it was decided theta successful adaptation of the New Key required

a course characterized by at least the following features:

1) a high number of actual student contact with the FL;

2) the relegation of'most classroom teacher tasks to a properly programmed

language laboratory;

3) the possibility for each student to progress at his optimum rate;

4) a shift of emphasis from "covering a relatively indefinite amount of

language within a definite period of time to assimiliting a definite

amount of language within a relatively indefinite period of time ,i2

7R71, . itt7f, 7.-=',.4,17-0
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5) the definition of FL .proficiency in terms of attested proficiency in

carefully defined skills rather than in years a study or the number

of semester credits earned.

In April, 1961 a proposal describing the structure of MhltipleCredit

Elementary French (.aKF), a course that contained these features, and outlining

a plan to test its pedagogical efficiency and administrative feasibility Was

submitted by Indiana University to the Research Unit of the Language Development

Section of the U. S. Office of Education. The proposal was approved and the

research began to be implemented in September of that year.

2e2 ag, Comentiong Cpurae

It was decided that the pedagogical efficiency and scale effects on ad-

ministrative policies would be measured by comparison with a control group cone.

slating of several elementary French sections pursuing the conventional program

of studies. We shall, therefore, begin by describing the conventional basic

French program at Indiana University,

The program of basic French instruction at Indiana University is quite

characteristic of that currently existing in most large universities. French is

the most popular FL, particularly for those students who aspire to no higher goal

than ccmpleting the College of Arts and Sciences' FL requirement, no doubt for

the reason that it is the modern FL most widely taught in Indiana public high

schools and that many students "beginning" French at Indiana Univeristy have bad

acme previous contact with the language. The College of Arts and Sciences' rew

quirement stipulates that a student shall take eighteen semester bows of an FL.

The basic Preprogram consists of a one-year elementary course (1101,0a)meeting

five periods weekly and requiring, in addition, up to two periods of compulsory

attendance in the language lararatory, two intermediate courses stressing audios-

lingual fluency (1201200, each meeting two periods weekly, and two intermediate
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courses stressing reading in literary texts 0211-E2146 meeting three periods

weekly. The 1110164F102 sequence yields a total of ten semester credits; students

Taw then elect to take F201 and F2114212 or F201F202 and P211 plus a third

year conversation course, in which case they will have earned more than the

eighteen semester credit hours required.

The elementary F1014102 sequence constitutes the most closely supervised

and homogeneous part of the Indiana University basic French program. All in

structors follow a rigorous. course outline and examinations are of a departmental

nature3 this applies in greater part to the F201-F202 sequence but not at all

to F2114212. In both F101T102 and F201F20e the method of instruction is best

described as traditional-eclectic. The textbooks used in both courses contain

acme New Key features: dialogues, pattern drills, but the grammatical explanations

refer generally to the written language and are not well integrated with the drill

material. Reading selections are introduced very early and they are selected

for their literary significance rather than their linguistic characteristics,

i.e., no effort is made to introduce structures and vocabulary gradually. But

it is the fact that a stated number of grammar points and a specified nuUber of

pages must be cpvered within a given period of time that characterizes these

courses as distinctly traditional.

These courses are manned by an instructional staff consisting primarily of

graduate assistants (75 per cent or more), many of whim have no professione

preparation or teaching experience and very few of whom speak the language with

native or near native accuracy and proficiency. Some instructors of professorial

rank are assigned to these courses but no effort is made to insure that all

students have contact with the more competent and experienced members of the

teaching staff; whether a student will be taught by a native speaker with or

without FL teaching training, a well schooled professional FL teacher, or a
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neophyte depends primarily on happenstance. All graduate assistants receive in-
I.

service training through attendance of a compulsory one semester methods course

which features some observation of an elementary section taught by the clinical

professor.

In the elementary course (Fl01,4102) attendance of two periods of language

laboratory work is required but not checked. As a result, except for the period

immediately following the beginning of a semester and preceding examinations,

attendance often falls to 50 per cent and lower. The recorded material presented

consists primarily of the imitation of dialogues and response drills as well as

occasional pattern drills; students may at all tames. refer to the textbook, The

recorded material is first broadcast from a central console and students work

in lockstep fashion; since the equipment is dual channel, students may record the

master program and practice individually in the latter part of the period; or

they may report to the language laboratory during evening hours for added in"

dividual practice. Of course, since all sections progress at a uniform rate

and since there is no provision to accommodate the more proficient students, in

dividual work tends to consist of review and additional practice and few students

practice material not yet covered in the classroom. Laboratory periods are super-

vised by assistants whose responsibilities are of a housekeeping nature: ins

stalling reels on the console, making minor adjustments and repairs, taking

attendance, etc.

At Indiana University class periods are 45 minutes long and the academic

year consists of 32 weeks. The elementary course (F1011102), then, provides

120 hours of classroom contact with a live instructor in sections of twenty

students on the average and 1i8 hours of individual work in the language laboratory.

Thus, with regard to total exposure, this course can well be considered optimal.

Few college courses, in foreign languages as well as other fields, state
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quite precisely the terminal objectives the student must attain to pass the

course, let alone to qualify for an "A", "B", or "C". As we have seen in 1.,

language skills, including reading and writing, can ultimately be defined in

behavioral terms; precise objectives, therefore, should be defined in terms of

41 various types of behavior: discrimination acuity, accuracy and speed of sound

production, speed of manipulation of a stated number of grammatical features, and

the like. Since the University catalogue does not provide a suitable description

of the terminal objectives of 11101-F10C, we can only infer these from the final

examinations and pre-test placement procedures. Final examinations test

listening comprehension, the ability to spell French utterances in connected

contexts, knowledge of grammatical patterns as they are reflected by the ortho-

graphy and through translation, reeding comprehension, and the ability to trans-.

late, primarily from French to English. The single placement examination used

to apgropriately place a student in one of the six basic French courses tests

almost exclusively reading comprehension and translation.

It might not be amiss to comment briefly on the attitudes toward FL teaching

of the Indiana University Department of French and Italian, which administers

basic French instruction, particularly since it is representative of most large

university 1 departments in general and French departments in particular.

Large university FII departments consider that their primary function is the

training of scholars in literary analysis and the history' of the literature, and

to a, much lesser extent the history and"etructure of the languages whose teaching

the particular department administers. Promotion and advancement, and, more

importantly, selfwesteem depend on scholarly achievements rather than on compe-

tence in basic FL instruction, skill in the direction of teaching program and

the preparation of pedagogical materials. As a result there is little motivation

for innovation in language teaching practices and, no systematic mechanism for
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feedback from classroom experience to the design of methcis and materials. Such

an atmosphere hardly inspires graduate students to distinguished and devoted

teaching nor is it conducive to professional attitudes toward FL teaching. It

is also an atmosphere which is not very hospitable to inquiry in the learning

process nor experimentation with alternate strategies of FL instruction.

2.3 219.tdf3Dalx.ragraWarrang11440320

After reviewing the various attempts to adapt the Army Method to non-intensive

FL programs, and on the basis of our own pilot trials at the Pennsylvania State

University in 1959-60 and at Indiana University in 1960 -61, we opted for a

partially selfwinstructional course rather than Morton's fully auto- didactic

ram, i.e., we agreed with Gaarder that the teacher's primary function in a

course aiming at audio - lingual proficiency is to lead the student to use the

language in a simulated natural context and that, insofar as it is ccopatible

with presently available materials and electromechanical devices, all other

tasks currently assumed by classroom teachers should be relegated to the language

laboratory. In this section we describe NM as it was formulated in our re-

search proposal and tried out with the first group of subjects from September

1961 to February 1963. The proposal was to cover a period of three years and

two complete'and one partial trial of VOW during which: (1) a partially self

instructional program would be prepared and continually revised; (2) adminism

trative procedures would be evolved; (3) the tet42331quea to be used in the

Display Sections would be developed and the function of the Display Sectionand
of the live instructor, -' clarified; (4) the pedagogical efficiency of kiMF relative

to the conventional pwograms insofar as this could be measured within the con-

text in which the experiment was attempted.

2.31 groardy jaat NM

NC was established as a continuous fifteen semester credit hour
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course labeled F101-F102-3203, equivalent roughly to the conventional

F1014102 elementary sequence and the F201-F202 audio-lingual oriented

intermediate sequence. ,In order to fulfill their FL requirement students

would need to take the F211 reading-criented course after successfully

completing MCEF.

2.311 greditsdraslAnd

Credit and grade granted at the end of a semester would be

directly proportional to the proficiency attained during that semester

and also related, to a considerable degree, to the amount of material

aseim tea Presumably the average student should complete the

course, i.e., reach the specified proficiency in the required FL

skills, in three semesters. Students with previous background in

French, those who show greater assiduity, and those who possess high

aptitude for FL learning could ecinpiete the course in two semesters;

slow students would not be penalized and could complete the course

in four or more semesters. It was at first anticipated that the

materials would consist of a finite number of units, say thirty.

Credit would be granted at the end of a semester on the basis of any

block of ten units assimilated, i.e., one third of the entire pro-

gram. A student who had not progressed sufficiently to earn credit

at the end of a given semester, i.e., had not assimilated a complete

block of ten units in the course of that semester, would receive the

grade of "/" (incomplete) until such time as he coca geted the block

of units. At the beginning of the following semester, he would be

expected to enroll in the next higher- level. course and he would

continue from where he had left off, say, Unit pine; for instance,

if he had received an "I" itr F201, he would still enroll, in nte



the following semester in the hopes that he might catch up and complete

both F101 and F102 in the course of the second semester. Students

who completed more than ten units during a semester but fewer than

twenty would receive the normal five hours of credit, but they could

expect to complete MCEF before the end of the third semester and

would then, be free to devote their time to other activities. Grades

would be determined by scares in achievement examinations administered

at the end of a semester as well as by performance in Display Sessions

during the course of a semester. Achievement examinations at three

different levels would be devised. The first examination would test

only comprehension and oral proficiency, the second would, in addition,

test reading ability, and the last examination would test all four

FL skills, including ability .to write in French. Students who com-

plete the entire program before the end of a semester may request

to;takethe terminayexamination or choose to be evaluated at the

regularly acheduyd,date4 of the ,examination at the end of that semester.

During the.course.of the .semester short subsounit and unit tests
would be, administered. in the language laboratory and a etudent would

not be able to proceed ,unless he :achievel a specified score. Unit

tests would be .cumulatiye :and would in6ure that the student had a firm

control .0f.Prr1011qklocirned material. Since credit would be granted

only meter a student had completed, a given block, of units, no student

who ultimately. cora4eted tha primrn-qu,132., fail. Por instance, a

student 1#1o.corceletektIle proqamiin five semesters would receive

only, fifteen ,credit, houzes gradetkot "Cr. or even "B";

in the treflitio?akcouree the Flema student might have satisfied the

requirements inl.fonF apmesters,but,would hays received an "p" along
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presented in the course.

2.312 ...awl Ban

Students would register for a block of ten contact periods per

week, divided as follows: one period of grammatical analysis in groups

of up to 60 students, two thirty minute "Display Sessions" in groups

of two to four students, and ailana of eight periods of individual

work in the language laboratory. Since credit and grade received

would be directly proportional to the amount of material NE§21...:...tecl,,

the student would be encouraged and motivated to spend additional

time in the language laboratory beyond the minimum eight periods.

Presumably, the greater the number of hours spent in the laboratory,

the faster the progress. A student's weekly schedule is presented

in the diagram below. Each square within solid lines refers to one

period of contact.

9:30

10:20

1:30

1:55

2:40

Diagram 1

......

M 'I' W Th F

LAB.

dents )

DISPLAY
(3 students)

DISPLAY

LAB.

LAB. LAB.

ividual St}dent, Weekly Sehesluile
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For the sake of comparison, we provide a conventional program

weekly individual student schedule.

9:30

3.020

Diagram 2

CLASS CLASS CLASS CLASS CLASS

(20 students)

minolla

LAB.

Individ
Work in
Lockstep)

7 hours

TRADITIONAL FRENCH

IndAyidyal Ltuj,322.-it ilex= =eta

2.32 lbed Cazcz_nents

2.321 Autzlatorial Cara...nne t

Students would report in groups of 30 to a 35 position language

laboratory equipped with dual track machines (Viking 85) and activated

head-sets and hooked up to a master console in two-way intercommunicatiorb

Tapes containing the recorded program would be made available on a

library system and students would select individually any part of the

program. At their positions, armed with a workbook, they would listen

to the program, vocalize as directed by the speakers on the tape, and

receive Immediate reinforcement in the farm of echo or confirmation

responses; they also could record automatically their own responses

to compare them with the native model.
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Progress through an individual unit would be paced by a series

of self-tests. Depending on his score on each self-test, the student

would either be directed to proceed to the following section or shunted

to an alternate review sequence. 1s soon as the student feels he has

assimilated the material contained in a unit he could be administered

a Unit 2214 scored by his Display Session instructor; subsequently

the student would have the opportunity to discuss his errors with the

instructor who wed assign specific review work when necessary. Auto-

tutorial activities would be monitored by specially trained laboratory

assistants whose primary function would be to note and evaluate stu-

dent's accuracy of response to program directional, relative activity,

and efficiency of work habits. They also would attend to mechanical

problems and record periodic randcm selections of student response.

2.322 Diep2Avassigtv

Primary instructa7-student and student-student interaction would

take place in small groups of two to four students, meeting for a total

of 60 minutes weekly. Initially, students would be assigned to Display

Sessions on the basis of performance in a prognostic language aptitude

battery (chiefly the Carrell-Soon Modern aiimaAmtitude Test) but

there would be occasional reshuffling to ensure homogeneity of student

groupings. The Display Session, as the label suggests, would give

students $n opportunity to use, in near - natural and congruent context,

the linguistic structures assimilated in the auto- tutorial sessions.

In the first run of NCEF students mould meet in groups of three on the

average twice weekly for 25 minute Display Sessions (see Diagram 1).

Later, other possibilities would be tried out.

Display Sessions would be staffed by graduate teaching associates
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who, hopefUlly, would possess near-native fluency and accuracy but who

would not be native speakers of French and who, optimally, would have

a knowledge of the structure of spoken French, particularly as it applies

to the teaching of that language to American speakers. Display Session

instructors would be closely supervised and weekly staff meetings as

well as visiting of classes would provide some in-service training;

they also would attend a brief one week orientation session prior to

the start of each academic year...

2.323 leat,urim

The remaining period would be devoted to formal discussion of

linguistic structure, culture, and civilization in a lecture session

attended by a group of 30 to 60 students. Although grammar and culture

would be presented inductively through dialogues, drills, and narrative

material, we believe that the acquisition of objective attitudes toward

language, training in the systematic observation of linguistic facts,

and a formal introduction to :bench culture in the anthropological

sense are legitimate by-products of a basic FL courses

2.4 2192hogLaztjusgaira,
2.41 Agana

The only part of the MEP project amenable to controlled experimentation

is the comparison of the overall proficiency of a group of students enrolled

in the experimental IL!EF course and that of a comparable group enrolled in

the conventional program. This would give an index of the relative peda-

gogical efficiency of the two treatments, although it must again be pointed

out that km difficult it is to evaluate overall proficiency since tradition-

alists give greater weight to reading ccuprehension and grammar- translation

and Now Key supporters to comprehension and speaking proficiency. It should
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also be borne in mind that the primary objectives of the MCEF project were to

assay the feasibility of instituting at least a partially self-instructional

course in a large university FL department and to find out in what ways it;

required modifications and adaptations of current administrative procedures.

But if a partially self-instructional course were to be considered feasible,

it should reasonably be expected to lead to student proficiency not signi-

ficantly lower than that achieved in the`' conventional program.

One of the important questions the MEP project sought to anmetr was

whether there were any differences in the level of proficiency in FL skills

between students enrolled in the two programs and to specify the nature of

the difference: (1) auditory comprehension, (2) speaking proficiency, (3)

reading comprehension, (4) writing.

A subsidiary question that was asked was whether there were any dif-

ferences in the level of proficiency between experimental students assigned

two different sets of required laboratory periods and to specify the dif-

ference.

Care would have to be taken to ensure that (1) students enrolled in the

two different programs and in the two different sections of the experimental

program were ccapnrable, (2) the teaching staffs of the two programs were

comparable with regard to professional experience and linguistic proficiency,

(3) the instructor contact measured in terms of a student/instructor ratio

were identical, (4) contaminating factors were eliminated.

2.42 Seleptiaa Stu eats

A group of 60 students, selected at random from the Incoming Preshmon

class constituted the experimental group (El). Another group of 60 students

also selected at random and to be taught by the conventional method constituted

the control group (q). Because of the complexity of the registration pro-

rrgttr--,
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cedure at Indiana University and the number of scheduling conflicts, it was

not possible to use random numbers or any such system in the assignment of

students to the experimental or the control groups. Students presenting

themselves to the registration desk had their choice of any of the twenty or so

convenitonal me the two experimental sections then open. When five students

had enrolled in any section, it was closed until all other sections contained

five students. All sections were then opened to a limit of ten or so and so

on. This procedure increased the length of time required to fill up a section

thus insuring that student preference played only a limited role in their as-

signment and that all sections had roughly even alphabetical distributions.

The randomness of the selection process was endangered by the fact that the

Department of French and Italian insisted that the differences between the

conventional program and NCEF be clearly pointed out to prospective MCEF

enrollees. After registration three conventional program P101 section:1u--

nuMbered sections 5, 10, and l54yere selected to constitute the Control

(c1) group.

Students in one half of the experimental group (Ell) were requested to

schedule thirteen periods of laboratory practice in addition to the Display

Sessions and the one period of Grammatical Analysis on the rationale that a

student at Indiana University is expected to spend a minimum of three hours

40 in class contact and/or outside preparation for each semester credit hoftr

awarded. the instructor or the department reserving for itself the right

to specify in what manner the student's work far the course was to be orgy

ganized. Students in the other experimental section (En) were required to

schedule only eight periods of laboratory practice but were encouraged to

arrange for additional laboratory practice hours on their awn and their
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attendance of these additional practice hours was not to be checked or super-

vised.

It was expected that, due to various factors, of the 60 students in

Ems, Eiv and C1, only 43 would remain at the beginning of the third semester

(this does not include the "promotion" of the faster students in En and E12

who might have completed the entire program in fewer than three semesters).

New experimental and control groups (B21, E22, and 02) would be selected

again at random.

In the third year, the remaining students in Ea and E22 would be used

to test the last third of the teaching program a second time; new experimental

and control groups of 60 each, Eil, E32, and 03respectivelb would be selected.

The table below summarizes the distribution of the student population

involved in the project in both B and C groups; we retain the convention of

using the first digit to refer to the year and the second digit to sub-group,

E 01 13 hours of scheduled laboratory attendance; 02 a 8 hours of scheduled

laboratory attendance,

let L Year

2nd Year

3rd Year

1st Year

2nd Year

3rd Year

n" t =Was Qom.

al. awe= Bigarid gem. ey

an 30
En 24 30 ge2 30

24 1.1 30 30

28

28

28

azkal 2xsava
0 do
1

Cl 56

21 49 a
-e

6o
-e
0 56

1i8 a
3

do a
3

56-

312

P22

2.52

28

28

28
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2.43 aggmLbW.,V4 a;nd g Gramm,

During the first week of classes the CarrollmSapontkagnXianauage

Alattaibilkria (W was administered to E and C students. Students' high

school grades were also available. Both the 1ga scores and high school

grades were intended to check on the randomness of student selection and

would allow the establishment of any corrective factor which might be needed.

2.44 Zadvalitala

Display Session instructors would be selected from graduate assistants

previously appointed by the Department of Prendh and Italian. No effort was

made to select assistants with previous teaching experience or professional

training, but the Department was requested to nominate candidates with ac-

curate pronunciation and a high level of proficiency. It was also stipulated

that prospective MD ' Display Session instructors be favarablyftwor at least

not negatively-disposed toward the course.
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Notes

lA first semester course initiated by the primary investigator and

Profeesca. Simon Belasco at the Pennsylvania State University in 1959060

where classes were reduced to twenty students and where compulsory language

laboratory work was required. This was followed in 1960-61 by a modification

of the conventional French F101-F102 sequence at Indiana University: a pilot

experimental section of 30 students met in grammatical analysis sections

two periods per week and in drill sections of 15 students three periods per

week. Students also were encouraged, but not required to attend the language

laboratory several hours in addition to the two required periods.

2Simon Be lasco et al, "The Continuum: Listening and Speaking," In W. F.

Bottiglia, (Ed.), Current ,Issuks /swam geeohtift. A Report or the working

committees of the 1963 Northeast Conference on the Teaching of Foreign

Languages.
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3. The Materials

3.1 Xrdienitalsitaarsial.t,.WiabkarWinxtmtkor)

The successful use of the language laboratory as a teaching machine depends

on the availability of pedagogical materials suitable for selfinstruction

In this context, of course, the term pedagogical materials refers not only to

textbooks or other visual presentation devices but to recorded programs as

well. Materials suitable far self - instruction must conform to the following

criteria: (1) the terminal behavior attained by the correct use of portions

of the materials must be rigorously specified; (2) the student must be trained

and must be able to evaluate his own responses; (3) the student must receive

lumediate reinforcement in the form of an indication of the accuracy or in

accuracy of his response; (4) the materials must exhibit a, gradual progression

of small steps. Pedagogical materials that meet these criteria are currently

labeled x=ranatistaterialso

3.2 Mt 11 SE

Unfortunately, when we launched Mme' no programmed French course was

available and we were forced to devise our own. The materials we first em-

played constituted an adaptation of a New Key type textbook being developed by

the primary investigator and Professor Simon Belasco of the Pennsylvania State

University. This material presented the fundamental phonological and paw

matical features of spoken French, broken down in a graduated series of steps

and accompanied by congruent dialogue and narrative material. The later units

contained a programmed spelling section which provided spelling rules whose

input was phonological and grammatical information; original reading selecr
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tions, graded with regard to grammatical and lexical content, provided practice

in visual comprehension while at the some time giving information on France

and key aspects of French culture from the anthropological point of view. These

reading selections were accompanied by extensive writing exercises.

The first set of materials, hereafter referred to as MOEF I (Multiple-

Credit Elementary French Pre-programmed materials, first version), consisted of

eight Pronunciation Introduction units and forty-five units stressing grammar

and vocabulary acquisition. The eight pronunciation units aimed at the ac-

quisition of the fundamental features of French pronunciation, at the phonemic'

as well as at the phonetic level, within ccuplete sentences; in other words,

the student was also expected to acquire French prosodic features. The Pro-

nunciation Introduction units consisted of two graded dialogue sequences each

followed by pronunciation drills. The dialogues were very short, varying from

four to eight sentences, and were graded with regard to phonological structure.

This gradation was only partial, ho ever, and applied only to the vowels which

constitute the primary pronunciation problems for speakers of American English;

no Implicit effort was made to order the presentation of consonants, although

the first two or three units contain very few instances of the consonant /r/,

for instance. The vowels were introduced as follows:

Unit 3. w ah.contrast versus steady-state French Cu 1] and glided

English (in and COI; precise timbre of French Ca] and non -

reduction of French [a] in positions corresponding to English

unstressed syllables;

Unit 2 4- contrast French /e/ and /V; steady-state French (63 versus

glided English (J];

Unit - contrast French /6/ and /V; contrast French steady -state [6)

and glided English Nw];
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Unit. 4 - contrast French /b/ and /a/;

Unit 5 contrast French /b/ and /4;

Unit 6 introduction of front rounded series /ti' de 83/;

Unit 7 introduction of nasalized vowels /8 a 8/;

Unit 8 - contrast of nasalized vowels and sequences nonnasal vowel +

nasal consonant.

We should like to observe in passing that the Pronunciation Introduction did

not provide the complete inventory of French vowels: the vowels /6/ and /&/

were specifically left out since their differentiating function is very low.

Pronunciation features were first practiced in complete sentences and then in

drills, many of which involved minimal pair contrasts, either French/English

pairs French/French pairs.

Dialogues were presented in a nine'step sequences First the student

listened to the dialogue spoken at natural speed by native speakers; this step

in a sense presented the student with the terminal behavior he mus expected to

attain at the end of the sequence. The student then began to practice the

dialogue, starting with constituent elements and progressively building up

the complete sentence; this phase was labeled 1WaltsplIftwass).

In latIMAUSLO sentence partials and complete sentences were matched

with their English equivalents. The technique generally followed was reverse

builds.* whereby the rightmost element was presented first; but when this

process interfered with syntactic groupings, leftmost elements were introduced

first. We Illustrate with the second dialogue of Unit 3.

manteau coat
votre manteau your coat
beaucoup very much
Palm I like
Palm beaucoup I like very mob
Jtaime beaucoup votre manteau. I like your coat very much.
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achete
avez-vous
leavez-vous
l'aveziavous achete
quand

Quand l'avez-vows achet6?

soldes
des soldes
au moment
Au moment des soldes.

dernier
le nods
Le nods dernier?

dernier
au printemps
au printemps dernier
Non, au printemps dernier.

bought
have you
have. you

have you
when
When did

(1t)

boudat it

you buy it?

sales
the sales
at the time
At sale time.

last
the month
Last month?

last
in the spring
last spring
No, last spring.

In the third step the student practiced complete sentences matched by

their English near- equivalents. At this stage it was assumed that the student

had learned the dialogue and knew the meanings of sentence partials sufficiently

well to recall complete sentences when presented without English glosses.

In Step Four the student was required,tO.alternately ;lei both roles of

the dialogue and, so to speak, engage in conversation with the voice on the

tape. Part of this step consisted also of a comprehension test wherein stu-

dents were, asked to provide the English glossds of a list of'Frendh words and

phrases. In Step Five the lexical items contained in the dialogue were permuted

in simple substitution drills. We present an example from Unit 3:
L'avez -vous achete au printemps?

en hiver?

en 4t6?

ici?

ae moss dernier?

au printemps?

It will be Observed that the grading of the presentation of phonology is not

17.,11r7.0!q91.10,1Fr7,0:10 0 .001ifip
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perfect since in addition to the alternation of /6/ : /b/ and /e/ : /e/ in

their typical contexts, and the review of vowels introduced in earlier units,

the student is asked to use in complete sentences phonological features not

yetdrilled intensively: nasal vowels, /r/, and /j/ + vowel sequences.

Step Six started with a comprehension test where the student was required

to provide the English equivalents of sentences illustrating constructions oc-

curring in the dialogue but exhibiting vocabulary items from preceding units

or the recombination drills, e.g.,

L'avez -vous achetg au printemps? Liavez-vous achetg en automne?

Jaime beaucoup votre manteau. -4 Value beaucoup votre camarade.

In the Second part of this test, the student was required to translate short

phrases from English to French, e. g.,

your coat

I like

votre manteau

j raime

Starting with Unit Three, each unit also contained a Comprehension Drill

designed to train the student in understanding material containing grammatical

constructions and lexical items new to him but whose meanings might be guessed

from associations with previously learned French grammatical constructions and

lexical items or obvious English cognates. We illustrate with the Comprehension

Drill of Unit Three;

"Listen to this following conversation and be prepared to answer questions

about its content. You will hear only two new words: log meaning "rented";

again, loud, mg; situ& meaning "situated"; again, OA, situe.

Now the conversations

You have rented a cabin and a friend of yours inquiros about it.

A. Vous avez loud un chalet?
B. Oui, Val loud un chalet.
A. Quand$ le mois dernier?
B. Non, le printemps dernier.

mrrn7470,7 ..,:r77111!fr-,,,Ari:TrowNv,OrNEN tleRrAZIPM
r.41
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B.
A.
B.
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a est-41 situ6?
Loin d'ici.
Vous sllez au chalet cet automne?
Non, cat hiver.

We shall now ask you six questions.

1. Vous avez loud un chalet?

2. Quand, le mois dernier?

3. 011 est-11 8/tug?

(Oui,

(Non

(Loin

4. Vous allez au chalet cet hiver? (Oui,

5. Vous allez au chalet cet
automne?

6. Le chalet est ;As dila? (Non, loin d'ici.)

If you cannot answer these questions with complete assurance and without

hesitation, do the Alternate Program; otherwise proceed to Unit Four.

Alternate :war*

Go back over the. conversation again, then attempt to answer the following

questions.

suers

Pal loud un chalet.)
le printemps dernier.)

cet hiver.)

(Non, cet hiver.)

1. Vous avaz loud un chalet?

2. Quand, ltete dernier?

3. Avez -vous schetd un chalet?

4. Est -il loin d'ici?

5. Ota estil situe?

6. Vous allez an chalet cet dtd?

Oui,

Non,

Non,

Oui,,

Loin

Non,

Pal loud un chalet.

le printemps dernier.

Pal lora un chalet.

11 est loin d'ici.

dlici.

cet hiver. "

The forty-five units of the materials proper followed the New Key quite

closely and shared the latter's formal separation of components (dialogues,
4 ,

pronunciation drills, lexical manipulation drills, grammar drills and ex-

planations, comprehension drills. They differed' from such materials as LSI

Agoto Wash, Rod* Frenieh, or lip by a more careful ordering of

graainaticel features and by a more detailed analysis of single grammatical

points into small steps. For instance, the presentation of numerals was spread

through five units.' First "1" to "10", which show complex form variation (e.g.,

c1,11r7rmrrriFIlfroirarrrIrwtx-1[74z5n-..711rvvITIPP"TriPrvfiTT1017m177-''7,PF11+- 7.1 1 fn g111PKII.P.7,'AMtir.5770,AMMIF;;;7.1**107m1grr'''''
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"6" is manifested as /ai /, /sis/: or /siz/ depending on the phonological en-

vironment ), were presented. The following unit presented the forms for "11"

to "19", then "20" to "69", "70" to "99", and finally numerals "100" and above.

This progression was motivated, for instance, by the fact that French numerals'

show four different patterns :7.n the formation of the "-ties ": (1) "20 P, "30P:

"40", "50 ", "60" are derived by adding the suffix /at/ to bases related mor-

phophonemice/ly to "3", "4", "5", and "6"; (2) "20" is Mt/ colve7: a form

obviously unrelated to We/ ft, Mitzi; (3) "80" is 'our score, viz. maxgr

yingts; (4) "70" is "i50P and "10" and "900 is "80" and "10".

. Each unit consisted of a 10r15 sentence dialogue review pronunciation

drills, two grammar sections, and a comprehension drill. In Units 16 through

25 the pronunciation drills were replaced ,by a spelling program; starting with

Unit 26 a, reading selection consisting of descriptions of France and aspects

of French culture and accompanied by writing exercises was introduced. In the

section below. these units will be discussed and illustrated in. detail.

In the Dialogue Exploitation Sequence the students first listened to a

short dialogue which contained instances of the grammar features to be drilled

in the GrammarSequence; the following dialogue introduces verbs forming past

phrases with gt,re as auxiliary (the more general formation with avoir as

auxiliary had been presented previously).

I= a 0. kikalome

STEP ONE WasmSahlasigisa

J. Tu as sortie dimanche?

M. Oui, et je me suis biers amusSe.

J. Ah ouit Quiestrce que to as fait?

M. Pa61 est venu me chercher vers 3 heures. Devine at on est elle?

J. je ne sale pas, raconte.

rirellinrrilr!r2-17.-17.1r.rrilrhrrmr.r,Antre7, pqmvp,77,4c7r-r--;7~.--.11crrrtr--,zgir:ri
r:-.,nrrir"^r=71111Vr71""M'FT'"Ir77-1- "1"17'7-1"t''''
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J.

M.
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M.

J.

Me

1i8.

On a fait un tour a Saint-Germain.

Je parie que vows Rtes descendus dans une cave.

Oui, histoire de voir si clieteit bleu.

Et ga tVplu?

Tellement que nous y sommes rester.

Vous Stes rentAs tard?

Flut6t ouli On est parti tminult.

Nate the eontreetei ILUSULAWAWS4 JALESLAWADJMIAENAI: alliUdia2A4

blaitanDus Zeali iota AgsagSaft, A9212CAMMILDAtily IMULIWIATiadi4
sagalmaversus tu g.% fait, pa a fait, smkaplu, on the one hand, and

singular versus plural and masculine versus feminine forms of the past parti-

ciple on the other.

Next the student was guided in the reverse,tuilt-ml of the

dialogue from syntactic partials, First, the English contextual-equivalents

were provided, but were then removed in the subsequent step.

STEP NO es lb gets, East a)

dimanche
sortie
es sortie
tu es sortie
Tit es sortie dimanche?

amusee
suis amusee

suis =see
je me suis amusee
je me Buis bien amusee
Oui, et je me suis bien amusee.

fait
as fait
tu as felt
quo estrce que

Gtatest-ce que tu as fait?

Ah oult Quilest-ce que tu as fait?

Sunday
gone out
went out
you went out
Did you go out Sunday?

amused
was amused
I am amused
had fun

I had a lot of fun
Yes, and I had a lot cc fun.

done
have done
you did
what
What did you do?
Ah, yes! What did you. do?

7

ir pre R rz-riel ti rtr,,,,-,7-1rvirrmr.vozm-,.irvril I wilmi mir mo p etp
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Note that the utterance at majmaiLlasumayag, is builtmup from At

smu0e, and successive expansions by addition of me_ and kialrather than from

jitsitgald and bjea amusea since the former procedure is considered to facilim

tete analogizing and independent use. of the structural and lexical elements

presented.

When the students were able to provide English and then French equivalents

Immediately upon cue, they proceeded to manipulate the syntactic frames and

the vocabulary items including those of the dialogue as well as additional

motion d.ils

130143121= starts from the last sentence of the dialogue and presents alter-

nately

Complement slots respectively.

nately substitutions which are to be inserted in the Subject + Predicate and

items which lexical field. The following nattatlesa

Waal abfillialaa ItitU 3
On est parti minuito We left at midnight.
On est rent:4 We came back at midnight.

text. We came back late.
Xis ont tftephone They telephoned late.

On est parti

opowinimonoommIMON111111141.1114111

avant-bier. They telephoned the day before
yesterday.

We left the day before yesterday,

minuit. We left at midnight.

The Mal step in the Dialogue Exploitation Sequence consisted of:a set

of questions on the dialogue.

MP SEVEN m 93majgattioanapaolas

Oft est-ce gutils ont fait un
tour?

Estmce qu'ils sont descendus dana
une cave?

Estmce que cletait bien?

stme9tes1 Aunt
=is ont fait un tour i Saint-

Germain.

Oui, ils sont descendus dans
une cave.

Oui, cqtait bien.

rvrrlo rr.-Arunrutr,r,--4r4nAlorma
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Paul et Madeleine ant aims is
cave?

/ls sont restes longtemps?

A queue heure est-ce quills
sont partis?

Its sont =tree tot ou tard?

Estioce quill sont rentres veri
onze heures ou vers minuit?

Oui, ils out aim& is cave.

Oal, ils

Its want

ins sont

vont

sont restes longt.emps.

partis minuit.

rentres tarn.

reutres vers minuit.

Grammar Was presented inductively in a three-step sequence: the student

first performed mim"mem type Legrampallaa the grammatical feature which

he had learned was then discussed in aanum Statement Section and, finally,

his control of the feature was rendered automatic and tested byLee Drills.

This procedure is illustrated below with the past Indefinite (mg same)

verbs selecting Stre as auxiliary in Subject + Predicate + Adverbial Complement

sentences found in unit 18.

Leaxrking Wla. 1

Il est parti ce matins
Il est rentre
Il est niort

Il est ra
U est vonu
Il est dorti
Il est retourne
Il est parti

kihraing Wag

Xis sont entree par la fen4re.
On est entre
Elle est entrbe
Ilest entre 644'"."1""64."4"6664ww".
Elles sont entrees

s sont entree ""1"...."""..4...

He left this morning.
He came back this Morning.
He died this morning.
He was born this morning.
He came this morning.
Be went out this morning.
He returned this morning:
He left this morning.

they came in through the window.
We came in through the window.
She came in, through the window.
BO came in through the window.
they Came ih through the window:
They came in through the window.

The Grammar Statement merely listed the verbs constituting the clue and

discussed the feature of agreement (primarily orthographic) past partic;p4em

subject. The Practice Drills consisted primarily of correlation and trans-

formation drills.

t

--11 rr-r- oilWs, ptt 1 rorrArrrm'gm7 (wpm, - Pvg.tr, , V Prr:
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yrectice Drill R Correlation

Contrast arjavoir

telephone.
sortis
dense.
rentres.
partis.
menti.
arrives.
travaille.

Confirmation

NOus.sommes sortis.
Nous avons danse.
Nous Games rentres.
Nous sommes partis.
Nous avons menti.
Nous sommes arrives.
Nous avons travaille.

AILetj.ce Drill S 9=21tion

Est-ce que vous etes sorti Zt neuf heures?

dirtieurig

Est -ce que to

partis

Est-ce quo nous 7

atterri

Est-ce que vous ?

arrive

PrActice g

Transformez au passe compose.

Elcanple: 104,21:
Student:
Model:

Elle ne descend pas.
Elle ntest pas descendue.
Elle West pas descendue.

Tl ne Aleut pas.
11 ne vend pas son chalet.
Elle ne va pas au chalet.

ne ment pas.
/1 ne sort pas.
Elle nlettend pas le facteur.
U ne repond pas "ti, la lettre.

n nta pas plu.
/1 ilia pas vendu son chalet.

Elie ntest pas ellee au chalet.n nta pas mend.n West pas sorti.
Elle Wet pas attendu le facteur.n nta pas repondu h la lettre.

All Learning and Practice Drills were four"phase. The student vas given

a base utterance which he. mimicked, then a cue which he substituted in the

base sentence or which called for some grammatical manipulation. The student

performed the substitution or the grammatical manipulation and received a con.*

r rrn-af vo6t,t4r,,,rvier,,o40,04.1r4ret. _ f"0

L



.firmation ire the form of the correct response provided by the model; the student

may also mimic the correct response immediately after the model. For example,

Tpaptice atu s above is performed as follows.

(3) Model: Estosce que vous gtes sorti neuf heures?

(4) =Aga: Est-ce que vous &es cord a' neuf heures?

(1) Model Cue: /deLeng/

(2) Student: Est-ce que vous avez dejeuntl a neuf heures?

(3) Model Estive que vous avez dejeung a neuf heures?

(4) Stuqent: Estesce que vous avez dejeun6 a neuf heures?

(1) Model, Cue: /payti/
etc.

As was, noted earlier the MCEF 1 materials represent an improvement of

current Nev Key material primarily by their more gradual presentation of gram -

matical features. Grammatical features, say, the partitive article, the passe

compose, were not introduced lattg, but rather an effort was made to analyze

the feature in terms of a set of rules progressing from the more general to

the more particular. No attempt was made to present any feature exhaustively,

thereby eliminating many of the so-called "exceptions to the exceptions of the

rule" from the syllabus'and'avoiding problems of stylistic variations which, in

our opinion, should not be introduced at the elementary level: We illustrate

with the presentation of the negative construction. In French sentences are

made negative by the addition of the two -part adverb /nE. .paZ,/ to the verb

core; /nE/ occurs before and /peg immediatel y following the first filler of

the predicate slot.2

The first learning task is the use of the appropriate allomorph of the

first negative element: /n/ or /me/. Since orthographical and phonologically

Manifest forms do not coincide, and since the former acts as a source of positive

and negative transfer, the grammatical presentation must consider both the

written and phonologically manifest forms.
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the negative transform is presented in three steps. In Step One the student

is taught to insert the .two part adverb /n/ iv . /pa/ before verbs beginning

with consonants and after subjects ending with a vowel. Here Al is spelled ne:

Tu. sags. ) Tu. ne sais pas.

Vous comprene a. -) Vous ne comprenea pas.

In Step Two, Al /pa/, here spelled nf, is used before verbs beginning

with a vowel:

Vat faim.

Il est fatigue.

Je ntai pas faim.

/1 n'est pas fatigue.

In Step Three, the student practices the /noe/ form which occurs before

verbs beginning with consonants and after words ending with consonants:

/1 comprend. -4 11 ne ccmxprend pas.

but: On comprend. On nn comprend pas*

3.3 Second Version: yamll

While MOM 1 materials proved compatible with partial self instruction,

their pedagogical efficiency left much to be desired and it was decided to pre

pare a modified version, MEP 2, to be used with the E2 group in the fall of

1962.

We felt that the MOW 1 units did not present phonological features gradually

enough and that the too rapid introduction of grammar patterns and vocabulary

interfered with the full assimilation of pronunciation habits. Also, as is

often the case when materials are prepared with a short leadmtime, unexpected

4P delays and difficulties reduced the margin of safety and some units suffered

from too hasty composition* In addition, the elitination of the lecture sessions

required that grammatical explanations be presented through the selfeeinstructional

materials rather than by an instructor.

The NUM 2 materials consisted of two parts: a Pronunciation Introduction

it-- 77--
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containing thirty units and a second level set of sixteen units. A Pronunciation

Introduction unit typically contained five sections. In the first part labeled

Ifistgnirgu the student was trained to discriminate between French phonemes or

between a French phoneme and an English near-equivalent. .For example, consider

the Listening section of Unit 8:

Step 1. Listen to the following examples of the phoneme Are/.

deux
noeud,noeud, etc.

Step 2. Now listen to these same examples, each preceded by a French word

containing the phoneme /e/. Listen for the difference between

the two sounds.

deux
ne noeud

Step 3. Now compare a French word with the phonate /6/, followed by one

with the phoneme Pei, and finally one containing the phoneme /u/.

de deux doux
ne noeud naus

Step Four of this section consisted of an Identification Test. If the

student failed to score 90% he was instructed to work through the Listening

section again, otherwise he proceeded to the poet op section. The latter

contained four-phase imitation drills and the practice material consisted of

one syllable utterances only. The third section contained longer utterances

and transformation drills in which the student was expected to manipulate the

newly presented sound feature in phrasemlength utterances. Ibis modification

of the presentation of pronunciation resulted from our conception of the ac-

quisition of pronunciation habits in an FL as a fourmlevel process: (1) the acm

quisition of the perceptive "grid" of the native speaker of the FL', e.g., for

French, the ability to hear the acoustic differences between 11/ and /a/

771-7F Fir-17r 7117-7, 1 71 7171,117 7r 17-
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and Ai/ and /u /; (2) the ability to match the new acoustic image by making, new

articulatory adjustments; (3) the integration of the newly acquired sound feature

In sentence length utterances; (4) habit formation so that the aecuratelpros!

duction of the new sound feature becomes automatic in context.

In the fourth section, some grammatical function was attached to the newly

acquired sound feature. Thus, in Unit 8 the student learned that /4/ before a

noun and after /1/ cues masculine and singular as opposed to /a/ which cues

feminine and singular and /e/ ([e] or [e]) which signifies plural.

The phcaological features of Frenbh were presented in the following order«3.

mot,..xLoacia Esamh amovatua motion
'1 /a/; even rhythm feminine noun markers

2 /0 intonation singular versus plural
of lips- verbs

3 /u/
4 nonaspiration of /p t k/

5

6

7

8

9

10

12

13

14

/ore/; neutralized /oe/

final [1]

/6/

MI

sox s Ate .

madzsala

feminine singular versus
feminine plural

verb forms in /I/versus
base rams, e. Op laMad Magyj
Mgalit Mao

masculine noun markers

120141, verb forms

locative a versus
11,1z3 zga.

Innrrh ,17-71r,
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,
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15 /4/ versus /4/ 1.240/921.2.40.

16

17 /6/

13
PITEL/:

19
ffis

20
present, passe commie
of Class regular verbs

21

22

23
possessive adjectives

24
present/past Class I (aer)-*
regular ,verbs

25
locative ex

26 /1/ versus /1E/

27 /I/

28 final fr/ infinitive

29 medial /V future

30 /j/I, &V; is/ versus /z/ imperfect

ma verb forms in mat,

In the first four sections pronunciation was practiced without reference

to meaning, although an effort was made in grammatical drills to use, whenever

possible, lexical items presented in earlier units and whose meanings were known

to the student. Our experience in devising suitable materials for MCEF progress,
40

lively reinforced our intuition that only If the material were meaningful to

him, woilld the student be motivated to use the auto- didactic sessions to belt

advantage and to progress as rapidly as possible through the course. Whenever

pronunciation or grammatical features were drilled independently of semantic
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content boredom set.inand retention was we*. It is not surprising, therefore,

that the later 24CEF 2-materials are less formal than the earlier one and contain

fewer instances of. a separation between the two aspects of .the linguistic.bign,

the phonologically manifest agginsmaand the semantic content, the Oispyl.e.

The fifth section of each MCP yas.a, dialogue sequatmc very similar to

that of MOW 1. The differences lay mostly in the ordering of.the various stets

of the dialogue*sequence.

MCEF 1 MC 2

Step 1 Dialogue ter Listening

Step 2a Buildosup:1Prench

Step 2b Build-up: FrenchEnglish ComvIelie. Sentences: Erench

Step 3a Complete Sentences: Build"up: French English
French English

Step 3b Complete Sentences:
French English

Step 4 Directed Dialogue

Step 5a Questions on the Dialogue

Step 5b Comprehension Test

Step 6 Lexical Variation Drills

Step 7 Teat: English -, French

Step 7a (Alternate Sequence)

Step 8 Narration

Step 8a (Alternate Narration)

Step 9 Spelling Program

Step 9a Spelling. That

Step 9b (Alternate Spelling Program)

Step 9c Dictation

-frTrr7"r,'-.7,(r--r-Tn,""T73
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In MCEF 2 greater emphasis was placed on camprehensiorkby placing the nave

rations within the dialogue seqUence. 'Starting with Unit 16, the build -ups were

reversed and .English glosses were presented before they student was asked to

'practice the pronunciation of the sentences of the.dialogue. It was found that

the student's desire to know the meaning of any Ptrench utterance he was asked

to repeat counteracted the traneer of English pronunciation habits with the

meaning of cognate words. Since the conventional orthography codes both sound

and grammatical features it is more efficient to fasten the association of write.

ten and spoken forms as soon as the latter have been presented. The time lag

between audio and visual presentation was as brief as possible and was. effectuated

without the intermediary of a transcription, with the exception of the initial

introduction of phonemes whose orthographic representation is not consistent.

The term upzeogram" is used here in a nontedhnical sense for the Spelling Program

did npt exhibit ell the characteristics of programmed materials. Let us illus-

trate with representative sequential examples from the Spelling Program of Unit

10, which purports to teach several spelling rules.

Step 14

A final pronounced letter is generally spelled with the corresponding

letter plus the letter gm

row write the following words with a final consonant.

'Worded IWO,

4P4/
/maladh etc.

pipe
malade

Step 2.

The consonant /s/ at the end of a word is generally spilled vggA

imasi, etc. -masse

Step 3.
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The vowel /e/ is often written Note the accent mark.

bebeif Vibe .base/, etc. passe

Step 4.

Final /e/ on the past participle is spelled me.

villapass e/1 etc. 11 a passe
Step 5.

Final /6/ of second person present verb farms, including formal

commands, is written wazol

itise/, etc. tissez
Step 6.

/vu/ or /vuz/ meaning "you" which precedes second person verb forms

is spelled yes, and is written as a separate word.

/vuzave/
fvulavel, etc.

vous avez
vous lavez

An important difference between MCEF 1 and NW 2 materials is that the
latter is carefully graded and presented in minimal steps at all levels:
phonology., gramar, vocabulary, spelling. In the following short dialogue which

appears in Revised Unit 11, only the vowels /i u a e 6/ appear repeatedly with

single instances of fat 4/, but occurrences of nasalized vowels of

of the consonant /r/ have been eliminated.

anezmvous cat ate? /ualevu shete/
-Chez nous, au Canada. /16nu &amide/

*own fait beau bete lltabbas? /11feb6lete labs/
fiis0h, ouii Vous connaissez le Canada? 16.wi vuktnese lkanada/

Assez peu. /0.1406/

11.14Itt
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Graimar was presented. in terms orgeheratite pvcicesses rather than In'

terms of paradigms, For example, the student was first led to use present .

forms without inflectional endings (Adbm/, /iiigon/, /11600 then to trans-

form these to the past 064 -)/1,46nen before being given the complete

present tense set (inudtniV, hudOn6/). 114oducttve grammazical features were

introduced before residual ones. Forms of frequent residual verbs (OUR, ayaz,

Rum ajaa, sisswax, =law were introduced after the present and ma

,dcpoo4 of the productive 0.2t and luso (e.g., =AO classes had been assimi"

lated; frequent residual forms, however, were presented before the zaa and ms4

. 'forms of productive classes since students were able to engage in natural cones

versation by using the to and on forms.

Drill material was also made more natural and progressive: correlation and

transformation drills were replaced by respOnse drills which allowed the student

to assimilate grammatical features by responding to a series of related questions

posed by the voice on the tape and usually referring back to situations and

using vocabulary presented in dialogues recently learned. Compare the following

drills, also dealing with 32mi =mai phrases constructed with arg as auxilm

iary, with the sequence presented above in 3.1 (for the sake of brevity only

one of the eight items of each step is given):

SW ONO m

Answer the questions in the past tense.

mat Ettmce quill est parti 'ce matin?
atmagnIA Oa, II eat rarti ce matin.

Oul, it est parti ce matins

STEP TWO 4.

Answer the questions in the past tense.

U est all au cinema.
allA au claim?

Oui, mol meal, je sae
Oui, mol auaei, je suits

Et vow, esteoce que vous Otea

an6 au cinema.
alli au clams.
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Ihe two previous sets of drills are ...pAsetin:ta....3a4,..setsand were immediately

followed by grammar rules.and statements;. thus the dichotomy mim-mem learning

drill and practice drill was eliminated. The drill sets that followed.the gram-

matical statement, became progressively more difficult and reviewed previously

drilled features.

STEP POUR -

Answer in the negative.

STEP FIVE

Eat -ce qutila sont arrives?
Non, ils ne sont pas arrives.
Non, its ne sont pas arrives.

.Answer the questions.

Eta: A quelle heure est-ce que vows tea &Ws au bureau?
Stamat: Nous comes anis au bureau It deux heures.
Cols: Nous sommes allifts an bureau It deux heures.

STEP. SEVEN

Akt

Ma soeur arrive ce soir. Et to soeur?
Ma soeur est arrive ce matin.
Ma soeur est pravie ce matin.

STKP TEN .

Respond to the command.

law =es que vous &es descendu an laboratoire.
Atsflgat: Je suis descendu au labovatoire.
anto.: Je suss descendu au laboratoire.

Except for the changes in the structure of the grammatical sections, the

second-level 16 units of MOM 2 mater4als did not differ substantially from

MEP 1 materials. In fact, the same narrative and reading selections were

utilized with only minor modifications.

MOW 2, especially its 3B first-level units, represented a Iggt4WL =gym

not as brilliant and uncompromising admittedlir Its F. Rand Morton's A.10.L.P.

series. Morton and his associates refuse to introduce any meaning until the
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the learner'has demonstrated a high degree of 'control over phonologiba1 features

(both discrimination and production) and can respond automatically to grammatical-.

features abstracted' from meaningful concatenations. This attempt to dissociate
the ezwession level of language from its content runs counter to an experienced

teacher's intuition ,T,nd, furthermore, the Skinnerian view of verbal behavior on

which this attempt rests is challenged by current theories of language and of

verbal learning, notably thoSe of Chomsky and Miller respectively. At any rate,

WO 2 did not yield rasults dramatically different from those obtained with

the use of MOEF 3. materials due to the fact that students experienced boredom

with the early first-level units and that the rigorous procedures and sequencing

interfered with the seemingly multilevel nature of FL language learning. It
was decided to devise yet a third set of materials to be used with the E3 group

starting in September 1963 which would replace the 30 first-level units of
`maw 2 materials. No USOE contract funds were available for this purpose, but

fortunately, an 'educational film producer, Sutherland Educational Films, evinced

interest in a programed Itench course to which motion picture tibia could be

incorporated and provided necessary development funds« These materials will

henceforth be labeled SI2 (Sutherland Educational. Films) materials.

3.4 Aiit
SEF is a formally programmed course consisting of 8414 frames displayed by

a programmed workbook and acconprulied by thirty-three hours of recorded tape.
It is divided into twenty-two units varying from 43. to 812 frames and from

5 to 187 minutes ofplaying time. Strictly speaking, NY is a linear program,
but since students may 'be shunted to preceding steps in the program on the basis

of their performances on criterion frames, and since some of the frames have a

loop structure, it may be considered cyclicu3. too.

A typical SW unit consists of:
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1. A dialogue spoken by native speakers at normal conversational tempo;

.2. A varying number of programmed sets Introducing new phonological

features, spelling rules, grammar patterns, vocabulary items. The

step-bye-step progression exhibited by these sets also provides for .the

reintroduction of material presented in vreceditAb snits;

3. A second presentation of the dialogue following the programmed sets.

Since the programmed sets force the student to manipulate the structures

contained in the dialogue, the former is, in effect, learned. by the

time this stage is reached and the student's task is to recombine

learned elements into a complete dialogue;

1,6 Questions on the dialogue which employ structures unfamiliar to the

student but to which he can reply by incorporating these new structures

within his acquired repertory;

A comprehension drill consisting of a short =Teti%) presented only

by the recorded program and followed by questions in English to be

answered in English; in later units additional questions in French

to be answered by choosing one of several alternate written French

responses are Introduced;

6. Afinal test consisting of a series of questions covering all the

material presented; these are to be answered both orally and in writing

and provisions are made to shunt the student to the specific sequence

corresponding to any question which is not handled accurately or

fluently.

SEP is divided into frames, sequences, sets, and units. Alms, provides

aminimam of information and is composed of a =Wu or a set of stimuli to

which the student makes one or more xsusmog4 and a saguagum. Ammo,
contains about thirty frames and presents related bits of information, shapes

(
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- . 3+ 4.4

a desired set of new responses, and finally checks on the acquisition of the ,

new responses through the use of a cr. ter on frog. Whenever the student. fails

to give a correct or acceptable response to the criterion frame, he is shunted

back to the beginning of the sequence. We illustrate with a reverse build-up

sequence designed to train the student to respond orally and in writing to the

question !Imo Zse.?, itself an instance of the construction S(ubject

P(redicate) A(dverb of place) where A ie filled by names of cities. Note that

the student must evaluate the correctness of the written and oral replies as well

as the quality of his response. the numbers refer)to.units and frames within

each unit; the portion of the frame appearing in italics is provided by the

recorded program and is not 'seen by the student.

1.44 Chorus only the answer to the
question..0. ,

Did you chorus only the answer?

alas um, kat;; ?
luso,tTopcipea. hbki

Yes

No

1.45 Provide the missing part of
the answer. Write the vowel
sound of the part of the, answer
you say.

,Jpqakes k
akecRes, la U It.

I

. I I 4. I ...400. 0

Conf.: Be s,.
MillallilliminIN110.1MOMMIMINIPPON40001110110111000011011111141001110.111NONnOMMINSWW

1,46 Provide the missing part.
Write the vowel sounds conks
tamed only in 'the part of
the answer that you say.

irliMMImut lusogat, au=

Conf.: jigat9
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/a/p

/a/) /i/

1.47 Provide the missing part.
Write the vowel sounds con-
tained in the part of the
answer that you say.

Jacques habite X Atce?

Conf.: gq.sin ae,g,hnbite Mae

1.48 Answer the question:

',hag= habite age
1

/ /1 1 /$ / /
/ /p / /

Conf.: Zip iagams ham
cetetkli

Stop your tape. Listen again to this last frame. Compare your answer which

has been recorded and your teacher's answer which is always on your tape.

Your answer was poor if ,it was: too slow in its delivery, not loud enough, or

did not have proper rhythm.

Check one box below after each attempt.

GOOD

POOR

lst attempt 2nd attempt 3rd attempt

Proceed to r Proceed to ill Proceed to
Unit 2. Unit 2. Unit 2.

z:7 Go back to rg Go back to L7 Report to your
frame 16. frame 16. instructor.

Three or four sequences constitute a sat. Sets are also characterized by

two or three cyclical drill frames requiring only oral responses and composed

of ten transformations forming a closed loop; these loops are very similar to

conventional pattern drills, but they differ from these by the fact that the cuing

of the transformation is generally visual rather than oral. Consider for Ina-

stance:
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glamm:142s11549a

Answer orally. Work on this frame as long.as necessary until you can answer

all the questions without any errors.

1. Paris Arta Aga?
Cote: Non, je suis all 11, Paris.

51 As-tu une soeur?
Conf.: ion? j1 Z ? re.

3. Estelle fatiguee?
Cone: Oui elle est fatiguee.

11111041111111M 111111011001001111M

est all's I t l a c axpegne avec toi?
Conf.: Paulesit'arcera campagneIrre eraji

Oti es' to elle samedi?
Confer Same71171e=isMrr chez mes grands-parents.

6. (Are) Ott estwelle allee bier sextr?
Cone: Nrer soir elreelit=erallez sa nitre.

7. Qui est rests It la maison?
""X- Conf.: N rte lesrl'iestTe"ElIZMson.

111111111

5. (grands-parents)

8.

9.

Hier soir avec u i es-tu rests I, la maison?

Conf.: Niel: soir We rear1,=maTsTE averPaul.
Avec as-tu re era la television?

Cone: Pri regalia tee srOn avec Pair' et Marie.

10. Elle a regard la television toute la soiree?
Conf.: 0=1, #73=egride it=telTils=n aria=

-7irnaTe.

A dialogue, several sets, and a dialogue utilization sequenceand in later

units a comprehension drillmake up a u_nit. The progression of the student

through a SW unit is presented in schematic form below.

, . .
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P.:ingmaga I ;irk a a& M maga

A

3ame

Criterion game Macceptable
Ck)beck to the beginning

Performance Acceptable of the sequence.

Proceed to Frame 31

IN SI MMMMMMMMMM SIP NO

( )

DialOgue Set .4

Listening One

istsgtheaLissi

Sequence
B

A Att

Sequence

OP MMMMMM EIS SO OD OD Orb IN OR IN Ili/

gEssimlbs Zarma Eat

Oral
Frames

TEST

A student may work through the same sequence several times. During his

first run throUgh a sequence he is required to make both oral and written

responses, except for presentation frames which require only a written response.,

During a second or third run only oral responses are required: This points up

one of the weaknesses of the program for as a student nears the end of a row

peat runl his learning. is reduced and his motivation sago. The program could

,;777077-7.77."":71777.777,7.7777-7;".' ,t-r ,
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no doubt be improved by providing second and third modes which differ from the

initial run in the number and character of frames; this would make SEF a truly

cyclical program similar to Carrollss Mandarin Chinese Program. The drill

loops do not contain any formal tests; the student proceeds to the next set

only if he responds with confidence to the material contained in the loop.

&SF contains a variety of frame types. A wastaakjamf requires a

simile written response such as circling a stick figure, a transcription symbol,

etc. Recognition frames usually present information. Mage choice, frames

require a choice on the part of the student, generally expressed by circling

one of two alternatives. Recognition and multiple choice frames are illustrated

in the following sequence which trains the student to produce an accurate steady's-

state French N.

Sound Discrimination, and Differentiation smeA.Sce.

4.31 Is this a question?

Annick est la cousin
de Jacaues.

Yes

No

4.32 Which utterance is the
French for list?

First

Second

4.33 Wench /14,/ glides on.
English ey/ is short
and cut off.

True

False

ITO

7777;7:!:-.%

4.34 Which set of utterances
is Wench?

7471777.77777r -

AMY.,

eat, aab aria.

First

Second
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4.35 The French vowel sound
which appears in this
set:

eat, slata atta
is represented by N.
Circle /4/.

4.36 Which French vowel
sound e.ppears in this
set?

WI, alga, jpia
anommorimmemnsrammar

4.37 Mick French vowel
sound appears in:

110411111111071111WININIMMINONIMINgaMMIMINIENIIIIIMIMIft.

janalt leptiop ,franes require the correct identification of a transcription

symbol representing a phonological feature or of a grammatical form. We

lustrate with thas continuation of the sound production sequence of Unit 4 and

a grammar sequence teaching the alternation between the two forms of the equivalent

to "is": A/ Atif

4.43 Aimee this question. Put
one dash for each syllable
in your answer.

,Apniek ria max At
innate ...

Conte: glitt, AIN= Sr la =Oa Afteftsuu.
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1 11111111b 1111111111 -

A644 Listen to this utterance
as many times as you wish.
Write the vowel sounds which
appear in:

Ma, zit 2 Cola At
gants.

/ / 1, /
I / 1, / /

/ /, / /

/V/0 /it, /4/

AI, /u/, /1/

ID I
/86/0 /8/

4.45 Answer thi., question.

Suzy eat qpine,
aTr.00.7

Cont.: 21, 2au es la cousine
&moues.

iticaWnicriagal Arameme: eat

11111111011110111M8.11101111Mammeowoana

8.42 Does the French verb
sound exactly alike iu

imm. u.t 211 and beau
et 1.01.9

1111101011011aNIMINIa

a

No

.01010101.1111.01111114/0.1.1111.11.41111.011.1111.1.111.1100,11111111110111111111140V

8e4.3 Does , the French for
'there', begin with a vowel
or a consonant sound?

a consonant

IIININ41411111111MINN0111111.1111111MINIMSEINNIMIIMIMINIMINIINSISIIMIIMPOIONI~MMUNPuenallallaalsulianolualaaaloar

sylaeolINIMIINIIMINIONIZNINISHIMMIIIMMINIIINIaemisolimanoloalimmaimemmialwallogollaiNagvasMOSa laammomasm

8.44 Does Isj, the French for
.0beret, begin with a vowel

Co.' a consonant sound?
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a vowel
8.45 The French verb 2At has two

forms'-/e/ used before a con-
soma and /et/ used before a
vcwal,

VIMIWIPNWICISIBIBefer

True

False

SINIMOISOPO

8.116 Which form of the verb pja /e/
do you use before la?

/et/

AVAINIMIC.COMINOR

AINIMMINNIIMPRI

411.1111

8.47 What is the French for 'is
here'? Write the consonant
that you pronounce before /e j si/

/e si/

ri
coisonant

8.18 The French verb 0Lt. has two
forms. /e/ is used before
a:

8.49 The French verb ga has two
forms. /et/ is used before
a:

8.52 Answer aloud and write out
your answer.

924 IV

aatiamiersurr

Conte NM Ad Us

I.
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Suzy est la,
cave.

11.111111111111411

STOP TOM TA. Switch to listen. Rewind enough tape to be able to

listen again to this last frame. Check: 1) speed, 2) rhythm, 3) spelling.
lit attempt 2nd attempt . 3rd attempt

26,3r' Proceed to Proceed to Proceed to
GOOD frame 55. frame 55. frameLyn Go back to 286 Go back to th5t Report to your
POOR frame 36. frame 36. instructor.
Switch back to record.

asa upg gm require the student to respond by using letters, groups of

letters, or =plate words and sentences. These frames are presented in closed

sequences and exemplify a heavy use of prompting and vanishing techniques.

Note that there is constant association, of oral and written confirmations which

are held to be mutually reinforcing. It should also be pointed out that spelling

frame sequences seldom aim at teaching single lexical items. They attempt to

lead to the assimilation of generalizable rules which can be applied to new
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material. Here the rules that are programmed are: (1.) final pronounced cone.

sonants are spelled with, the corresponding consonant letter + 09. and (2)

intervocalic /-v-/ is spelled mire

at31111 asma

11/
544 The /yJ sound between two

vowel sounds is writter. j.
Write A.

nada

I /u/ /z/ /1/

5.55 graugal
The vowel sound sai is
spelled solo Copy the
missing letters and repeat.

02119113e
5.57 A irj sound between two

vowel sounds is written sae

True

False
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5.58 Write the missing letters
and repeat.

mom

VialOSIIIIIMIIIII11111.1111M160011111111001111111114111%

IMINIMINNOMPININNONEMNImilmmONIMINromPle

c n e

IIPA111111110010111 =0404.rmassi

410 ..... ewe

,TranslatAon Woo require the student to translate orally and in writing

Iran French to English and vice versa. In French -4 English translation frames

the English gloss should be considered a cuing device designed to call forth a

French utterance rapidly and economically. SWolialtham require both oral

and written responses. These frames constituted the greater proportion of BEF.

These last two types of frames as well as proppting and vanishing techniques and

the ordering of steps are illustrated by two different sequences, one dealing

with the integration of phonological featuresin this case the =aspiration of

/p t k /-within complete sentences and the other with the contrast between several

types of verb phrases hinging on the phonemic oppositions /a/, /44/,

rritruPelAtilal Zarg11.94 &SOMA

13.282 The /p/ at litt is not
fonoved by any:
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SIMINSHommIllitamp.allezeillIIMENIIHONWsymm.

aspiration

75.

13.283 Repeat It
and write le 0

4111111111MMIIMMINIMIIIIIMIMMINallolim

le Pere
13.284 Answer aloud and write out

your answer.

avagasta a Az& ?

imiaiammerausallamilimirougolonollowilwammomaup....

Out, je COMIELtES
son pre.

Cull je eonnais
le Ara de
Jacques.

Coat.: ad, d1 DQfl 3iza.

13.285 Answer aloud and write out
your answer.

Gavattila Piss,Amu?
.441101101101011111411111m1mIN

Confol UL .112 9.91Vala Aft 3ed.
Aft Amu.

1100.000Wily011011.01001110.14108111081111111NOMMOSIMINISMIOMposoft.wolosmamemIMIIMMEMBIONOMMEINNORIW

13.286 Answer aloud and write out
your answer.

Darla Its must

Oui, je veux
mon eouteau.

Conf.: ja nsa sea =tau.

13.287 Answer aloud and write out
your answer.

eljajnia

-41411.16NOMMINIsiwimENNE.611.00.44.1464481m2111111141115
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r=1111111MMIMINNIMIENESNIMIMIP,

Cul, it passe
le couteau
son Are.

41111111111

76.

gag= ag...List ,Magego,

I.

Conf.: SWA, Aszkiazightx"

Oa, it, vain
Aber.

13.370 Answer aloud and write out
your answer.

baNINLACAPr?

410.1101411111.01010111111101111000.08MIMIDIMODOMIROMWONNIPOOMMOOPIRMOgigir

Conf.: .Qttip ZAZ Shbfat

Was: ado AILMSAIBM:ASLIAEMigA

Coe.: ildJ At ltaa Assn J koalas
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Oul: je vais
jouer au tennis.

13.373 Give the French for
want to play tennis.'

Conf.: ere veva Jim tenVo.
MINOWMINIFIN~- itawastwgraidimmoossmaawaswaysorayra

Je veux jouer
an tennis.

13.374 Give the French for
am going to play

tennis.,"

1111.11Ir

Je vais jouer
au tennis.

.rowswailosemlosEiway~

Conf.: ,as ziga. ouer, js tenrAs.

WNPIPM11.01114.111011MMINIMINSIMIIPM10001111110111101.10MONIWINOwpol

13.389 Answer aloud and write out
your answer.

if0.3.0.111

Cwt.: itagati bake it 392

Jacques habite
1, Nice.

13.390 Answer aloud and write out
your answer.

Conf.: Suzy va habiter Nice.

Suzy va habiter
Nice.

13.391 Answer aloud and write out
your answer.

Zat kint_fgr
MO

Conf.: 24 nut Mau imp
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Paul veut habiter
tt Nice.

13.392 Answer aloud and write out
your answer.

1tartti 11, Nice? Vichy

Conf.: Non, 4,1habite a nehx.

Although SE frames contain oral confirmations and require oral responses
on the part of students, we shOuld like to point out that only written responses
can be truly reinforced. For the reinforcement of oral responses we rely on
the student's own evaluation and, indeed, one of the terminal behavior of SE'
is precisely training the student to judge his oral responses accurately. While
SP2's primary objectives are accuracy and fluency in spoken French, written
responses have been used throughout because they can be more surely reinforced
and because by means of a gradual buildup they became secondary reinfarcers
for oral responses.
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Notes

1See Carroll, John B., A Primer of Programmed Instruction. lagaratUn,
!View mosimg 1:13.5.141 (1963).

2Materials available only through the Language De% z7"pment Branch, U. S.

Office c Education.

3For a detailed analysis of frpoken French z.vammatical features, see
Albert Valdman, Azsljalljaggiatjaa Frmqh. Boston: D. C. Heath, 1961.

, . V"I'll.r?"C"nor'FrOr /.
."4:1 ,147.74,1'..;,4APr''''''
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Language Laboratory Facilities

441 Dead ZW1L. tie,,,

'Multiple Credit French auto - didactic sessions were conducted in a thirty-

six position language laboratory during the first year of the project and in a

ti enty-sevet position lab during the remaining two years. Both labs contained

similar equipment except that the larger one featured Viking 75 and the smaller

lab Viking 85 tape decks. The equipment of both labs was installed in the

summer of 1960.

Each student position was equipped as follows:

1. A Clevite-Brush Model BA200 headset (high impedance crystal with a

frequency range of rough.lar100 to 5,000 cps)*

2. An Electro-Voice Model 727 ommirdlrectional ceramic microphone

(frequency response 60 to 8,000 cps).

3. Viking 75 or Viking 85 tape deck with student amplifier built by

Magnetic Recording Industries. Thiele the old MRI model 68 amplifier

with some special modifications designed to improve its performance.

At the time of the original installation the contractor agreed that

each unit would be wired and adjusted to meet the following realistic,

measured specifications:

a) &frequency response 100 to 5,000 cps * 2 db with optimum bias

adjustment;

b) A. harmonic distortion will not exceed 5% at maximum record

level or 3% at 3 db below maximum record level;

c) A signal-to- noise -ratio at least 35 db over specified frequency

range 100 to 5,000 cps.;

d) Wow and flutter, peak to peak not to exceed .5%.
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These are the agreed specifications which were actually met "by the equip-

ment at the time of installation in 1960. Electronic performance of the rafts

during the time the Multiple Credit French project was carried, cutwas.presumably

somewhat inferior to these figures. No figures were given or measurements

taken -far intermodulation distortion or crosstalk.

The student amplifier 'and controls of this system were designed to provide

for true dual - channel operation when the student used a prerecorded tape with

the tape deck. This means that the master track of the student tape could not

be erased during operation and that the record-listen switch on the amplifier

panel allowed the student to play back his own responses while listening to

the master recording. Be could also record his own voice and, while playing

it back, compare his production with the master recording. The system pro-

vided for the following student operation cycles: (1) listen to master re-

cording and record student voice; (2) listen to master recording and student

imitation for comparison; (3) listen to master recording, then erase and re-

record student vcitcee Figures 1 and 2 present rough sketches of the student

tape decks and major controls.

ITZMP1170.11.-
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SUPPLY REEL

Figure le Viking 75 Deck and MRI
Student Amplifier
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TAKE -ITP RFZL SUPPLY REEL

- ,..
.0** .1.

11111MIL

HEADPHONES

CONSOtE

VOLUME

LIBRARY

ri ON LISTEN RECORD MCC.

Figure 2. Viking 85 Deck and MRX
Student Amplifier
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4.2 PrOlmOinlabiaLtaM

4.21 masieja gat (Az%

The design of the student booths left very much to be desired. The

overall dimensions of the booth were greater than necessary and the booth

itself was distractingly noisy due to the large surly. os of sheet metal

below the student desk and the sliding side and front panels. The bori

zontal mounting of the tape deck and amplifier control panel resulted in

an uneconomical. use of desk surface and the students had little working

area or storage space for the books, syllabi, and other materiel which he

was required to use during his auto - didactic sessions. It would have been

much more convenient had the tape deck and the amplifier control panel been

mounted on the front of the booth at a rational slope off vertical. Ails

not only would provide abetter view of the equipment and make for greater

ease of operation and manipulation, but it would also leave an entirely

clear working and storage area. Abetter insulated booth would make it

possible to lower front and side panels and would make it unnecessary to

install noisy movable panels.

4.22 itaratbpagagai,231WU,

The microphones used were too sensitive and had an omniwdirectional

pickup pattern. When they were recording, students not only picked up

their own voices but also those of other students and ambient noises. The

programmed materials employed required the students to respond wally into

the microphones at all times whether they were recording their voices for

comparison with the master recording or only monitoring their responses 111V0

the aid of the audloactive earphones. Because of the microphone's sensi-

tivity and wide range of pickup pattern, students had difficulty evaluating

their responses and were distracted by the external noises and classmates'

recordinessuperimposed on their own voices.
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A more suitable microphone for Multiple Credit Frendh auto didactic

sessions would be a uni-directional (cardioid), close - talking microphone.

Such a microphone would have a controlled sensitivity and a pickup pattern

which favors the individual student's voice and tends to reject extraneous

noises,

Another undesirable feature of the microphone utilized was the fact

that it constituted a separate unit directly connected to the amplifier

control panel by a cord and resting on the student desk rather than being

part of an earphone microphone headset. To eliminate part of the ambient

noises and to insure a consistently high vtaume, but at the same time to

avoid breath noises: the student was required to hold the microphone against

his cheek with the pickup face of the microphone close to his mouth. This

procedure left the student with only one hand free to operate the various

switches and levers on the amplifier control panel and tape deck and to

write down required responses. He was also forced to assume a very =cow-

fortdble working position which increased mental fatigue. Students also

tended to pull nervously on the connecting cord and the latter yielded to

the pressure at critical times, when the student was recording an oral

examination, for example. The use of a combination headset- microphone

would have eliminated most of these problems and permitted the students to

work more efficiently and more comfortably.

In a language lab acoustic isolation of individual student positions

is provided by the earphones rather than by treatment of the panels of the

booth itself. The design of the earphones and coupling headband is ex-

tremely important. The earphones used provided very little insulation and

were not particularly comfortable. This lack of proper goototia.isolation

again made for less than adequate working conditions and compounded nervous

fatigue. /t also reduced the reliability of spoken proficiency tests since.,
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ccnjunction with the fact that in the MLA Spoken Test the response made is

rather slow students were able to withhold a spoken response until they

had the opportunity to listen to classmates' answers.

4.23 233102151.15114Wlj4er

Of the two tape decks used by Multiple Credit ."1.2neh students, the

Viking 75 has been less than adequate from several standpoints.- Chief

among these are absence of fast forward wiring and noisy, vibrating operas.,

tion. The Viking 85 (now 86), although not perfect for our needs, has

proven itself to be rugged and dependable, a very good choice in its price

bracket for installations with a high percentage of student utilization.

The controls of both types of decks were quite unsatisfactory. The pro -

grammed materials used required the student to back up frequently, most

of the time to the preceding frame only. For both the Viking 75 and the

Viking 85 this required two manipulations: turning the control knob to

the rewind position and back to the play position. More often than not,

the student rewound the tape' beyond the frame not fully learned and had

to listen to material he did not need to review. A more efficient system of

controls would consist of a single lever with separate rewind, backup, play,

and fast forward positions or a pushbutton system providing for the same

features. The stop position should be activated by a foot lever rather

than by manual operation, thus leaving the student one hand free for writiur!,

responses.

4.24 20421 _Logout

As an experimental program naltiple Credit French attracted much

interest and auto - didactic lab sessions were often visited by outside Term

sons. It was also necessary for the project supervisor and Display Session

instructors to observe the work of students frequently and to consult with

the lab monitor. In both of the labs utilized, the console was not isolated

-
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from the student booths and the sessions were not truly auto-didactic since

students were always aware of the presence of persons who were quite ob-

viously observingthenat 'work and evaluating the quality .of 'Weir responses.

For many students the constant visible reminder of the fact that "big

brother" was watching constituted a disturbing and iileJbiting factor. In

the case of the smaller, more adequately equipped lab, these problems were

increased by the complete lack of physical separation between the console

and the first row of booths. In a more properly designed lab the console

should be located at the back of the room so that the students are not

facing the monitor, or it should be separated 'from the student booths by a

one -way glass partition that would make it possible for the monitor, super -

visory personnel, and visitors to observe the students at work while, at

the same time, insuring that students would not be acutely aware of a pre-

sence mediating between themselves and the recorded auto-didactic program.

4.25 k.fdaspjvzt

Quite consistently:oft= ten to twenty percent of the student po-

sitions were inoperative and defective equipment either remained without

repair or was serviced in such a hasty and temporary fashion that mal-

functions re-occurred with high frequency. This problem was particularly

acute in the 27 position lab in which up to 27 students might have been

scheduled and where no spare positions were available. In addition, the
work of Experimental. Groups E1 and E2 was interrupted for a period of

three weeks in the fall of 3.962 by the late installation of the 27 poeitioyi
lab which had been earmarked for their use.

4.3 =last Zuzdssam91.1simin Ulm= EssiUlmb
The use of programmed materials and of self- instruction requires, no doubt,

language lab facilities equipped with components capable of yielding a high level

of frequency response and designed to provide the student with as pleasant and
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as noisefree a working environment as possible.

. Oar dependence on the recorded program and the presentation device for

guaranteeing that the experiiental students consistently discriminate and

differentiate functionally relevant sound differences in the target language

and, if possible, acquire the main phonic characteristics ..p the French arti

culatory set made it imperative that the electronic components mee'4 at the very

least, nationally recognized minimum standards of frequency response. Hayes
1

suggests the following minimum standards of frequency: from 60 to 250 cps

intensity should be attenuated to prevent masking of higher frequencies while,

at the same time, irking possible natural speech; from 250 to 6,000 cps maximum

variation of * 2 db with a flat slope and peaks or valleys not exceeding 1 db;

8,500 on rapid attenuation. It will be noted that the manufacturer, upon in-

stallation of the equipment used, guaranteed a frequency response of 100 r 5,000

cps 12 db and made no statement with regard to frequency response at the lower

and upper ends of the sound spectrum. Since it is generally believed that

phonologically significant information is contained between 250 and 8,5000 cps,

the facilities available to NUEF were quite inadequate for the presentation of

materials designed to lead to the acquisition of accurate pronunciation habits.

For instance, the narrowness of the spectrum reproduced by the electronic system

made it difficult for the student to positively identify the fricatives / s f

z vieLaegual or greater pedagogical consequence was the distorted and unr

natural quality of the speech transmitted by the system. Nasalized vowels were

particularly affected and the contrast between them and non nasalized vowelsre

so important InItevehrrreduced; the fricatives /s/ and /z/ sounded lisped.

The role of pleasant - sounding and natural speech in foreign language

learning has not been studied objectively, but it is our opinion that these

features of recorded programs play en important part in the learning process.

There is no doubt that only if the quality of the sound is pleasant will the
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student listen to it for long periods of time without irritation and mental

fatigue. Nor can it be denied that recorded materials are used most efficiently

when the learner is shielded from external and system noises and when he is.

provided with as pleasant as possible a working environment.

Not only should a language lab be well equipped but avu:ntion should also

be paid to such factors as lighting, air conditioning, and layout. Finally, it

Is widely recognized that language is intimately related to the culture of a

speech community and that abstracting speech from the normal communication

situation deprives it of many of its supporting subsystems (paralanguage,

kinesics, etc). Certainly maw of these supporting subsystems are, at least

redundantly, encoded in the sound wave and must be presented to the learner

undistorted and with all of their acoustic attributes.

'p

to
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Notes

1Alfred S. Hayes: Loma W.m2.=b Facilities (QE Bulletin 1963, No.37:

0E4023.020: Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office: 1963, pp. 63-68.
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5. Display Sessions

5.1 Scheduling

All display sessions were scheduled during the hours at which the groups

were scheduled to work in the language laboratory. Thus display sessions were

substituted for laboratory practice at certain hours.

During the first semester when the number of students was greater each

student met for approximately twenty minutes twice a week. The schedule for

the group assigned to the 9:30 and 1:30 hours is shown below. The numbers

represent display session groups.

11 T

9:30

9:55

1:30

1:55

t.

2/3 1

.

2/3

4 5/6 4 5/6

8

9 10 1 9 10

A similar schedule was used for the group meeting at 10:30 and 2:30. The

schedule of a student assigned to display session group 4 is shown below.

HT it T

9230

9:55

1:30

1:55

Lab
Lab Lab

Lab
Lab-----

Displs Displ
.

Lab Lab Lab Lab Lab

These arrangements represent an ideal schedule from which it was neces
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sary to depart from time to time as for instance, during a period of several

weeks when equipment failure in the laboratory reduced the number of usable

positions to below the number of students. luring this time two display ses-

sion groups met together for an entire period of 45 minutes. E.g. groups 1

and 4 met together from 9:30 to 10:15 on Mondays and Thursda.o. Care was taken,

of course, to put those groups together which were most nearly at the same level

of achievement.

This experience of having to vary the size and length of display sessions

led to certain impressions with regard to the relative importance of several of

these factors. it was generally felt by the instructors that the most impor-

tant factor was the homogeneity of the groups. As long as all members of a

group showed similar levels of proficiency, considerable latitude in size was

tolerable. However, it was also the general feeling that display sessions

tended to lose their character and become rather like traditional classes when

the number of students exceeded five. It was also felt that, at this early

stage of the course, 45 minute sessions were too long since the students were

limited as to what they could say and too much repetition was needed to take

up the time available.

In the second semester the number of students was reduced, making it

possible to increase the amount of time each student spent in display ses-

sion. This was felt to be desirable at this point since students new had at

their disposal more structures and needed more time to exploit them adequately.

The schedule for the group assigned to the 10:30 and 2:30 hour is shown

below.

7r1C.77:',

int3n

10:55

2:30
2:55

4 4 6
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Later in the semester at the request of the students groups 1 and 2

were rescheduled so that group 1 met for a full period on 1Ionday and half a

period on Wednesday, while group 2 met for half a period on Wednesday and a

full period on Friday. The students felt that half a period in the laboratory

was hardly worthwhile since a fair portion of that time was -coupied with

getting tapes, finding their place in the tapes, warming up and, if they had

to leave in the middle of the period, rewinding their tapes, returning them

to the shelves, etc. A similar schedule was followed for the group meeting at

9:30 and 1:30.

Beginning with the Fall 1962 semester class periods were reduced from

fifty to forty-five minutes. It proved difficult to maintain the half-period

display sessions adopted during the first year of MCSPIs operation. In addi-

tion, /starting with the Fall of 1963, Saturday morning classes were instituted

'to permit more flexible scheduling of classes and to alleviate a shortage of

classroom space. It has been pointed out that as students became more pro-

ficient in French display sessions instructors required a longer period of

time to give the students an opportunity to warm up, display what had been

learned during autodidactic sessions, and to use learned linguistic material.

Instractors did, however, feel that in the initial stages of !amp it was

difficult to spend forty-five minutes with a group without straying from

elicitation of conversational material to engage in drilling and correction of

pronunciation. It was decided to schedule F101 students into three d:*.splear

sessions per week ea*h meeting for twenty minutes. F102 and F203 groups met

twice weekly for a full forty-five minute period each time. The schedule for

the ]3 (students who began MOM in the Fall of 1963) section enrolled et 9:30

and 1:30 is shown below.
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9:55

1:30

1:55
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tit S

1 2 2. 1 2

3 4 3 4 3 4
,

5

66 6

The schedule ofan.P101 student assigned to display session group 4 is

9:30

9:55

1:30

T 7.T T P S

[ itabLI:db_Lab
'lisp],

ilib..Ieb Lab.
'spl.CT;xpl.

Lab' Lab Lab Lab Lab' Lab

The schedule of an P102 or P203 student assigned to a comparable group

would differ from the preceding one as folloua:

9:30

1:30

T IT F S

LabMispl Lab Displ)Iab Lab

Lab Lab Lab Tab Lab

5.2 StateflmA

Display sessions were staffed by graduate associates selected previously

by the Department of French and Italian for teaching duties in conventional

first and second year courses, including those which are parallel to the

mamr three semester sequence. Since the declared primary objective of HOW

was to impart accurate pronunciation and proficiency and fluency in spoken Ftre:,

it was requested that the Zepartment make available to WIMP those graduate

associates who were themost proficient and accuratein the active use of

the Yanguage. Assignment to CEP was made an a voluntary basis and only



teaching associatesassociates Ito expressed some sympathy, or at least impartiality,

toward an audiolingual emphasis and the use of partial self-instruction'uore

selected.

It is generally agreed that competence in language teaching is deter-

mined by at loast three sets of attributes (1) proficic,..,,v in the target

language, (2) professional training and/or experience, (3) pedagogical skill.

Admittedly; pedagogical skill and insight is notoriously difficult to eval-

uate, and in the case at hand, even more difficult to predict. It is assumed

that an'integral part of the training of a foreign language teacher is a

working knowledge of the structure of both the native and the target language

and that, to a certain extent at least, actual experience in the classroom

adds positively to teaching competence and skill. Ago is a two-edged. factor.

On the one hand older teachers can be assumed to exhibit more maturity and

responsibility in handling their duties, and will prove to be more tactful

and self-reliant in the classroom, but on the other hand, they might be expected

to show less enthusiasm in implementing a new and untried method and might

show more reluctance to abandon the well-rutted paths of traditional instruction.

In order to determine the relative competence of the teaching staff assigned to

experimental and control sections we considered the age, years of full-time

teaching experience and of professional preparation, and proficiency in French

of individual instructors. Table 1 indicates that, although the experimental

and control instructors are not perfectly matched there seems to be very li

tle difference in their pedagogical competence insofar as it is determined by

the factors we have considered. Professional preparation and proficiency in

French were evaluated on a relative five point scale. Stith regard to pro-

ficiency in French, the lowest point on the scale, one, refers to an over-

all spoken control of the language equivalent to that obtained by an 'A'

student upon completion of the third semester of Haar; the highest point,
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five, represents native speaker proficiency. Rank in the professional prep-

aration scale was assigned on the basis of grade transcripts, observation of

performance in the classroom, and informal contact. The evaluation was conduct-

ed independently for each group of instructors by the director of mamp and the

director of the elementary and intermediate French coursed "espectively. It

goes without saying that this evaluation procedure is admittedly subjective and

not very reliable.

TABIM

Comparison of ] and C Sections Teaching Staff

Age Years Professional Proficiency
timeleaching. -Preparation in French
Diperience Rank Rank

Experimental

A 47 9

B 33 4.5

C 32 4

31 6

26 2

F 25 0

.G 25 3

11 24 2

I 24 0

23 0

K 22

Mean 28.4 2.8
Median 25 2

5

4

2

3

4

2

1

3

2

1

11.411mis~ilani

2.5
2

4

5

3

3

3

5

1

2

3

1

2

2.9
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C« ontta

Years of Full- Professional Proficiency
Age time Touching Preparation in frendh

Experience Rank Radk
a 38 13 5 4

b 37 2 3 3

o 28 4 4 5

d 24 1.5 4 2

e 23 0 3 2

f 23 0 1 2

g 22 0 1 2

h 22 0 2 2

i 22 0 2 1

i 21 0 .. .3-
Mean 24.5 1.9 2.7 2.4

Median 23 1/2 3 2

While NeEr instructors were slightly older, more experienced and,

predictably, more proficient in French than their control section counter-

parts, they had inferior professional preparation. In view of the ranking

procedure followed the differences in professional preparation and proficiency

are hardly significant. In addition, MEP instructors received closer super-

vision through weekly meetings and visitation of oourees. This in-service

training no doubt upgraded their professional competence. Since mom was a more:

self -consciouslexistentialistf, we might sayapproach, with constant

into the learning process, modification of materials and techniques and serc.

img self - criticism MEP instructors became more acutely aware of the probler.

encountered by foreign language teachers, although this does not necessarily

mean that they rekolved them better.

With regard to teaching experience it is interesting to note that except,

for instructors "AP and "a" who had three and eight years of experience at tin

college level recpectively, all,the other experienced instructors had bad,
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contact almost exclusively with high school students. Instructor "a", the
author of a recent intertiorliate text, was also the only Instructor with

previous,experience in the preparation of teaching materials.

5.3 Display Session Techniques

5.31 Objectives,

The display session is intended to provide the student with the

opportunity to use, in a person-topercion dialogue what he has learned in

a dialogue with a machine. The display session is not intended as a place

for teaching, but as a place to use what has already been learned. The

teacher's goal is to guide the use of structures and vocabulary already

learned, to stimulate and guide conversation and, where necessary, to

correct. As a rule of thumb the teacher is to do those things which the

machine cannot 0.1

5.32 Conditions

As it was designed and carried out at Indiana University the display

session had one instructor meeting with a small group of students. The

size of the group has varied from one to saver& or eight, though generally

from three to five. These group; generally met either twice or three

times a week for half a class period. Insofar as possible students were

grcuped according to praficienoy and regrouping was needed from time to

time. Both instructors" offices and a conference .room. near the laboa.y..

were used as meeting places. The latter arrangement was in general mo :.

satisfactory since less time vas lost going gym, tte bbacatay to the disp:ttw

session and since it allowed the instructor to check his students in t'br

laboratory more easily. Immediately adjoining rooms would have adAed

the convenience. Problems of schedule conflicts occasionally made it

necessary to depart from optimum procedures in grouping and scheduling.



In general it was felt that smaller groups were most satisfactory

since it is hard to maintain conversation in large groups. It also seemed

that a smaller amount of time was necessary at the beginning of the course

and a greater amount later since the amount that students were capable

of saying at the beginning was very small, but increw,:ftd as time went on.

The meeting room, it was felt, should be informal. Thus the con

ference room with students and instructor seated around a table was pre

ferred to a classroom with students all facing the instructor. AnLeven

less formal atmosphere might have served better. Without a doubt the

manner of the instructor has as much effect on the atmosphere of the

display session as the physical surroundings. establishing an informal

atmosphere conducive to conversation, where the instructor IA not the

center of attention, departs sharply from the normal pattern of operation

of most teachers and is not always easy to accomplish.

5.33 Probe s

Any language classroom is an unnatural situation for conversation

since in foreign language courses the objective is to practice the means

of communication rather than to communicate something. Conversation nor

mally occurs when one person wishes to communicate something to another.

It is necessary, for classroom purposes, to find things to talk about.

This usually results in the teacherla doing almost all of the talking.

Without things to talk about the display session is likely to mtd in

embarrassing silence, pattern drills or a monologue by the teacher.

Language classrooms ars also not conducive to natural oonvereatio-

simply because of the number of people involved. Conversation is usual.;.

between two people, sometimes three and rarely more. For this reason a

small group is desirable'in display sessions. The problem of providing

the proper setting for the display session was partially alleviated by
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scheduling the :r.33 third semester sessions in instructors) offices as well

as small-seminar-type classrooms. Instructors were rotated. frequently,

with the students of each group meeting a different instructor on .any two

successive display sessions. In this manner students were forced to

abandon pre-established patterns of responses condit.,....-ted by the inter-

locutor and the locale, Instructors were also asked to occasionally take

their charges to a noisy place, such as student coffee lounges (fortunately

a very suitable lounge is located in close proximity to the language lab,

instructors) offices, and classrooms used for Frenoh courses). When the

weather permitted. it, classes were held outdoors. Surprisingly, students

exhibited. very little self-consciousness in speaking a foreign language

in public and all instructors reported that ambient noise forced students

to concentrate on the speaker in order to participate in the conversation

and as a result,the display sessions held. in this non- academic environment

proved more successful as a rule.

Since the language class, including the display session, is an arti-

ficial environment for conversation much that is done will as a natural

consequence be artificial. Questions will be asked not so much for the

information they elicit, but for the sake of the structures involved in

asking and answering them. The instructor may ask the time, not in order

to be informed, but to give the student an opportunity to use structuree%

appropriate to telling time. No matter what the topic, studentf: at the:

initial stages of language study are unlikely to be more occupied with

what they are talking about than with how they talk about it. As long

es this is true, no natural communication is possible.

The task of the display session instructor (or for that mat ter,

the .instructor of any language course stressing proficiency in conversatiw)

is to create as much of a natural atmosphere for conversation as possible.
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When students are:preoccupied with how to say something they quickly run

out of things to talk about.. The teacher must continually provide topics

to stimulate the students to speak whether he draws these from the exper-

ience of the students, his own experience or elsewhere. As far as the

goals of the display session are concerned it is rel...tively unimportant

what the source of the conversation is as long as it occurs. Naturally,

the backgrounds and personalities of the instructor and at the students

will have much to do with determining these sources. Some students may

easily find things in their experience to talk about, while others may be

reluctant to talk about themselves. Similarly, some may be very imagin-

ative and inclined to act a role while others may cling doggedly to fact

and may even feel uneasy in acting a role. Again some instructors may enter

well into personal friendships with students while others prefer to main-

tain some distance and so would be less inclined to exploit the student's

experience as a topic of conversation.

Apart from personality and preference there are certain advantages

and disadvantages to both of these types of conversational sources.

Real-life topics clearly provide the most desirable type, all other

things being equal, since they represent the most valid type of conver-

sation possible in a display session. They provide a great fund of infor-

mation which can be communicated from one person to another and are stAl-

encash in the consciousness of the student himself that they win ante f!'

least with his attempts to formulate linguistically correct statements.

There are also disadvantages to this type of source. Their very stabi,

may make it difficult for the instructor to turn and guide the comers&

tton in such away as to emphasize certain structures which, for pedagm-

gioal reasons, it may be desirable to practice. The strict adherence .40

the use of real situations may at times place the student and subsequently
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the instructor in an embarrassing position should a topic be touched upon

Which would require the student to divulge information about himself which

he considers too personal to discuss with a teacher and fellow students.

Whereas it would ideally be desirable for the student to have such con-

fidence in his instructor that the instructor would u:nw enough about his

background to avoid such touchy topics, it is only rarely possible in the

usual teaching situation. Another serious drawback to the strict use of

real-life situations is that one is forced to talk in terms of the stu-

dent's culture and society and little opportunity is readily available to

convey to the student, along with language skills, the social values that

attach to the language.

Hypothetical situations likewise have advantages and disadvantages.

They afford a wider range of topics to talk about than do the experiences

of any student and thus it is easier to find topics which will lend them-

selves to practice of those structures and vocabulary which it is useful

to practice at any particular moment. If a topic is understood by all to

be unreal, or if the possibility is always present of inserting an unreal

statement into a conversation which is mainly about real things, the means

is always available to students to avoid making emterrassing statements.

There are also difficulties that arise from the use of hypothetical situ.

ations. Some students and even instructors feel qualms of conscience

making statements which do not correspond to fact. Hypothetical situ''

easily become inconsequential and meaningless unless they are carefull.v

controlled.

The greatest amount of flexibility becomes available to the inst. ,

for in a blend of the real-life and the hypothetical where conversati

based on real-life topics may be supplemented as necessary by hypothet7..o.

situations.
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One of the most difficult of the general problems to resolve is to

make the display session a place where students perform more than the

instructor. The conditioned learned behavior of students is to consider

the teacher as the center of attention in the classroom and to respond

only to directions from the teacher. Similarly the wracher has learned

to be the main performer who does most of the speaking though he may

occasionally call upon a student to act in a limited. fashion. The display

session requires almost an exchange of these roles. Ideally the students

should speak the greatest part of the time, the teacher only occasionally

directing the conversation along lines where structures and vocabulary

known to the student are available. (This requires of the instructor a

very precise knowledge of what each group can do at any given point.)

The students must be trained to speak without constant direct stimulation

by the instructor. The teacher must also learn how to place this respon-

sibility on the students and prevent them from throwing the responsibility

for making the conversation back on the instructor.

5.34 Means

The devices indicated below have been found useful. The list is

neither exhaustive nor original.

5.341 agEWALEtints

a) Immediate situation. Dialogue about things which fc

a part of the display session context: the iastrue

students, the room, the weather, etc. E.g. one of t;

students is tired because he studied late the night ".

b) Topic, proposed by instructor. The instructor may r

pose a topic for conversation by asking a series of

lated questions. 21.g. plans for the afternoon or tip -'

activities of the previous weekend. (Opportunity is
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availableavailable.for real-life or hypothetical topios.)

c) Themes written by students. Students may be asked to

prepare, before the display session, short themes (two

or three connected sentences are often enough.) These

may b3 read aloud in class. Other ...embers of the group

may question the reader who may amplify on his theme.

d) Visual aids. A. picture may suggest a topic. A. picture

of Charles de Gaulle might lead into conversation on

what the students know or think of him. A connected

set of pictures such as a comic strip or sequence photo-

graphs are often more useful since they suggest a time

dimension which may be lacking in a single picture.

e) Newspapers or magazines. Students are assigned oral

reports on articles in such magazines as Paris-Match

which provide ample visual support. Comic strips, partic-

ularly the "Spirou" series have aroused considerable

enthusiasm and generate lively conversations among stu-

dents,

f) Visitors who are speakers of Frencb,O.f.thoy are

available, .1mom: be invited to the display session

to stimulate conversation from time to time. In ilb4

case, the conversation should be primarily between ".

visitor and the students, not between the visitor er."

instructor.

g) Spontaneous inspiration. Conversations may at time.

begin spontaneously or, after a prompted beginning;

tinue spontaneously. This, of course, is the most

conversational situation in the display session, though
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it is not easy to achieve with all groups and has no

possibility of being directed to practice in specific

structures.

5.342 Specific Techniques

None of the techniques mentioned here ar., 4n any sense new.

They have representation even in some of the most traditional texts.

In the display session they are used not with any false illusions

that they are a means of teaching, but as a means of eliciting from

the student what he has learned.

a) Direct questions.

b) Indirect questions where the student is told to ask a ques-

tion of another student.

c) Commands.

d) Directed statements where the student is told to say some-

thing.

5.35 Correction

Since currently available machines are not capable of wholly reli-

able and effective correction it devolves upon the instructor to perform

this task. The amount will vary according to the needs of the students.

If a structure has simply not been learned it should be avoided in the

display session and the student should be instructed to practice it it

the language lab. Correction should be provided only in oases If impe

foot learning.

a) In the correction of pronunciation the use of contrasts is ow

the simplest and most effective means of correction. Making

student tap out an even rhythm while speaking is helpful in

ing the even stress pattern of French. The tendency of Amer.. .

students to reduce unstressed vowels can sometimes be correci;74
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having the student pronounce only the vowels of a troublesome word.

E.g. /a a i/ for maladie where the dudent reduces the second /a/.

b) If a student is unable to give a response almost immediately he

should not be allowed to stammer around and hunt for the response,

but should be given it immediately. The instructor may give it

directly or call on another student (if he is lertain the second

student has this response readily available). There is little

purpose in the instructor's going to each member of the group in

turn trying to find one who might give the correct answer. Simply

giving the correct response and returning to that structure later

is more effective.
44,..

o) From time to time a very brief drill may servo, to correct a mistake

made by a student if it is more than just a random error. Such

drills may be of any type suited to the problem, but should be

kept as short as possible to prevent the display session from

becoming a drill session.

5.36 Illustrative Maples? Session Sequences

I: Salut Jacques. 9a va?
S: Pas mal, merci, et toi?
I: Pas mal. Tu es fatigai ce matin?
Ss Cui, je suis fatlgad.
I: Pourquoi es-tu fatigue
Ss Je me Buis couch6 tard.
I: Pourquoi tles-tu couch6 tard?
S: Mai travailld a la bibliothique jasqu'i minuit.
I: Tu travailles toujours si tard?
Ss Non, macs j' at un examen ce matin.

It is necessary to train students not to give conversation stop,

ping answers such as "Je ne sais pas." These in effeot throw the ban::

of continuing the conversation back on the instructor. It may be esU6:..

bashed as a practice that if a person does not know an answer he show

ask someone else and then report the information. At first the =yea-

sation might go like this
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I: Jacques, ou va Marie ores la classe?
J: Je ne sais pas.
I: Alors, demande a, Marie d4 elle va apras la olasse. (A simple

gesture may later replace this instruction.)
J: Marie, Ott vas-tu was la classe?
M: Jo vacs a la bibliothaque:.
J: Marie va a la bibliothaque apras la cause.
I: 'fie va- t-elle faire la-bas?
J: Marie, que vas-tu faire a la bibliothaqu'9

Je vale travailler.

IT: Elle va travailler A la bibliothaque.
I: Elle va travailler tout 1' apras -midi?

J: Marie, vase tu travailler tout l' apras -midi? (A, gesture by the

instructor may indicate to Marie that she is to give a neg-

ative reply.)
M; Non, je vale travailler jusqulatrois heures seulement.
3: 211e va travailler jusquia. trois heures seulement.

Conversations may at times be profitably interrupted by an irrele-,

vent, but normal question such as: "A, propos, guano hour° eat -il ?"

A single question may serve to start a conversation between two

members of the group if they have been trained to follow up a topic.

I: Jean, demande a Jacques s'il va au clams ce soir.
J: Jacques, vas -tu an cinema ce soir?
J: Oui, je vain an cinema ce soir.
J: Avec qui?
J: Avec la soeur de Robert Durand. Tu la connais?

J: Non, comment slappelle-t-elle?
J: 211e slappelle Marie.

At the more advanced levels the instructor must also steer the

conversation to discourse that will require the use of more complex

constructions, particularly features of interolause government such as

the conditional, the imperfect, and the subjunctive. In the next Mil-

trative sequence, from a P203 display session, one of the students (X*,

has just described her stay in &gland and a short side trip to a sme:

Normandy town. The instructor asks student (Y):

I: ie ferais-tu si to uvula on lloodasion Waller en .

jurope come elle?
Je serais a114o Vearis mieux Wen Normandie.

I: Plutat Teen Normandie...
Y: JO serais 1, Paris plutot qu'en Normandie.

X: je serais allae &Paris aussi si eavaia asses d'argent.
Is Si j' avail eu...

X: ...a j' avers ou asses d' argent.

,r



Y: Pourquoi nias-tu pas tldgraphiti a, tes parents pour 'Oil
ttenvoient encore do liargent?

X: Le voyage en Angleterre a &SO. cot trop cher.
It is important to note that instructors address students with

familiar forms but that the latter are trained to respond with the formal.
Among each other students use the familial, as is naboml for French
speakers of their age group. This greater use or the familiar than is
usually found in conventional instruction is determined by the construc-
tion of the material which introduces the less differentiated
forms of verbs before xela formejbut it is also consonant with the neces-
sity of creating an informal climate suitable for uninhibited verbal
interchange.
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Notes

1For a programmatic description of a somewhat different type of

display session see A. Bruce Gaarder, me c it. p.
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6. Results

6.1 Retention

One of the areas in which it is possible to make comparisons between the

NM course structure and that of the conventional program is the response of

students in terms of the dropout rate. Certainly no trial course structure

which resulted in a significantly higher dropout rate than the course with which

it was being compared, could be considered satisfactory from that point of view.

There are certain factors, some of which cancel others out, which affect

the validity of the comparisons made below and should be kept in mind in

evaluating them.

1. The maw very early came to be known popularly as the "experimental

program" and the students were known as "guinea pigs." Discussion

of the course in these terms destroyed the confidence of a number of

students who asked to be allowed to drop the course because they felt

that they were being taken advantage of.

2. Xn enrolling the first group certain students were rather arbitrarily

assigned to NICE' (though no more arbitrarily than they would have been

assigned to sections of the conventional program). This arbitrary

assignment to the "experimental program" caused dissatisfaction among'

certain students who asked to drop.

3. Compensating for the above factors to some extent were those student,

who were intrigued and motivated by participation in something new

untried.

4. The argument which could be adVanced that enrcalnents in
the MP were held artificially high by the fact that students cOuld

not transfer from MOW to conventional courses is held to be invalla

-,477 4t.



since it was equally impossible for students to transfer out of the

conventional sections. Students in both yrograms had the same require-

ments for graduation.

5. The reasons why students drop a course are many and varied and cannot

be determined with any degree of certainty. In °rely to compare MCEF

and the conventional groups accurately with regard to dropout rate, the

exact causes of dropouts would have to be determined, whether academic,

personal, financial, or other. It can only be assumed, for the sake of

making a comparison, Chet all causes other than.the nature of the two

programs affected both groups equally.

The graphs below indicate the percentages of the initial enrollments re-

maining at the end of each semester in the E and C groups, and the number of

eventual successful completions of a third semester course (with a grade of D

or better). The graph for the third group is incomplete since they have completed

only two semesters to date.
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The graphs would seem to indicate that the VEEP has not produced a signi-

ficantly higher rate of dropouts. Bearing in mind the reservations stated above,

one might even cautiously hazard the observation that the dropout rate is lower

at most points in the E groups than in the C groups even though the general

patterns are similar and most of the differences that are s,4n, could fairly

easily be attributed to chance factors.

6.2 Stwzacjdpajma_retggjderljLk

One of the outstanding features of the MEP organization is the amount of

flexibility it allows. Students who are gifted or highly motivated can progress

more rapidly than the rest and in a` few cases exceptional students are able, to

progress at such a rate that they are able to gain three semesters' credit in

two semesters, or more rarely, two semesters' credit in one semester. On the

other hand, weaker students or students whose work is interrupted by illness or

for other reasons are allowed to continue working at a slower pace and eventually

achieve at an acceptable level. These two types of cases are referred to below

as overachievement and underachievementorespectively.

Number Credit 11 Number Grade Received

Overachievement Vaderaeldevezent



Overachievement
Number Credit

Underachievement
Number Grade Received

E
3

Sem. 1 1 101, 102 29* B9
C

Sem. 2 2 102; 203 17* sio data

Sem. no data no data no data no data

=110.110

The increased number of Incompletes issued in the E group is the result
of a change of policy whereby students who received a grade orewere allowed
to take Incomplete instead and have an additional 1i weeks before being examined
again. Previously only students with grades oeWort4were allowed extra times
The number of students who received"B"by this means indicates the effectiveness
of this procedures Grades orrandleare given only to students who fail to
complete the course without having met the required levels of proficizncy.

In addition to the record of overachievement shown above, a number of

special students, not in the original groups, were allowed to enroll in MEP,

of whom several were able to obtain additional credit as indicated in the table

below.

Number Credit

1
2 102, 203

F2 3 102, 203

1 102, 203

These students were, for the most part, students with a background in

language study and with particularly high motivation. They were allowed, by

the flexibility of maw, to take full advantage of their background and moti-

vation and make additional progress. In a conventional course they would have

been held in lock-step with weaker students and prevented from realizing their

full potential.
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These data point out quite clearly that MCEF was successful, at least to

some extent, in providing a flexible framework in which gifted or motivated

students would be able to progress more rapidly while weaker students would be

able to move at a pace geared to t? °1.r ability without being penalized for it.

With regard to the overachievers, it should be noted that tl,fy constitute over

10 of the 100 or so students who will have successfully completed NM in the

three and a half year trial run. MCD' students in turn constitute less than 10%

of beginning French students enrolling at Indiana University. Were MCEF (or

at least a course adapting the flexible administrative framework of the experi-

mental course) generalized, one could expect that each year more than 30 students

could complete the three semester sequence in one year, with resulting economies

of student time and instructional costs, which would be considerable.

Total Grade Award for all Groups:

59 106 154Q 19 16

69 97 97 50 31

Table 1.

'.nir77,7117.71177:-71177-77.7"777r7Prir,RF ..,p ,7,:qtriporip 771 .uprirrtr
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*ncompletes not yet all removed. Uemoved Incompletes have been incorporated
into appropriate grade categories Students who continue at Indiana University
must remove their Incompletes within two semesters. Those Incompletes which have
not been removed, therefore, belong to students who have changed schools (in
which a language is not required) or have dropped out of school.

It might be argued that allowing students to refuse a grade until they could

score at least a "B" would result in a drastic lowering of standards. First,

a student has the option of accepting an Incomplete instead of a "C" only once.

If, in the make up examination he fails to meet the standard for "B ", the student
.

must take a "C". He receives a second Incomplete for the work of the same semester

only if he fails to meet the minimum passing standards. Generally, such students

are eliminated before the end of the course and receive an "F" or "WF1. As con'-

cerns relative severity of grading, Table 1 above clearly shows that there does

not seem to be any significant difference in the number of high grades ( "A" or

"B") awarded. Keeping in mind, as will be shown in the next section, that the

E and C groups exhibited compareble linguistic and scholastic aptitudes and that

their overall achievement as measured by the final test instrument does not differ

appreciably, it can only be concluded that significant differences in grade award

reflect the avowed goal of the course, to wit, to permit slower students to com''

plete the course in more than the normal three semesters without penalty. Ac-

cordingly, the number of "Fes' received by MCEF students is much smaller than

that received by control group students. Very few "Ws" have been granted;

instead, students were given the necessary additional time they required co meet

the minimum standards without prejudice. It is a demonstrated positivi feature.

of NM that students are not generally permitted to move on to a higher level

course with the shaky control of the subject matter signified by the grade of "to,

6.3 comprisoli .2t Achievement

6.31 amitab.dGrops,

6.311 Linsilstic Aptitude

Because of the impossibility of assigning students to E or C

77-7-777,E71,,, -,r
7:77:7574P77---,---41071'71P'
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groups on the basis of a truly randomized or match-pair procedure, we

were forced to rely on the random character of course registration

at Indiana University. A possible contaminating factor vas introduced

by the necessity of explaining to each prospective E enrollee the

nature of the "experimental course" and how it dint-red from the con-

ventional course, particularly with'regard to grade and credit award.

In the enrollment of the first E group, this requirement placed the

FICEF staff in the uncomfortable position of having to "sell" the course.

in the sense that students had to be told that the course was neither

more demanding nor more severe than the conventional course and that

they would be able to make the transition to required second-and third-

year French courses without any handicap. We feared: however, that

students who were unsure of their ability to cope with an audio-

lingually oriented course or who had had less than happy contact with

foreign language learning previously, would shy away from NCEF. It

could reasonabky be anticipated that only highly motivated and gifted

students would be attracted to the E sections.

To determine the comparability of the E and C'groupswe decided

to rely primarily on scores obtained in the CarrollSapon mum battery

which we administered during the first week of classes. Various other

measures were available: the AAT (Academic Aptitude Test), overall

high school grade average, sex, age, previous experience in foreign

language learning, but since our study focused on the implementation

of a selfopacing partially selfilmstructional course rather than a

comparison of achievement resulting from two different instructional

treatments, we chose to single out one factor that had proven to be a

good predictor of success in foreign language learning.
1

Table 2

tic ^t1

irinfliv7.71Firrif_.:11Tre7rprr7371Tr7rm
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shows that we were unusually fortunate in selecting E and C groups

that appear weilmatched with regard to language aptitude. We can

be reasonably certain that differences in achievement at all points

of the two alternative three-semester sequences can be ascribed to

differences in overall treatment and that variation, in the composition

of the two groups being compared played no appreciable role.

Table 2.

Pre-test Scores (MLNT)

Number

61

85

E
ia

Elb

NAT Mean

119.32

121,27

Combined El 120.37

Cla 114,52

elb
119.10

C
lc

107.08

Did* 131.95

Combined 0-
1

117.63

E2* 116.83

V2 117.00

E
3

115.43

0
3

117.66

rrIrT-.'"'114 ,If7r

69

62

64

68

Combined E 117.5 194

Combined 0 117.4 215

011

*According to the original plan there would have been only
three control sections. The fourth (a group of superior students) was
added because of the relatively low scores of Control Sections a, b,
and c.

**The experimental design was modified to eliminate the variable
of the number of assigned laboratory hours for E groups. It proved
difficult to maintain through three semesters a distinction which,
fUrthermare, did not promise to ileld any interesting data.

'771 7-777na -1177 :71 FinFirfir '1111Tcrir7.17147\
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6.312 Attitude and Motivation

At a somewhat advanced stage of our experiment, at the sugw

gestion of Wallace E. Lambert, we decided to collect data which would

yield information about student motivation and attitudes42 A question-

naire that followed LaMbertts very closely was ploared and administered

to students of the E
3
group upon enrollment in the fall of 1963i3 Un-

fortunately, it proved impossible to present this questionnaire to

the control group so that attitude and motivation indices could not

be used to help determine the comparability of the E and C groups.

We plan to administer this questionnaire to terminating E
3

and C
3

students in January 1965. But any integration of consistently dif-

ferent responses on the part of E3 and 03 students as a whole will

need to assume gratuitously that they started the course with similar

attitudes and motivation. It will be possible, however, to determine

for the E
3
group the relationship between linguistic aptitude and

attitudinal and motivational indices on the one hand, and these last

two factors and achievement on the other.

6.32 Preliplinary Remarks

Before any attempt is made to compare the E and C groups with regard

to the proficiency they' acquired in French, a closer look should be taken

at the problems associated with such comparisons and the variables which

could distort the conclusions.

It is, evident that no two French courses have exactly the same content.

Structures and vocabulapy presented by one course maybe omitted in another.

The order of presentation may also vary from course to course with the rem

cult that items common to two courses may still retmive different amounts

of emphasis. Two courses may also place varying amounts of emphasis on

the several language skills even though they both set out to teach the same

71,7117.1rT ri7 --1-lorroltrrormin41
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skills. One course may insist on a high degree of accuracy in pronunciation

and devote a great deal of time to it, sacrificing, thereby, a certain amount

of time which might otherwise be devoted to another skill such as reading.-

The other course might take the opposite tack and devote a great deal of

time to reading and tolerate less accurate rworunciaticd...

Language proficiency is composed of many, varied components so in-.

tricately bound together that it is difficult to separate out each one for

individual evaluation. For rtance, it is impossible to test a student's

ability to recognize a certain structure without, at the same time, testing

his 'ability to recognize . certain vocabulary items since the structure

must be represented by sentences containing vocabulary items. The student's

failure to recognize a key vocabulary item would result in hie missing the

question even though he might be quite familiar with the structure the

question was trying to test. A student's failure to answer such a question

correctly could be interpreted either as unfamiliarity with the structure or

unfamiliarity with the key vocabulary items.

The attempt to test one language skill frequently becomes involved

in testing other skills. A test of listening comprehension which requires

a student to select among written answers assumes, otter wrongly, that the

student can read those answers. only if all the students can read the

answers perfectly and with ease is the reading skill eliminated as a variable.

Otherwise, the student who is able to understand perfectly what he hears

40
may still not be able to mark the right answers if he cannot read the

answers.

Because of the impossibility of equating two courses of language study

and because of the impossibility of making valid comparisons of proficiency

between groups Which have been trained by different courses, very few attempts

71 IT f1I
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have been made to do this.. The following comparisons are not in excv sense

.intended to prove that either the MON treatment or the conventional treat-.

went is superior with regard to course materials. For the reasons stated

above, no such conclusions can be drawn from the data. The purpose of the

present study, as set forth in the contract, was not tc evaluate course

materials, as was commonly thought even among some of those associated with

the administration and evaluation of the study.5 The purpose of the study

was only to test the feasibility of a certain administrative organization.

Different materials were developed and used only because no one set of

materials was adaptable to both administrative organizations. The compario.

sons presented below are given only as a rough indication that the novelty

of MC' course organization did not have a detrimental effect upon student

achievement.

6.33 ¶ tinInstruments

Our conclusions with regard to differences in achievement between the

E and C groups are bored.. exclusively on results obtained in the only external,
hence objective, test batteries available. When the project was Uegun

the fall of 1961 the only suitable tests were the Educatioeal. Testing

Service (ETS) gamteg....mbi French Matggirsi Test and the very traditional

ETS gswerative French Test; bath of these tests were available at en

elementary and advanced level. Fortunately, in the fall of 3.962,a broader

test battery that comprised tests of speaking ability and writing proficiency,

in addition to listening comprehension and reading ability, became available

in preliminary form at a lower level (destined for students with up to two

years of high school French) and at a higher level (destined for students

with up to four years of high school French). Mace test batteries distri

buted by ETS had the added advantage of being badked by the professional

110
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organization of our field, the Modern Language Association (MLA) and, in
my

fact, had been developed under terms of a contract between the U.S. Office

of Education and the MLA. At the end of the first semester for each of the

three successive E and C groupsjtests of pronunciation accuracy and speaking

proficiency, prepared and scored by the MCEF staffs were .dministered to E

and C group students. At the end of the second semester of the first run

of MOW (i.e., El and Ci groups), a more comprehensive test battery including

a speaking proficiency test prepared by the MCEF staff but scored by a coma

bined group of MG' and conventional instructors in the ratio of 1 to 2j

respectively was administered to Ei and ci students. Clearly, these tests

tended to favor Ei studentsjand since ire wished to present uncontroversial

evidence, we decided not to make the administration of locally prepared tests

a regular feature of the experiment. Then were used only when no external

measures were available° As it turned out, re me of the ElEalCA tests used

Applied equally well to both groups. The discussion of each of these types

of tests will indicata somelbut certainly not 0.1) of.the invalidating

differences between the groups.

1. Listening gompehension. The greater amount of Lime devoted to

this Skill by MOEF students was an advantage on these tests,

though it was offset by their smaller vocabulary and more limited

repertoire of structures. MOM students had been trained to coma

prehend very rapid, informal French (a, incise difficult Boyle to

master),.but any superiority they might have been supposed to

have in this area was not measured by these tests since they were

spoken slowly and formally and allowed long pauses for the choice

of answers so that Immediacy of comprehension was not measured.

The greater emphasis placed can reading in the conventional program

-Irrrrr ¶Prlitirri! - ,--..:zr-innrrirTiRm-47.-757:71 firf rl.rfir7-7311rTirriir7r7.771r47111011MPW
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was an advantage to the C groups since the test required the

students to'make choices among written answers.

2. akin . The speaking tests, in general, tended to favor the

)O students since they had devoted more time to the skills tested

and were more accustomed to the usa of the la.-auage laboratory

where the tests were administered, These advantages were again

partially offset by their limitations of vocabulary and structure,

by the fact that these tests were also presented in slow, formal

style to which they had not been trained4 and by the fact that the

tests did not measure speed of response or, in general, fluency.

3. Reading the reading tests clearly favored the students of the

conventional program where more emphasis was placed on this skill.

Again, their larger vocabulary was an advantage.

44, =Imo Writing tests again favored the students of the convenes

tional groups for much the same reasons as in the reading test.

Info nation perhaps as valuable as performance in achievement tests

might have been obtained had psycholinguistic tests of the type develcTed

and used by the University of Colorado German Experlment6 Leen available for

French. 2tese tests attempted to probe into two areas of psycholinguistic

response: degree of habituation, at the semantic level and motivational and

attitudinal factors. The first area which makes use, among others, of

techniques resulting from the application of Charles E. Osgoodis concept of

the semantic differential; would provide information with regard.to the

relative depth of acquisition of the structures of the target language, both

surface and deep. The second area would help determine to what extent the

studentts attitudes toward the target language community,in particular and

foreign cultures, in generallhad been modified in the process of learning the

r-"Irrtv-rmprririrnirrtIrryl r,
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foreign language and whether instruction had caused a shift in motivation

from, say, the instrumental to integrative orientation.

6034 Test Results

6.341 El ma Cl Groupa

At the end of the first semester a final e-mmination battery

consisting of (1) the ETS Cooperative French Listening ad, Form A

and (2) the ETS Cooper &Ave French ad: Elementary Form R was ad

ministered to both the E
1

and C1 groups. In addition, a locally

prepared oral production test was administered to the E group only.

This test and the ESS battery were to constitute the semester final

examination for the E group. The ETS battery was administered to the

control sections two weeks prior to the end of the semester during

regularly scheduled class sessions since it was impossible to schedule

these during the examination week. The students were advised that the

results of these tests would be used in determining their grades,

although, in fact, they were disregarded by control section instructors.

It was not possible, fo: reasons of administration and scheduling, to

administer the oral production test to the control scctions.

The ggompihive French, T,isteni st, appears to test con-

siderably more than what the title suggests. such of the test was

dependent upon vocabulary recognition, e.g., sentence completion.

The section of multiple choice questions based on a long passage seems

to test IQ and memory as much as it does comprehension. Throughout

the test the use of printed response alternatives introduces the ele-

ment of reading ability.

The mixed nature of this test and the size of bhe stantard error

of difference (7 raw score points out of a possible 42) makes it dif'

ficult, if not impossible, to compare the auditory comprehension of

r-17-1-1 , mnrip
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the experimental and control groups or of individual students. The

scores compared as follows:

Experimental Control

Igumber of students) 56 77

Median (score) 168 176

Mean 170 178

Range 160 - 220 164 - 204

The aggimrdLe.ve French att, was felt to be a fairly reliable

measure of passive vocabulary control. and reading ability.

Experimental Control

N 56 77

Median 34 44

Mean 33 45

Range 10 0. 72 28 - 66

At the end of the second semester Forms B and Q, respectively,

of the same ETS battery were administered to both "groups. In addition,

a, locally prepared battery was given. It consisted of the following

parts (a copy of this test is provided in the Appendix of this report):

A. Comprehension

1. Oral Comprehension

a. Student beard a sentence in French and was to select
an identical sentence from three succeeding recorded
sentences. 10 items.

b. Student heard a sentence in French and was to select
the sentence he heard From' tour sentences written out
on the answer (sheet. 10 items.

c. Student beard 4 question in French and was to select
the correct answer from three succeeding recorded
responses. 10 items.

ds Student beard a question in French and was to select
the correct response from four possible responses on
the answer sheet. 10 items.
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e. StUdent heard a statement in French ina-a question
.relating to it. and was to select the correct answer
from three succeeding recorded responses,' 10 items,

f. Student heard a statement in French and a question
relating to it and was to select the correct answer
from three possibilities on the answer sheet, 10 is

2. Recorsnition of Gramnatinal SignSle

Student heard 20 present tense verb forms and then.20
adjectives and was to indicate whether the verb forms
were third singular or plural and whether the adjectives
were masculine or feminine.

3. Phoneme Discrimination

Student heard 25 French utterances and was to identify
the vowels of specified syllables.

B. Oral Production

1. 20 utterances to be mimicked by the student and recorded.

2. 20 transformations and substitutions to be performed by
the student and recorded.

3. 5 general questions to be answered by the student and
recorded*

4. Student was given a picture and required to verbalize
on it for 30 seconds.

C. A test on the structure of French and related cultural items
consisting of 25 multiple choice question.

The entire battery, consisting of the two ETS testa and the local

tests, was administered to both the control and experimental groups

during the last two weeks of classes since it was impossible to

schedule such a variety of tests during the final examinatiin period.

The teat battery served as a final examination for the experimental

group. The students of the control group were advised that the test

scores would be used in determining their final grades() The vocabulary

items and grammatical patterns of local tests A and B above were selected

in such a we as to ensure that neither group would be favored in these

areas.
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I

To evaluate the student tapes for the oral Production test, a

group of judge was Chosenkconsisting of 5 meMbers from the project

staff, 5 instructors from the staff of the traditional .program and two

neutral faculty members not connected with either program but with

traditional orientation. A two hour orientation session was held in

which selected tapes were played and procedures and norms for evaluation

were established. The group was then divided into pairs to proceed

With the evaluation at their convenience. Four of the teams were comiN

poked of one member of the traditional staff and one from the project

staff. One of the neutral members worked with a member of the project

staff and the other with a member of the traditional staff. Each pair

was instructed to divide its work between tapes of experimental stu-

dents and control students to ensure fair evaluation.

Results of these tests are listed below:

SeagEntlinftgivA. Listening IMM=411201sdlgha- Flom B

Experimental Control

N 39 49

Median 180 389

Mean 182 190

Range 164 4. 213 174 0. 209

The difference between the mean scores Is practically the same as
the difference between the mean scores at the end of the first semester.

P091tentivi 1=9.11.10ta w Elementary Form Q

Experimental Control

N 38 118

Median igi 61

Mean 44 61

Range 15 I. ee 43 M 78
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The increase Of the.difference. between the mean.scores orr,
the difference.at the end of the first semester. might be attributed.
.to the increased emphasis placed. on reading in the traditional program
during the second semester:

goat amme*NaA.0 Apcl, PAcLane =nag 3Uttsai Tor
Experimental Control

39 39

median 90 77

Mean 90 75

Range 66 - 114 54 - 93

Matt= Score: 125

StaltaWaglatkil

Experimental Control

N 37 39

Median 49 34

Mean 119 33

Range 19-- 77 57

*MaxiMum Score: 100

Structure of French c1 Rebtc1 Cultura,1 Mixter.ial brA*

rimental Control

N 39 39

Median 13 8

Mean 12 8

Range 5 - 19 o 12'

*MaXiMum Score: 25

The following battez7 of tests was administered to the Ei and

Cl groups at the end of the Fall Semester 196243: This represented

the completion of three semesters of French for both groups.
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1. SA.Lis.::.pniilAtwarehension lbst - Higher Level

20 ailual4mTest - Higher Level C

3. MLA Reading Test - Higher Level C

4. MLA &jam Test Higher Level C

A shorter =Sifted version of this battery is now available

from the Cooperative That Division of Ely so that we shall not de-

scribe the composition of the constituent tests. We should like to

point out, however, that unlike the revised standard version, scoring

of the speaking and writing tests was performed by ETS, thus &nearing

a greater reliability than is possible when the scoring is attempted

by local instructors.

We consider that the MLA Listening Comprehension Teat shows
11111111

the same weaknesses as the ETS Cooperative bistentm Test, namely,

that comprehension is still tested indirectly through reading compre-

hension. The ,Speaking 12tt, as was pointed out in 6.33 above, does

not provide indices of rapidity of orals response, fluency, or ability
to respond verbally in a natural communication context, i.e., speaking

ability is tested independently of comprehension. Mere is also a
heavy reliance on visual stimuli. Finally, the entire battery is de-
signed to rank students with regard to each other rather than to

measure relative proficiency using an educated native speaker as the

basis of comparison. Another type of achievement test would evaluate

the degree of control of a stated number of linguistic features, in-

cluding indices of automaticity and peed of reaction in various types

of situations as well as the ability of the student to transfer his

knowledge to natural conditions of language use. We suspect that the

diffeiences between E and C students would be more striking in these
areas.
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N Mean Median 'Range

E1 25 21 19 12 - 36

el. 211 22 22 32 - 34
2. Stakinj

El 25 .49 '52 14 im 85

Cl 19 47 47 29 41. 65

3. MOMS

E1 25 16 16 9 27

01 23 28. 26 16 N. 37

4. Alim

El 25 46 44 19 - 86

C1 23 54 54 31 ii. 72

*Discrepancies in the numbers under the N column are due to
absences of Cl studentp Since 01 students had to take the tests
outside of class, they received a token compensation and were given

two alternative evenings to take each of the four tests of the battsAry.
By the third semester C, studentd had scattered in more than twenty .

sections of seconds year french courses and, since the control in-

structors neither made the tests obligatory nor considered the scores
in computing final grades, it proved difficult to gather all 03. sty-

dents continuing in Pzench That we were successful in persuading so

many to continue in the experiment is truly amazing and is proof of
the intensity of the Hawthorne effect we were able to build up in the

C aro'ul
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The following-tests were administered to tho E and C.groeps

at the end of the first semester:.

1. aswarjays, 4kneji 21mt. - Elementary R

2. Li tenin Ssinpnlead.ml Lower A

3. Oral Production Test (prepared locally;

Comparison

1. ...gm 'Intim Wa.....fich gad

N Man Median Range

E2 57 27 25 .11 56

02 52 44 46 18 '69

2. M.Listeninagmrehension Zest.

re 64 20 18 9.37

02 51 22 26 14..40
The wide difference between these scares is felt to be attribu-

table in large part to the fact that reading was deliberately withheld

from.the experimental section for the initial period of the course and

was not specifically taught at all prior to this test. The difference

in performance on these tests by E2 and 02 students is not significant

since the standard deviation for these tests is 7 raw score points..

3. _.,22t Prgduation TmEt

E2 6o 20 19 10 34

02 36 19 19 8 30

The teat consisted of 30 items in three sections of ten each.

Xu Section 1., students mimicked sentences end were scored on their

pronunciaion of items in the final syllable. Section 2. differed

on34, in that the items to be scored were in various positions in the

sentence' In Section 3. the etude... 3 were required to perform a
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*grammatical task (transformation of the.verb of the sentence from

plural to singular) in additiori to pronunciation. The item to be

scored was again in the final syllable. In addition to these 30

points, students were rated as to their overall quality of pfbnunm

`elation on Sections 1. and 2. on a 0s-3 scale. 7h4 s- made a total of

36 points. The scoring was done by a group of instructors representing

the conventional staff as well as the experimental staff and one

native speaker who not an instructor in either program. This test

differed from the one administered to the E1 and C1 groups at a Qom-.

parable point in the course sequence. The change was motivated by the

radical modification introduced in the materials used by the E2 group.

The following battery of tests was administered to the 22 and

02 paws at the end of the second semester of 1963.

1. MA Comeher as/ Lower level B

2. MLA ,ine Test is Lower level B

3. EA rtejtainft Lower level B

4. WA ItIrLAbaz Test 4- Lower Level B

Teat N Wan Median Range

E2 45 49 47 15 4- 81

22 47 4o 25 0 81

2. ludeseaps

E2 45 23 23 11 si 43

C2 22 29 28 14 so 47

3. MAUD&
E2 44 23 22 9 0 43

02 23 34 35 18 a. 47

4. Mallus

E2 44 48 45 o - 88

qa 23 64 64 3o 0 96
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In evaluating, these results it must be.kept.in mind that thy.

E2 and 02 groups are not immediately comparable. The 92 group is

smaller, in part because of failures at the end of the first semester,

whereas the B2 group retained a number of weaker students who, pre-

sumably, would have failed in the conventional courses. As a result,

the B2 group is presumed to contain a higher proportion of weak stu-

dents than the q2 group. To what extent this is true is impossible to

ascertain with any degree of accuracy since the reasons for dropouts

depend upon many factors.

If an adjustment is made in the E2 scores by removing the scores

of the 9 students who received a grade of Incomplete the following

figures are obtained:

Group MIA Lower Level B

Mot N Mean Median Range

Speaking 36 54 52 23 m 81

Listening 36 26 26 11 - 43

Reading 35 26 26 10 0. 43

Writing 4 35 53 48 25 - 88

Even when the reservations expressed above as to the validity

of this adjustment are taken into consideration, the effect of the

poorer students retained in the E2 group upon the class average is

apparent.

At the end of the third semester,. the MLA Higher Level 0 battery

was administered to groups B2 and 92. The results tabulated belay show

both E2 and of third semester results and adjusted results which in"

elude scores achieved after the removal of loom:plates.
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MLA, Higher Level C

Test

Spediing

N

142 22

C2.
. 14

Listening

27

C2 16

Reading

E 27

C2 16

Writing

E2 27

02 16

134.

2r!

Man *dim Range
3rd Same Ad j. . 3rd.Sam .Adj. . 3rd Se .Aci.J.

52 52 54 '54 .25-75 250,75

53 .. 58 M...) 3146 .....

19 20 17 18

23. .. 24 --

17 18 . 16 17

27 27

1039 10-39

13-34 .....

6-33 6-33

22-35 1010111111.1101

45 47 43 48 120168 12-68

54 57 2873

Table 3 presents a comparison of adjusted BilE2 and C1/02

scores On the PIA, Higher Level. battery.
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Table 3.

MBA Higher Level C

End of Third Semester

I S
LA) 0 0 co

co
I cr%
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6.343 13w, 03 Group"

The following tests were administered to the E3 and 03 groups

at the end of the first semester:

1. MLAkiploimsecimprehension Test in Lower A

2. 1dM Read.n t 4.! Lower A

3. A speaking test prepared locally in which students were
required to perform grammatical transformations, describe
pictures, answer questions and ask questions within pre-
scribed time limits.

Comparison

Test N an Median Range

1. ItitiList

E3 60 23. 20 9-46

03 53 25 24 14 - 37

2. birA Bee...Aim

E3 6o - 3,6 1.5 8-41
03 53 26 26 14. 44 .

3. Local Oral
Production

B3 6o 32 32 10 -.47

c3 50 15 16 5-25

Table 4 shows a schematic comparison of performance on locally

prepared and scored oral production tests Cu the part of all three

E and C groups. It should be remembered that all three tests differed

considerably from each other and no comparison is possible between one

run to another, i.e., between El and E2 or C2 and 03. The most note-

worthy fact is that E groups generally pert= better than their C

match-group in all three instances.

271777147g77:071,747,.. ,
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Group
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601

50

40

30

20

10
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Table 4.

Local Aral Production Tests

33

20 19

El el
E
2

C
4

E
i

03

Local Oral Local Oral Local Oral
Production . Production Production

Test 1. Test 2, Test 3.
..

Li
B2 En E

3

02 3

At the end of the second semester the MLA Lower Level batteryi

Form 33 was administered to groups E3 and 93. The results were as

follows:

A.

r.:777.40
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Test N an Fedi= Range

1. Speaking

E3 45 58 57 27 - 81

03 35 1i8 48 27 - 74

2. Listening

4P E
3

46 26 25 12 - 49

03 35 28 28 13 - 43

3. Beading

E3 46 28 3o 10.117

0
3 35 35 37 23 - 45

4. Writing

E
3

46 53 53 22 - 92

0
3

35 67 64 41 - 203

Table 5 below compares the results obtained on the MLA Lower

level. B by E2/E3 and 02/03 groups,

77771-;."777`'r7777.7, S.,??,' .':tig7"71.777,7 7 411`
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6.35 Ammucc

It cannot be determined exactly to what extent the various tests

favored one group or the other, but since the results obtained on the tests

are in general agreement with what ore would expect, considering the dif

ferences between the content and emphasis of the courses, it seems safe to

conclude that the differences beween the groups, as measured by the tests,

was caused by the differences in course content and emphasis and not by the

differences in course organization. One might also cautiously conclude

that the MOM students were not hindered in acquiring French by the course

organization and that they approached the goals set for them as nearly as

the students in the conventional groups-approached theirs. Since the results

are in agreement with the content and emphasis of the course it seems safe

to conclude further that, by modifying the content of MCEF, the achievement

of the students on each of these tests could be made to approximate the

achievement of the conventional groups if the goals of the conventional prom

gram were accepted as more valid. The general increase in proficiency of

the NCEF students from year to year, compared with the rather stable levels

of the conventional groups as measured by these tests, would support this

conclusion. She question of establishing goals for the study of French,

however, lien outside the realm of this study.

One might also point out that all E groups exhibit a wider range of

performance than corresponding C groups. Slower students are being retained

longer in the course instead of flunking outland more gifted students are

given the opportunity of learning more in a stated period of time. It is

noteworthy that some of the highest scores posted by E studeds were attained

within only two semesters. In the skill that is particularly stressed by

NCEF, speaking, both E groups have registered highest scores that are
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significantly superior to those scored by the C groups; in the p assive

skills (listening comprehension, reading, writing) all one can conservatively

state is that the highest scores show no significant difference.. See Table

6 below,

Table 6,

Highest Scores in MLA Higher C Battery
..

31 1
E
2 C2

Listening 36 34 39 34

Speaking 85 65 75 68

Reading 27 37 33 35

Writing 86 72 68 73

6.4 Instructor Reactions

She graduate associates ho were selected to teach the NCEF display sessions

fell into two broad categories: experienced instructors and neophytes. The

former, because of their dissatisfaction with-conventional teaching experience,

were initially sympathetic toward the new approach. How successful these in-

structors were was determined by their degree of proficiency in spoken Frendh and

their commitment to language teaching, particularly in that aspect of the pro-

fession that deals with the preparation of pedagogical materials and the imple-

mentation of instructional techniques. Neophytes were quite apprehensive and

sceptical at first. They questioned, particularly the ability of the 'machine"

component of the course to impart good pronunciation and fluency in oral ex-

pression. All of them eventually became quite enthusiastic about the new ap-

proach and were convinced of the eventual practicality of a foreign language

method utilising self-instruction and freeing the student from conventional

lockstep progress. Many of those who witnessed the acquisition of pronunciation

-yr

MP,
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habits superior to theirs on the part of a sizable group of students were ready

to accept the "machine" as a partner. Again, the most enthusiastic neophytes

were those who possessed initially a high degree of proficiency in spoken French

and who were sufficiently prepared and interested in matters pedagogical and

linguistic to make positive contributions to various aspects of the project

rather than merely to follow directives.

All instructors were invited to comment freely on all features of the courses

during the regularly scheduled weekly meetings. They mere also asked to prepare

a brief evaluative statement that stressed their reaction to the new role MCEF

imposed on the teacher and their relationship with the self-instructional component

of the course and the student.

For most graduate associates what distinguished NCEF from French courses they

had themselves taught or had been subjected to was the attempt to come directly

to grips with teaching problems and to define very honestly the nature of the

classroom teacher's contribution to the foreign language learning process:

NOEF has impressed me as a step in the direction of sincerity
in the field of elementary language instruction. All too often in
beginning language instruction the student is exploited by being told
that he is being taught whenoin reality, his textbook presents Aim
oily with a list of what he is to learn and a set of puzzles, but
with next to no help in learning. The teacher may try, if he is sin*
dere, to teach the student, but with inadequate materials and twenty-
five students in the class, frustration is bound to be his lot.

MCIIF, on the other hand, tries sincerely, though imperfectly,
to teach the student rather then just requiring him to learn as best
he can.

All participating instructors soon came to realize that by eliminatitg rote

memorization and drill from the classroom, the teacher's task became, at tha same

time, more Interesting but more demanding. In MCEP the teacher could assume that

the student had acquired and manipulated new linguistic patterns. He also knew

that the student had been exposed to the authentic pronunciation and native fluency
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of a variety of recorded speakers. On the one hand, he knew that his responsi-

bilities were limited to verifying pronunciation and helping students whose

power of mimicry and phonetic memory were weak to closer approximation of correct

models, but on the other, he soon discovered that the gifted student was quick

to notice deviations from the correct model provided by the "machine".

It is generally assumed that a total control of the contrastive material of

a language and fair imitation of secondary phonic features are acceptable minimum

prerequisites for FL teaching at the elementary level, and that grammatical pats.

terns and vocabulary can be acquired as one goes along. Our experience with NCEF

suggelts, on the contrary, that the reverse priority of skills is required. Prom

nunciation inaccuracies on the part*of display session instructors are undesirable

not because the student who has intensive exposure to native models in the

language laboratory risks bolts contaminated, but because they Blowup the in"

structorts rhythm of phonation. Genuine conversation requires spontaneous azd

rapid fire reactions among interlocutors, and in this context a two-second silence

can seem an eternity. If the instructor is to involve the students in some sort

of conversational activity and bring them to "behave" the language as they speak,

he must produce sentences at a rapid rate that demands automatittity of generation.

Unless the instructor has previously acquired the ability to generate grammatically

correct and stylistically congruent sentences and only these sentences mand this

represents a high level of achievement indeed-ate will provide incorrect models for

student analogies and Ina "Franglish," a language spoken in many of our French

classrooms, rather thanjalsathe genuine French taught by the automtutar.

While most of our instructors were conseiousmmoften too self- conscious-0 their

deficiencies at the level of pronunciation, they failed to realize their effort*

comings in the higher levels of French syntax. Many covenanted that NCEP consti

tuted an "existential" method of instruction since the teacher was forced to bare
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his competencies* -or lack of them-before his students and could not seek refuge

behind many of the faqades conventional PT, toadhing affords.

The new role of the teacher in IM presents a challenge to
the teacher to be competent and prepared since, if he follows the
intent of the program, he cannot cover up his inadequacies with
lengthy technical discussions of grammar points and other things
with which it is customary to pad out a conventional chars. The
unexpected turns of free conversation make it impossible for the
incompetent teacher to take refuge behind a neatly delineated
lesson plan.

Surprisingly, it was felt that the initial stage of We, tbc stage when

the student must be led to converse with a small linguistic inventory, was the

most difficult for instructors used to conventional teaching.

Participation in MEP as a display session instructor pre-
supposes the following limitations which differentiate it from
traditional teaching of conversational Prendhi a. thorough know-
ledge of the specific material that the student acquires in the
laboratory. (In traditional teaching, the instructor draws at
random from his experience and general knowledge of the subject
matter.) Since the instructor is dealing with a limited amount
of material --at least for the first several months his role as
"teacher" is strictly delimited. The display session instruator
does not teach: he is an auxiliary to a teaching machine; he -
Is a manipulator and a coordinator. Because the role of the
display session instructor is more clearly defined and hence
more restricted than that of the conventional role of the'teachm

it'is more difficult: Itlaching ItirEF is'nab Only more dills*
.ficult because the instructor is restricted to a small body of
material which farces him to be more resourceful and imagirative,
but also because the tradittonally oriented teacher must repress
and subordinate his previous role as "teacher" i.e., as the prime
source of information and authority.

In NOW the teacher must learn to work as a member of a team, the most im-

portant members of which are the student and the self - instructional materials.

He must repress the une, as soothing as it maybe to the ego, to play the title

role.

MPS made me realize how much of a "ham!' one tends to be
in a traditional classroom situation (a role that most teachers
probably enjoy), but more significantly, however, how much time
an instructor (in a traditional conversational Prench class)
wastes by doing moot of the talking himself. MEP has clearly
demonstrated to me what should be obvious but which is more
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often than not disregarded by most teachers: students can only
learn to acquire add ccotrol near-native fluency in the target
language if they themselves communicate. MCEF has dramatically
Shown that the display session is not a forum for the instructor

41 to display his knowledge. I again make this point since in my
own case, subordination of the conditioned role of "teacher" was
difficult to overcome In a way--erhaps because the ham actor
instinct was not entirely repressed--I had to assume the more

40 passive role of a "manipulator" of structure. The display ses-
sion instructor then acts rather like a behind-the-scenes poli-
tician. In this sense, the instructor, while controlling his
students, lets them in a way become his mouthpiece. This more
than makes up for the loss of ego or prestige or what - have -you

that the traditional teacher faces when he realizes that playing
the part of the behind-the-scenes politician is far more chal-
lenging than that of the front running candidate.

Compensation for a more reduced function comes in the form of the realization

that MCEF makes it really possible for the students to use the language.

One of the most satisfying aspects of the NCEP program is
that the instructor receives a ready-made package when his stu-
dents are sent to him for a display session. His "charges" have
already absorbed a certain amount of structure and phonology which
has been taught by the machine. The display session then becomes
a period not of classroom drill (which is inevitable in a tradi-
tional classroom situation) but a period of Leja conversation.
Although the parallel is outrageous, a fellow instructor remarked
that letting the machines do the dirty work of drill and
would almost 'be as good as getting a baby only after diapdr
service was no longer needed* His point is well made. Teaching
mechanical things is sheer drudgery. Teaching conversation be-
comes enjoyable and profitable only after some mastery of the
fundamentals has taken place. This the machine does in Mme' re-
markably well. Display session time is left for better things
than drill.

I:have never before experienced the situation of nears.
natural conversation in a traditional class. Conversation courses

4) I have taken myself and have taught never went beyond the most
artificial of contrivances --too much time had to be spent in the
mastery of fundamentals. In MOW, students were able very soon to

40
transform patterns that they had learned in the laboratory into
correct sentences in the display sessions. This often resulted
in highly successful verbal duels among the students and a
feeling of real accomplishment on the part of student and inr
structor alike. Because of continuous conversation (and the
informality of the display session itself) the student soon lost
the initial self - consciousness he may have started out with.

4,

All instructors felt that one of the weaknesses of the program was the in..
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ability of the display session teacher to have a complete view of the course from

start to finish. Because materials were constantly In the process of revision,
it was Impossible to put the compaete course syllabus. in the hands of the:.ina
atructoro Students soon became conditioned to think of the course objectives
In terms of a specific number of units which had to be completed. Often it
proved impossible to tell the student the number of units which constituted the

course or which could be considered to be equivalent to a credit granting norm
at the end of a semester.

Weaknesses of MEV, as it has been used no far, include
our inability to state specific goals for the students in
terms of how much they should expect to learn in a given period
of time, resulting in a continual uncertainty on their part.
Uncertainties with regard to policy as it evolved also hampered
the effectiveness at' the program. These weaknesses should be
taken care of ion order to achieve maximum effectiveness from the
program in an operational. context.

These uncertainties resulted from the very aims of our project: the

"evaluation and implemeptation of a Yaltiplemftedit French course." Administrative

policies had to be formulated with due consideration to the realities a large
university context imposed and solutions which became unwieldy or unjust had to
be modified.

One of the sources of student and instructor dissatisfaction was the neces
duty of awarding grades ranging from "A" to "C" and the fact that two students
who both received credit for a semester's work might receive different grades

due to the fact that one had assimilated more-and generally more fullywounits

of the material.

Discussion of the program leads to consideration of the
goals. Xt would seem that the program's goals need to be clari
fled and more fully explained to the students. There was a great
deal of misunderstanding on the part of the students about what
was expected of them last year. Students somehow, through misunder'
standings, no doubt, thought at the beginning of Lhe year that they
were to be judged entirely on their own merits and their own masteryof the subject; that is, that a student who copplet9ly mastered'5
units, working at his own rate, could make the same grade as a stirs
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dent who completely mastered 10 units, provided that both studentswere working up to their own capacities. Such an arrangement wouldbe ideal, but it iqp unfortunately, not the case. Students are, infact, compared to other students. In the situation mentioned, thetwo people would not make the same grade. At any rate, studentswere under this misconception last year and it caused quite a lotof tension between students and display leaders. Many students feltthat they had been deliberately misled, and display leaders wereoften placed on the defensive in an effort to clarify the goals andexplain to the students what was expected of them and what was meantby the term "working at one's own rate." This was difficult to dosince the goals were not always clear, even to the display leaders.
Moreover, the leadere lack of certainty tended to cause a break-dawn in the students' confidence in the leader; such tonfidence isone of the essential elements of the display sessions. Nothing is
more disconcerting to a student, whether "good" or "bad", than
feeling that the teacher is only vaguely aware of classes' goals
and ftture material and program.

Some instructors who considered that the function of an examination was to

evaluate how much of the material presented in class can be regurgitated by the

student, and that, in turn, one of the duties of the instructor was to "cram" the

student for examinitiono, stated that the use of external tests not made available

to the teadber prior to administration constituted a weakness of MOEN

Perhaps it would be a further advantage to the students if
display leaders could rotate classes rather than remain with thesame one throughout the semester. During staff meetings it waslearned that all leaders used mare or leas the same techniques,
but each leader probably favors certain techniques above others.Rotation would'insure students against becoming used to the
speech habits or teaching techniques, topics and methods of ap-proach of one person.

We feel quite justified in noncluding that the reaction of the human component
of NUEF was unquestionably positive and that any fairly competent and consolentious

teacher can very quickly learn to modify his conception of his .role to make :mom
for the teaching machine. Freed *ad rigid course schedules and relieved from

tasks that taped native models, machines, and specialists of French linguistics

can do more effectively, our teaching associates felt more confident and aelfom

reliant than in their previous traditional role as sole master of a' cis,

thoagh they are. subjected to constant observation and sonstructive criticism.
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More, important still, they derived greater satisfaction from the more effective

audiolingual training the course permits and the more personal teacher-student

relationship of the display session. There could be no greater tribute than that

paid by Instructor D, considered the outstanding teaching associate in the tra-

ditional program prior to her volunteering for the Multiple Credit program. When

offered a part-time teaching position in a.notable women's college, she refused

because: "I wouldn't want to teach French except the Nbltiple Credit way:"

6.5 Student Reactions

Student reactions were elicited formally by invitingEstudents to comment

on various aspects of the course (materials, language laboratory, display sessions,

individual rate of progress, etc.) upon completion of the program. The E3 group

was also invited to comment specifically on the SET' programmed course at the end

of F102. Only about half of the students in the group answered the questionnaire

with care; the others were content with such brief comments as "O.K.", "fine", etc.

Many of the responses offered constructive criticism and, in. no instance, did any

react in a negative way to all aspects of the course. At the beginning

of the experiment some dissatisfied students complained directly to the department

or to administrative offices but these reactions were never communicated to members

of the MOW staff except in the form; "students are complaining," "a lot of

students say they're not learning to readi". "according to the students the course

is disorganized," etc. Here, it should be pointed out that the department does

not have a formal channel for sounding out student opinion of its program of

courses. It is, therefore, impossible to judge whether C students, if given the

opportunity, judge the conventional elementary sequence more or less favorably

than did E students with regard to maw.

It was initially feared that MEP, differingas it did from the conventional
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approach in several. ways, would meet severe resistance and dissatisfaction on

the part of the E students. It was hoped, however, that the possibility to

. ifack at an individual rate, with the advantages it offers to both the more gifted

and the slow students, would offset the anxiety and suspicion that radical in"

structional innovations evoke in students. The problem was compounded by the

fact that MCEF involved only a small'fraction of the students enrolled In the

first three semesters of Frendh and that quite ,Aturaily B students might resent

they being selected as "guinea pigs" for something new and untried. It must be

kept in mind'that experimentation with instructional procedures is quite, rare in

the teaching of foreign languages at the college level. Generally, experiments,

tion has involved the entire population of a language course or even an iv-

stitutionts total foreign language teaching program, so that there was only an

E group and no corresponding control group.8 In other instances, the entire

population of a language course or program participated in an experiment as

either the E or the C group" CC considerable importance in the evaluation of

student reactions is the'fact that the department administratively responsible

for both E and C courses considered the experiment a threat to the structure of

elementary and intermediate courses and was inclined to magnify student dissatis

faction rather than to seek means to prevent it or reduce it when it manifested

itself.

6.51 Andioll Emphasis

The major problem was the fundamental incompatibility betwem AWels

emphasis on audiolingual proficiency and the departmentts covert prfblvrey

Objective of reading proficiency defined rather nebulously as "the

to read the French literary masters in the original by the beginninp the

third semester." The F1011102 course description does mention that con.-

siderable stress is placed on audiolingual skills but final exam:O.-A.1=n do
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not contain any formal test of spoken proficiency. Students who completed

MEP were required to take a three-semester hour reading course to complete

the language requirement. In this course audiolingual proficiency was not

generally recognized and E students were handicaped visArvis students who

had been enrolled in the conventional elementary courses In addition, to

a sudden shift of emphasis, E students had to adjust to lockstep teaching

and a different system of grade and credit award. Predictably, E students

were deeply concerned about the lack of training in reading in the early

stages of NOW and rightfully felt that they were being treated'unfairly.

6.52 TpdpridualBALe of Prgazgag

The ability of each student to progress at his awn pace, rather than

being locked to that of the average student was clearly the feature of NM

that appealed most to participating students, particularly the slower ones.

In fact, the more gifted students tended to benefit even more from this

feature since it saved them tine as well as money.

I like the way we are learning French. X think it is
much easier to be able to learn at your own rate.

I think that the way we are learning French in the lab
is better than in an ordinary French class because the materi-
al is not being rushed on you. You can go at your own speed
and I think this.gives you a chance to learn things better.

You have more individual attention; when you are in
a large group you might not pick up things as fast as others.

6.53 ,Wls ftafils Goals

The flexibility of course structure introduced by freeing indididual

students from dependence on a course outline was.felt by many to havti, or

disturbing aide effect. Participating students felt that they were at

adrift and that the course instructors and administrators failed to rivoly

needed direction and orientation. This feeling was shared by some of the

display session instructors and is best rendered by the following citation
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from an E2 student's final report.

I fell like I and others have failed to learn in
this course for the simple reason that the course never set
up definite goals or a definite program of what the course

wawto do. I believe that, in essence, this is a good course.
I like the method and had I learned more I would say this
course was a success. .Lack of definite goals by you left
me with a lack of a definite goal.

Several factors contributed to this feeling of insecurity experienced not

only by mediocre but by soma good students as well.

First, the materials prepared in conjunction with MCEF differed

strikingly from textbooks and syllabi students used in previous foreign

language courses or other college subjects. All of the various programs

tried out with NM contained neither tables of contents, vocabularies, nor

grammatical appendices and students were disoriented by the obvious lack of

precise, though often illusory, road markers of linguibtic progress.. Second,

at no time was a complete three-semester sequence of materials completely

ready when a newEAToup enrolled. It was impossible for the members of the

staff to answer the most frequent question students posed: "How many units

of the material must we complete in order to receive full credit for the

course?" Third, the fundamental premise of MCMF, namely, that students be

permitted to progress at an individual rate, made it impossible to ptiblish

class schedules and to force students 'to adhere to them. In the last semester

of the E
3
run

/
we devised a procedure that seems to satisfy the e,::,.;.IntHt

need for sane direction and control, while at the same time, it &A-1z 3:1.,)

deny the educational philosophy of MCEF. Students were issued a .e.gression

Chart which listed the units of the materials contained in the corap1(...rie three-

semester course. They were asked to fill in the dates at which tyvvy woalis

ticany expected to complete a given unit of material. The ProgrenAm Chart

0
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was then submitted to the course supervisor and display session instructors

were required to check periodically on student progress. If a student

violated, as it were, the contract he had freely entered into, he was scolded

by the course supervisor and pressure was put on him to make up lost ground.

This procedure promises to be particularly effective for students who have

high linguistic aptitude but who seem incapable of prolonged effort or in

dependent study.

6.54 Credit ky:Examination

Perhaps the most demoralizing factor in the implementation of NM

was the determination of semester final grades and credit award on the basis

of performance on external objective examinations rather than an examination

based on course syllabi and content. As expressed by an E3 student:

My major objection to the program is that we are not,
tested on what we have learned. It is like taking a final
exam in Greek History. If standard tests are to be given
to see how we compare with conventional classes, this is
fine. But when given this exam as a test of what we have
learned, it is definitely incongruous. Tests for lea.....ades

should be given over the material coveredmmfthey should
not be prepared by] someone who doesn't even know what
we've had*

The student is objecting primarily to the reading and writing sections of

the MLA Lower B battery which features examination procedures not familiar

to E students and which, at, that stage of MEP, deal with tasks that have

just been introduced.

6.55 lame_ Laboratory

Students agreed universally that the numerous malfunctions of the

language liiboratory equipment were frustrating and time consuming. The

following comment summarizes the feeling of all students (and instructional

staff).
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The machines and the trouble they caused were the
most outstanding drawback of the program. The machines

410

would often make the best study intentions seem useless.

Since etwents spend a minimum of five meriods and generally a total of

4P
eight hours a week working in the language laboratory, the lack of a language

laboratory and electro-mechanical devices suited to a course featuring heavy

emphasis on audiolinguel skills and self-instruction no doubt constituted

the weakest part of the program and seriously reduced student learning and

enthusiasm.

The recording used in MCEF were produced under distinctly none.

professional condition. But given the fact that the fidelity of the system

was below recognized standards, the infelicities of recording did not prove

annoying to the students.

6.56 Materials

As the E3 group was exposed to the most refined set of materials, we

shall limit our discussion to their comments on that part of the materials

completed by most students at the end of the second semester, the SEA'

programmed set of twenty-two units. Comments on the Second-Level Units and

the readers will be incorporated in the Second Final Report.

The student comments express, generally, mild enthusiasm for the

dialogues that both precede and end each SEA' unit. Some found that the

dialogues introduced too many lexical items which had not previously been

taught, but most thought that dialogues were comprehensible upon the first

presentation and yet challenging, precisely because they required the

listener to make educated guesses. With regard to pedagogical progression

of the material, comments were varied and not always specific. Several
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students commented that at times the progression of the presentation was

entirely too slow (no examples were given) although they acknowledged the

necessity of repetition. Five of the students expressed dissatisfaction

with the slow rate with which vocabulary items were Tres:tented. These students

felt that at the end of unit 22, a more extensive vocabulary Should have

been acquired. Two or three students commented that they would have pre

ferred an earlier introduction of the negative form. A few students felt

that they should have been exposed to more than "two tenses". (This is

only true if by "tense" is meant a morphological paradigm. The two sets

presented were the present and imperfect indicative. But other means to

express verbal modalities were taught: the pasect gompoi and a variety of

infinitive modal phrases, including the &Wig + infinitive phrase.) Generally,

the student reaction was favorable( One student seems to have summed up what

we believe most of the others expressed in varying degrees:

I felt that the speed at which one could cover the
material was greatly increased due to the logical placement
of the introduced material along with that which we had al-
ready covered.

Almost without exception, the students cemented favorably on the questions

on the dialogues. Most of the students considered the questions as a test

or reference point. While the questions were easy, they provided a con-

versation in context which seemed to provide considerable nctivalAono One

student bad this to say:

These (questions on the dialogue) proved very helpful
to me. Not only did they aid in the understanding of the
dialogue and the materials covered, they developed more of
a "thinkingoonmyourwfeet" attitude. The student had no idea
of what the next question would bemmotbsn on the tapes you can
easily guess at the general content of the next question.
This made the student learn the words instead of just parroting
them.

"WM
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Students felt that narrative passages used for comprehension practice

were very helpful and that they should have been expanded. Son comments

suggest that the programming of new vocabulary items left much to be desired

and that the subject matter lacked zest and interest.

I think this (the comprehension) could be improved.
Too many new words for one reason. The whole base of the
context is something we've never beard before and makes it
difficult to gain anything. If the context would contain
half or onefltdrd new vocabulary, it would be better..
In an expanded farm, it (the comprehension) could be used
very well to increase at least passive vocabulary and en-
liven the subject matter.

It was also felt that dialogue and narrative material should be better inte-

grated with display session practice.

The comprehension is one of the best and most help*
ful parts of the material but in a way we let it go to
waste because we never used the vocabulary. I think we
should make active use of it in the display sessions by
just using it in everyday conversation or by retelling
the story of the comprehension in our own words.

6.6 AdmthGtiveReaptions

The modifications in administrative procedures that N(Th entailed were

expected to affect the university at two levels, the structure of elementary

language instruction and the system of grade and credit award. We shall discuss

these two aspects of the problem in reverse order.

6.61 grade and Credit Award

NOEP freed students from conventional lockstep progress by making

more liberal use of two administrative devices already in existence, the

granting of the grade of X (Incomplete) to students who had failed to

meet semester-final norms and of additional credit by special examination

to students who demonstrated mastery of the content of the next

semester's portion of the course, i.e., of the content of P102 for students

completing the first semester of the course or of P203 for students
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completing the second semester of the course. Credit by examination rem

quires the payment of a standard fee of five dollars rather than tuition

fees proportional ,to the number of semester credits earned and in this

way overachievers were doubly rewarded. Of course the liberalization of

credit award by special examination results in a loss of revenue to the

university, but it is presumably not significant enough to warrant concern

on the part of the administration.

The liberalization of the award of the grade of I and concomitant

deferment ofaward of semester credits did present one serious problem.

At Indiana University undergraduate students must generally carry a mini-

mum course load totalling fifteen semester credits; furthermore, students

who carry fewer than 12 hours are not considered full-time students and

lose the right to space in university dormitories--a very serious penalty

indeed since suitable offcampus space is quite scarce and much more

expensive and less desirable than university -owned accommodations. MCEF

students who receiwid the grade of I in F101 and F102 ware not affected by

this rule since they could enroll in the next-higher portion of MCEF on

the reasonable expectancy of removing the / in the course of the semester

and of then beginning work at the me or F203 level. But students who

received an I in F203 were faced with two equally unpleasant alternatives:

to more out of the dormitories if they elected to carry a normal real load

of fifteen semester credits (five of which were for the F203 in progress)

or to carry ahem load of at least seventeen semester credit hours. The

problem was solved in an ad hoc fashion. Individual students who faced

this drastic choice were given a memorandum which stated that, although

they had enrolled for fewer than twelve semester credits, they were to be

considered full -times students because they were, in addition, committed to

a course yielding five semester credits; in other words, the Inccmpletes
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they had received differed strikingly from the regulaerin that it did

not signify failure to meet all course requirements, but the completion

of course requirements at a slower rate. Our experience does question

seriously the definition of full -time student status in terms of semester-

credits of course enrollments rather than intensity of study casnitmersba.

While Nom' proved consonant with normal university administrative prom

cedures, it also suggests that many current administrative policies quasi,

universal at the college and university level seem more suited to bureau-

cratic bookkeeping than to what is the basic function of these institutions:

providing a climate in which learning can take place in the most efficient

and rewarding way.

6.62 The MachiragAmdmjAlummat 2.21_19.12. and University Level,

MOW was attempted within the administrative work of a foreign

language department typical of most large universities. The department

considers that its primary function is the teaching of French literature

and that its students should be initiated to texts of significant literary

value as soon as possible. Introduction to the literature of a foreign

people provides some insight into its culture and is unquestionably an

integral part o: a liberal education. But this goal can be achieved only

if the student has sufficient linguistic proficiency to read foreign

language texts with meaning, pleasure and profit. If literary texts are

presented before the student is linguistically ready, be will be able to

appreciate literary quality and learn about the foreign culture only through

explanations in English, or else the deciphering of literary texts will be

come a rather inefficient means of acquiring language skills *

In most foreign, language departments, there is, on the other hand, a growing

awareness of the new role of foreign language instruction in today's world:

training students in cross-cultural communication. This objective can be
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reached only if the student has the opportunity to understand the spoken

language and to speak it with some degree of accuracy and fluency*. These

two objectives are not antithetical but if both are to be achieved it

will be necessary:

to require that all students demonstrate the ability to
understand, speak, read, and write the language sufficiently
well to, permit their uninhibited participation in classes
conducted entirely in the foreign language and devoted
exclusively to questions of content. No student lacking
this "funciional control" of the 1 guage sheuld be perm
witted to enter any content course,1

One of the basic premises of NW is that beginning students will

differ with regard to the length of time required to acquire a basic

xrigiatem in an Plrmas defined in the above quotation - -and that it is

the responsibility of a foreign language department to make it pc Bible

for all types of students --the gifted as well as the average, tie well

prepared as well as the culturally deprived--to attain basic proficiency

In the most rapid way possible and without falling by the wayside. Prep

ditionany, it was assumed that one year of study of a foreign language

was sufficient to attain this mastery. No doubt this was possible for

some students -- though hardly if their contact was limited to three hours

weekly for thir4y weeks in groups of twenty to thirty, but most learners

will need considerably' more time. Such a course as NW attenc.:frl pxem

elsely to provide a course structure that will alloy al.l, typos of students

to attain basic proficiency in a period of time commensurate with tizeir

background, attitudes, and aptitude.

A source of administrative conflict at the departmental level

was MCBile delay of emphasis on reading and its stress on speaking prom

ficiency, including accuracy of pronunciation. The department feared that

upon completion of MOW, experimental students would not be prepared to
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read literary texts and it felt that for them to devote fifteen of the

eighteen semester hours to manipulation of structures and drill in pro-

nunciation was a waste of precious time. The department seemed to take

the attitude, if we maybe allowed to paraphrase* "We don't care how well

they can speak, but can they ready As was stated above, we agree that,

within a liberal arts curriculum, the ability to converse in French is not

a sufficient goal and that students should not be permitted to complete

the language requirement without some exposure to a content course tE..mht

jaimmtfoxpigrilammeago But we would question whether most students

attain this goal after completing eighteen hours of the conventional

language program of any large institution such as Indiana University.

Clearly the language requirement should be set in terms of X number

of semester credits of content courses to which only students demonstrating

basic proficiency would be admitted. The others would need to enroll in

an ungraded series of courses until they had attained the specified norms.

In the final analysis it is not that MEP and the conventional program

differ with regard to the ultimate:: objectives of FL teaching, but that they

differ with regard to the degree of proficiency that can be attained in

three semesters of study and with regard to the nature of the skills

reading" in an FL entails.

Since Mme' rested on the concept of the language laboratoz7 as a

teaching machine and the redefinition of the role of the live teacher in

FL learning, it was felt that it endangered the department's graduate

program in French literature. Foreign languages have fared badly visAsivis

the biological, physical, and social sciences in attracting government

and foundation fellowship support and teaching assistantships provide the

means of.financial support tor the great majority of graduate students.
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It is not surprising that any prOgram which assigns many of the teaching

tasks to machines should" e viewed as leading to the reduction of the

teaching staff of elementary courses composed primarily of graduate assist-

ants. Increased fellowship support in the humanities would no doubt

40
alleviate these fears and would help to eradicate what has become a serious

confusion between language learning and teaching on the one hand and

training for sdhclarly research in literature or philology on the other.

Another source of tension stemmed from the reluctance of FL depart-

ments to engage in instructional research. What passes for research in

this field is more likely to be the trial of a new procedure conducted

without any attempt at rigorous control and collection of data. As a

result, there is little opportunity for the "spinout" of new approaches,

t4

that is, the testing of a new approach with only part of a population and

its extension if successful to the entire group. As a result, new methods

are instituted not after demonstrated effectiveness and superiority in terms

of stated goals and variables but through forceful assertion and on the

wake of external events that are often unrelated to the methodological

innovation. For this reason the departMent was unduly concerned and

annoyed by some of the minor dislocations and administrative probleMs caused

by the more complex structure of NEE", more complex, it might be added,'

only because it differed from the old and familiar.
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Notes

1Particularly,'Pimsleur, Paul; Mace, Larry and Keislar, Evan,

Preliminary Discrimination Training in the Teac4Ing of French Pronunciation,,

University of California, Los Angeles, 1961 (Report of USOF Contract SAE

8950) and Scherer, George A.C. and Wertheimer, Michael, A Psycholinguistic

Experiment 3rd eigapoi Immo_ rselt=g1, New York: McGraw-Rill, 1964 (Report

of USOE Contract SAE 8823 "Extended Classroom Experimentation with Varied

Sequencing of the Four Skills in German Instructions)

2
Scherer and Wertheimer, Chapter 3.

3
Sudh a questionnaire was used by Lambert in "Nbasurement of the Linguistic

Dominance of Bilinguals," journal of Abnormal psystsgsgx, 50:197 -200 (1955)

4For the most comprehensive and valid attempt to date, see Scherer and

Wertheimer.

5The aims of our study as presented in the project plan were:

To investigate the problems, administrative and pedagogical,
presented by a basic FL course where the students are allotted
the high number of contact hours (500-600) required for the ac-
quisition of audio-lingual skills and where the individual
student proceeds at his own learning rate but which: (1) is
compatible with a liberal arts education and allows the student
to pursue other studies simultaneously; (2) is comparable to
the traditional course with regard to instructional costs; (3)
retains personal studenteinstructor contact.

£See Ccherer and Wertheimer, Chapter 5.

70sgood: Charles E.; Suci, George; and Tanenbaum, Percy, ag :measurement

of Meaning,, Urbana, Illinois; University of Illinois Press, 1957.

8For instance, the Cornell University Division of Modern Languages program

described in J Milton Cowan, "The Cornell Plan of Language Teaching," Ritreania,

30:57-60 (1947); also Hispania 32:27-34 (1949), Mbdern Language Journal

34:593403 (1950) and PMLA 47 :38 -46 (October, 1952).



9Particularly, the University of Colorado German Ebsperiment, see Scherer

and Wertheimer.

Radlich, Roger L. et al., "Foreign Languages in Colleges and Universities,"

in W. re Bottiglia (ed.) For. LanguaKe Teaching: Ideas and Etactist,
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of Foreign Languages, p. 53.
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Appendix

A, Sample Local Examinations

1. Oral Production Test F101 Final Examination

2. Phoneme Perception Test

3. Comprehension and Phoneme Discrimination Examination F102 Final
Examination

4. F101 Hour Examination

B. Sample Display Session Transcription



Oral Production hest

F101 Final - January, 1962

I. General Questions - (Tb put the student at ease)

Comment est-ce que vous vous appelez?
ca va?
Il fait froid? Chaud?
Quel temps. fait -il?

EL est deux heures? etc. xi est quelle heure?

11. Direct Responpe

Vous tea fransais?
Eat-ce que vcus parlez anglais?
Vous allez a l'universit6 dtIndiana?
Vous avez des freres, des soeurs?
Vous allez en France cet Ste?
Qu1est"ce que vous faites ce soir?
A queue heure arrive votre train?
Je parle fret:Kale?
Est"ce que vous avez fatm?
Ettce qu'il est une heure?

III. Directed questions

Demandez Madame si elle est franqaise.
Demandez-moi si Je vain ttParis la semaine prochaine.
Demander, -nous si nous parlons anglais.
Demandez-moi queue heure 11 est.
Demandez & Madame ott se trouve le cinema.
Lemandezmol si j'ai lout: un chalet.
Demandez k Madame of est eon frere.
Demandervoi si Pal une soeur en France.
Demandez-nous comment va notre ami.
Demandez a Madame si elle salt Ott 11 y a un bon resvaurant.

IV. Direckesi qtAtemont

Bites que Je suis aarioain.
Dites quo vaus avez chaud.
Dites qu =Bile a un restaurant tout prbso
Mee que vous tea etudiant. (e).
rates que Je parle trop vita.
Dites quo vous savez la nouvelle.
D1tes que votre cousin est requ au bac
Dites que nous aliens faire un voyage cet automne.
Dites quo nous acmes en janvier.
tdtes que vats vender, des livres,

V. 'Conversation'
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Oral Production Test

Sentences for Oral Review

1. Me fait des economies.
2. 11 est liheure de dejeuner.

3.
Ii est touilourp le ;premier.

4. Vous ltavez
5. achete un abricat.
6. 01. estce qutil est?
7. 01). estsce qu'on va?
8. Marie a un petit rhage.
9. tree, fiam.

10. Estce *Won va au cinema?
n arrive en ffivrier.

12. Els ont m. bonne idee.
13. *Teat est fort en ang3.9112.
14, 13,, en a beaucsag.
15. Xis out un appartement.
16. West Important, ntestve pas?
17. Vous dormez encore?
18. n West pas maade.
2.9. ob. eat-ce qi nous mss?
20. Qu'eat -ce kue teas, men vita?
21. alai parle Ane.
22. II pg passe en janvier.
23. Me est chez vous.
24. 11 part en autme.
25. On a beaucoup de boulot.
26., 11 pert avec sa weer.
27. Vous avez raison.
28. Nicole est encore malade.
29. Vous ensez qutil est lt.?
30. Ii a de la veine. /en/



Phoneme Perception Test

Section One: You will hear groups of four French utterances. Three of
these utterances will be identical, whereas the fourth will be different.
The utterance which differs from the others may occur first, second, third,
or fourth in the group. For each group mark on the answer sheet the space

IP which corresponds to the position of the different utterance in the group.
For example: in the group "la, la, lea, la" the third item is different
from the rest, so you would mark the third space for this group.

1. petit, petit, petite, petit
2. vendent, vendent, vendp vendent
3. part, ltertent, part, part
4. Ingt.,,grand,,grand, grand
5. ioif.t; ecritp ecrit, Scrivent
6. plaieent, plaisent, gaVilaisent
7. mauvais, mauvaise, mauvais, mauvais
8. disent, disent, disent, dit
9. vit, vin, vit, vit

10. plaisante, plaisant, plaisante, plaisante.
11. finissent, finiseent, finissent, finit
12. dort, dort, dorment, dort
13. connaissent, cot, connaissent, connaissent
14. blanc, blanche, blanche, blanche
15. rend, rendent, rend, rend
16. cirer, serrer, serrer, serrer
17. n'altresse, mes .112mb mattresse, mattresse
18. la, belle, la, belle, la watt la belle
19. une nuque, eunUque, une nuquep une nuque
20. le jeune, le 312141, le jeune$ le jeune
21. ce quip eeux EA ce qui, ce qui
22. le alp le doux, le douxp le doux
23. la bosom, la bosse, la, peauce, la bosse
24. pate, 2.914, )06, pag
25. llidm le pur, le pur, le pur
26. boater, balm bouter, bouter
27. le nes, le nezp le nez, le noeud
28. le veau, le Imp le veaup le veau
29. ggi, gam, ma soeur, ma soevr, ma soeur
30. alms, alorsp 1, liheure, alors
31. le saint, lea mat le saint, le saint

32. tacker, tacherp t her tacker
33. empreinte, egpmate4 empreinte, empreinte
34. lion dit, lion dit, lion dit, lundi
35. tenter, IsAlg, tenter, tenter
36. 14pais, 116pais, Implam liSpais
37. deux lines. dim 1 vre, deux livres, deux livres

lei38. bona, bont4p bea bond
39. toter, titer, t er, Itokt
40. liessaim, lea panes, liesealm, liessaim
41, bonnet, bonnet, bon pm bonnet
42. Imkej bon an, bon an, bon an
43. pas tout, pas tout, pas tout, partout
44, Aggrb la serre, la eerre, la serre
45. see, poeur, sea, sea



46.
47.
48.

.49.

50.
51.
52.

53.
54.

55.
56.

57.

58.

59.

60.
61.
62.
63.

64.

65.
66.
67.
66.
69.
70.

Section

2

alors, alors, allons, alors
22..s tants pas le temps, pas le temps, pas le temps
vous avez, vous avez, =Ls savez, vous avez
ils sont, ils soat, ils sont, ils sont

y aP 11 y a$ 11 a 11 y a
.9.1 at WA" cleat au point, cleat au point, cleat au point
pluit, pli, pli
la muette, la mouette, la muette, la muette
vous trichez, vous trichiez, vous trichiez, vous trichiez
cleat 1E7,7e,ciegt. veille, cleat lave, crest lave
peignons, pauns, peignons, peignons
11 est win? Ii est parti. n est parti. n est parti.
Jean va a Paris. Jean, Ira 13, Paris. Jean va a Paris. Jean va a Paris.
Vous nix allez pal Vous nTy allez pas. Vous nti allez pas. Vous my ellez
pas.
n a un Iivre. /I a un livre. 11 a un livre. n a un Uwe.
gape, na, pique, pique
pique, pique, 124, pique
fee, fee, ay, fee
bette, 12g, bette, bette
ao, doux, done, doux
poule, poule, poule,
sot, po, sot, sot
lac, lack, lac, lac
se porte, ,support,, se porte, se porte

soeur, soeuro soeur

Two.

A. The following 3 syllable utterances contain either /if, a vowel between
N and /4/ or /y/ in the second syllable. Check the vowel you hear in
the see n syllable. The vowels again are 1) /11, 2) /6/ or /e /,
3)

1. la ruate
2. $ont "ila itt?
3. a pie faire
4. ciest du eel
5. Jean eat sifr.

B. The following 4 syllable utterances contain either /y /, a vowel between
/06/ and Re/ or /a/ in the second syllable. Check the vowel you hear

410 in the second, syllable. The vowels again are 1) /y/, 2) /4/ or /1/,
3) /4.
1. lea voeux quill fait
2. la bulle quill a
3. pour le faire rire
4. a du pain dur
5. cleat la troisitme
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C. The following 4 syllable utterances contain either /y /, /u/, a vowel
between AV and /b/ or a vowel between /cce/ and /11/ in. the second
syllable. Check the vowel you hear in the second syllable. The
vowels again are 1) /y/, 2) /4, 3) /6/ or 7th 4) /de/ or /83/.

1. dessous du plat
2. lee peaux sont It
3. a du eat6
4. les deux propos
5. les moues quill fait

D. The following 4 syllable utterances contain either a WArea. between /6/
and /th /a/, or a vowel between /6/ and Ns Check the vowel you hear
in the o syllable. The vowels again are 1) /6/ or /V, 2) /a/,
3) /6/ or

10 un tr4s grand chat
2. ils 1a. guArissent
3. la peau est bonne
4. toute la samaine sainte
5. pour ses petites fillos

E. The following 3 syllable utterances contain either /e /, /B/0 or /p/ in
the first syllable. Check the vowel you hear in the first syllable.
The vowels again are 1) /al: 2) /a/: 3) /3/.

1. emportant
2. montagnard
3. indomptable
4. fondatrice
5. enfonc6

Section Three.

Xndicate whether or not the words which you will hear are pronounced
correctly in French by checking in the appropriate space.

1. 014
2. tip-
3. gai
4. pelle
5. son
6. bullm
7. bow"
8. date

9. sunless-.
10. leur
11. Lee-
12. villa
13. lay-
14. sap -

15. shoe-
16. foule
17, Taut
lb. sock'
19. se dit
20. purr-



F102 Final Examination
Comprehension and

Phoneme Discrimination

I. Oral Comprehension

May, 1962

A. You will hear ten groups of four French sentences. In each case the first
sentence will be the model. One of the succeeding three sentences will he
identical to the model sentence and the other two will be different from it.
On the answer sheet mark the blank which corresponds to the sentence which is
identical to the model sentence.

1. Vous desirez voir quelque chose?
a. Vous desirez avoir quelque chose?
b. Vous desirez voir quelque chose.
-c. Vous desirez voir quelque chose?

2. (14 est-ce qu'ils ont laisse leur enfant?
-a. a est-ce qu'ils ont laisse leur enfant?
b. d4 est-ce quills ont laisse leurs enfants?
.c. dh est-ce quills vont laisser leur enfant?

3. Quiest-ce quills font aujourd'hui?
a. dh est-ce quills vont aujourd'hui?

West-ce quills font aujourd'hui?
c. West-ce quielles font aujourd'hui?

4. Xis decrivent leur voyage 1, la concierge.
a. Xl decrit leur voyage a la concierge.

Xis decrivent leur voyage It la concierge.
c. Il a decrit leur voyage a la concierge.

5. Est-ce que son fiance va dancer?
-a. Est-ce que son fiance vs danger?
b. Est -ce que as fiancee va denser?
e. Est -ce que son fiance veut denser?

6. Xl vient de dejeuner" chez nous.
-a. 11 vient de dejeuner chez nous.
b. T1 vient dejeuner chez nous.
c. Its viennent de dejeuner chez nous.

7. Roger va apporter le vin et du pain.
a. Roger a apporte le vin et du pain.
b. Roger va snorter le yin et le pain.
-c. Roger va apporter le vin et du pain.

8. Xis finissent 21, cinq heures.
Xl finit cinq heures.

b. Biles finissent a, cinq, heures.
-c. no finiesent ;3', cinq heures.

9. r1. veut alter avec nous ce matin.
a. Xis veulent slier avec nous ce matin.

11veut slier avec nous ce matin.
c. Xl peut slier avecnous ce matin.
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10. Le concierge se renseigne aupres du facteur.
a. La concierge se renseigne aupres du facteur.

-b. Le concierge se renseigne aupres du facteur.
c. Le concierge se renseigne aupres dim facteur.

B. You will hear ten French sentences. From the possibilities on the answer
sheet select the sentences you will hear.

1. Its ne vont pas alter 1 ltakel car its ont trouve une pension.
a. Its ne sont pas ales 1 VhStel car ils ont trouve une pension.

-b. Its ne vont pas alter 1 lthatel car its ont trouve une pension.
c. Xis ne vont pas alley X lthStel car its vont trouver une pension.
d. Its ne sont pas ales a ltheitel car its vont trouver une pension.

2. Pierre et Jean ne vont partir qulapies minuit.
-a. Pierre et Jean ne vont partir quiapres minuit.
b. Pierre et Jean-ne vont partir que very minuit.
c. Pierre et Jean ne sont partis qulapres minuit.
d. Pierre et Jean ne sont partis que very minuit.

3. Xis servant du cafe 1 ses amis.
a. Its servent du cafe a tee amis.
b. Il Bert du cafe 1 ses amis. .

c. I1 sert du cafe 1 mes amis.
-d. Its servant du cafe 1 ses amis.

4. Elle est tres jolie. dh ltas -tu acbetee?
a. Il est tree joli. 0i ltas"tu adhete?

"b. Elle est tres jolie. Ott l'as-tu achetie?
c. Elle est tres jolie. a 11wt-il adhetee?
d. /1 est tres joli. Oh lta-t-il achete?

5. a est-ce que Roger va passer les vacancesT
a. Ott est-ce que Roger vent passer les vacances?

-b. Oh est-ce que Roger va, passer les vacances?
c. Ott est-ce que Roger veut passer see vacances?
d. Ott est-en que Roger va passer ses vac-slices?

6. Estce qu'ils sortent tous les jours 1 six heures?
a. Est-ee qutil sort tous les jours 4 six heures?
b. Est-ce qutils sortent tous les jours a dix heures?

six heures?-d. Est-ce qu'ils sortent tons les jours 1,
.c. Est-ce qulil sort tous les jours 1 dix heures?

7. Alors, commencons par vendre notre bicyclette.
-a. Alors, commencons par vendre notre bicyclette.
b. Alors, comnengons par vendre nos bicyclettes.
c. Alors, c ommengons par prendre notre bicyclette.
d. Alors, commonclons par rendre nos bicyclettes.

8. Its repondent que le cafe est an coin.
a. Its repondent que le cafe West pas loin.

-b. Its repondent que le cafe est au coin.
c. Il repond que le cafe est an coin.
d. Elles repondent que le cafe est an coin.

77-7,1-77-
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9. Pierre Leclerc dolt eller chez mon oncle e Paris.
-a. Pierre Leclerc dolt aller chez mon oncle a Paris.
b. Pierre Leclerc va aller chez mon oncle 1 Paris.
c. Pierre Leclerc dolt eller chez son oncle a Paris.
d. Pierre Leclerc va aller chez son oncle e Paris.

10. Elles partent en avance car ii fait tellement froid aujourd'hui.
a. Elie part en avance car ii fait teliement froid aujourd'hui.
b. Its partent en avance car it fait tenement froid aujourd'hui.
-c. Elled partent en avance car it fait tenement froid aujourd'hui.
d. Il part en avance car ii fait teliement froid aujourd'hui.

C. You will hear ten questions in French. After each questicn you will hear
three possible responses. Indicate by?markIng.the corresponding space on the
answer sheet the most appropriate response to the question.

1. Est-ce que le facteur habite dans ce quartier?
a. Non, it habite tout pies.
.413. Oui, ii habite en face du college.
c. Oui, elle habite dans ce quartier.

2. Vous n'allez pas etudier a l'universite?
a. Oui, je vais etudier a l'universite.
b. Si, je vais etudier chez moi.
imc. Si, nous allons etudier a l'universite.

3. De quol est-ce qu'on parle aussi?
a. On perle aussi de Nicole.

e4b. On perle aussi de partir en vacances.
c. On a parle de sortir ce soir.

4. 01.1 est-ce que tu as trouve ton manteau?
a. J'ai trouve ton menteau chez We Dupont.

-b. J'ai trouve mon manteau au restaurant.
c. J'ai trouve son manteau au magasin.

5: C'est le lendemain du 14 juillet, nest -ce pas?
-a. Oui, c'est le 15 juillet.
b. Si,c'est le 15 julnet.
c. Oui, c'est le 13 juillet.

6. Qu'est-ce que tu as choisi?
a. Nous avons choisi une chambre.

J'ai choisi le train direct.
c. Je vais choisir une valise.

7. Paul et Andre &talent loin d'ici?
a. Oui, its ont etc loin d'ici.
b. Oui, it keit loin d'ici.

Oui, ils etalent loin d'ici.

8. Elle ne va, pas la prendre demain matin?
a. Si, elle va le prendre demain matin.

Non, elle va la prendre aujourd'hui.
c. Si, elle va la rendre demain matin.
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9. Est-ce que vous avez parle aux americains?
-a. Oui, j'ai parle aux americains.
b. Oui, J'ai parle aux americaines.
c. Oui, je vais parley aux americains.

10. Cet impermeable ne me va pas bien?
a. Oui, 11 vous va tree bien.
b. Si, il'vous va tres bien.
c. Si, elle vous va trh bien.

D. You will hear ten questions in French. From the possibilities on the answer
sheet select the most appropriate response to the questions you will hear.

1. Tu n'as pas ecrit ?3, tes parents?
-a. Si, je leur. ai ecrit.
b. Non, je ne lui ai pas iecrit.
c. Non, je ne les ai pas Scrit.

2. Les enfants n'ont pas tronve leurs amis?
a. Non, ils ne font pas trouve.
-b. Non, ils ne les out pas trouves.
c. Oui, ils les out trouves.

3. Est-ce qu'elles veulent aussi du cafe?
a. Oui, elle veut aussi du cafe.

-b. Non, elles ne veulent pas de cafe.
c. Oui, its veulent aussi du cafe.

4. Quyest-ce que les clients desirent voir?
-a. Its desirent voir des chaussures.
b. Elle desire voir des cremates.
c. Elles desirent voir des robes.

5. Est-ce qu'il y a quelqu'un dans sa chambre?
a. Oui, it y a quelqu'un dans.ma chambre.

-b. Non, 11 n'y a personae chez lui.
u. Non, 11 y a quelqu'un dans sa chambre.

6. Qu'est-ce que to as fait?
a. Nous sommes alles au cinema.

Je suis rentre vers minuit.
c. Je vais faire un tour It Saint-Germain.

7. Qu'esti-ce qu'elle3vont decider de faire ce soir?
-a. Elles vont decider d'aller au cinema.
b. Elles out decide d'aller It llosera.
C. Us out decide de rentrer tot.

8. Vous gtes rentres tard bier Bar?
a. Oui, vous Stes rentres trbs tard bier soir.
b. Oui, nous allons rentrer trls 'bard.
-c. Oui, on est rentre vers minuit.

9. QuIest-ce qu'elle peut faire?
a. Elle veut etudier It la bibliotheque.
b. Elles peuvent apporter des livres.
-c. Elle peut alert l'universite 1p pied.
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10* Il tient IL dejeuner avec nous au restaurant?
a. Oui, ii vient de dejeuner avec nous au restaurant.
-b. Oui, it tient t, y dejeuner avec nous.
c. Oui) it vient y dejeuner avec nous.

B. You will hear ten statements in French. Each statement will be followed
by a question relating to it and three possible answers to the question. In-
dicate by marking the appropriate space on the answer sheet the best answer to
the question in relation to the statement.

1. Les deux etudiantes ont marche tout ltspits-midi. Comm elies etaient
fatiguees) elles ont decide de prendre quelque chose dans un cafe*
Pourquoi est-ce quielles ont decide de prendre quelque chose?

-a. Parce qu'elles etaient fatigiiees.
b. Parce qutelles ont safe
c. Parce qutelles ont marche tout ltaprts-midi.

2. L'agent de police dit 1, Jean gutil y a plusieurs autobus qui traversent
la Seine; le 29, le 65 et le 78. I3 y a combien dtautaus qui traversed
la Seine?

a. Il y en a vingt-neuf.
-be y en a trois.
c. Il y en a soixante-cinq.

3. M. Morin va faire un voyage en Espagne avec Paul Durand Mete prochain.
Its ont des amis 11,-bas. Qui va en Espagne?

a. M. Morin.
b. Paul Durand et ses amis.
-c. Paul Durand et M. Morin.

4. Marie a ache to une robe. Elle voudrait bien aussi un impermeable et
un manteau mail come ii ne lui reate plus Imaucoup d'argent, elle
ne les achite pas. cu'est -ce qu'elie a achete?

a. Un impermeable et un manteau.
Une robe.

co Un impermeable) une robe et un manteau.

5. Les Morin sont partis en vacances. Its sont ales chez leur ami
Cannes. Its vont y rester tout le mois diadito Ou eat -ce quells
sont alles?

-a. Its sont ales chez leur ami.
b. Its sont alles chez lours amis.
c. Its vont partir en vacances.

6. Roger Dupont veut acheter des timbres. Au bureau de poste it trouve
beaucoup de monde devant le guichet. Il doit attendre son tour.
Qu'eat -ce qu'il trouve?

a. I1 trouve des timbres.
b. Il trouve le bureau de poste.
*co Il trouve beaucoup de monde (devant le guichet).

tVreIVORMCOVA...-tv,,,
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7. Il demande des timbres a vingt-cinq centimes & ].employe. ca lui fait
un franc cinquante. Combien de timbres est-ee quill achete?

a. Vingt-cinq.
b. Quatre.

Six.

8. En rentrant chez lui 11 demande au concierge sill a des lettres pour
lule Il lui donne une lettre qu'il attend depuis deux semaines. Ii
lui donne aussi ses journaux. Qu'est -ce qu'il lui donne?

lui donne une lettre et des journaux.
b. it lui donne une lettre qu'il attend.
co lui donne des journaux et une lettre.

9. Le fAre de Roger l'invite passer les vacances avec lui au bord de
la mer. Il connatt un petit hStel 9ul est tees bien et as trop cher.
Roger trouve que cleat une bonne Mee. va gerlre I son frere tout
de suite. Qui est-ce qui l'invite?

a. Roger l' invite.
-b. Son ftere l'invite.
c. Son Pere l'invite.

10. Roger va I la gare de 1'Est pour acheter des billetd. Tl demande
Jean de l'accompagner. Comm 11 n'a pas grand'chose a faire aujourd'hui
11 accepte volontiers. Pourquoi est-de que Jean liaccompaigne?

-a. Il n'a pas beaucoupIfaire.
b. I1 va acheter des billets.
c. Parce quill vent faire un tour.

You will hear ten statements in French, After each statement there will
a question relating to it. From the possibilities on the answer sheet

select the most appropriate answer to the question in relation to the statement.

1. Philippe dcit se rendre au bureau de M. Morin. 01mme i1 n'a pas
beeucoup de temps 11 decide de prendre le metro. I' preAre liautdbus
mais le metro va beaucoup plus 'rite. Il ne prend pas un taxi car it
n'a pas beaucoup d'argent. Comment est-ce quill va au bureau de M.
Morin?

prend le metro.
b. /1 prend l'autobus.
c. 11 wend un taxi.

2. Le bureau de M. Morin est au cinquieme stage. Philippe doit monter I
pied car 11 n'y a pas dtascenceur. Mais quand 11 arrive en haut 11
trouve que M. Morin nest pas 111. Le pauvre Philippe: it West pas
content. Quiest-ce qu'il trouve?

a. trouve qu'il n'y a pas dlancenseur.
b. ll trouve le bureau de M. Morin.

trouve que M. Morin est sorti.
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3. Madame Lebegue est sortie tres tot ce matin. Elle a beaucoup de
courses e, faire. Elle doit slier didbord h ltepicerie. Ensuite elle
dolt allertla,boulangerie et & la cremerie. a est-ce qutelle va
dtabord?

a. A la cremerie.
-b. A llepicerie.
c. A la boulangerie.

1. Jean invite Nicole h faire wi petit tour avec lui, mais Nicole ne
veut pas slier avec lui parce qutil y a des nuages et it peut peut-Stre
pleuvoir. Roger trouve qufelle a raison. Its vont rester chez Nicole.
Quel temps fait-il?

a. Ilpleut.
-b. U y a des nuages.
c. Il fait beau.

5. Anne a achete une nouvelle robe grise aux Galeries Lafayette. En
rentrant elle passe par la chambre de son amie Nicole your lui montrer
sa robe. Nicole trouve qufelle lui va trees bien. De quelle couleur
est la robe?

a. Elle est rouge.
b. Elle est bleue.
-c. Elle est grise.

6. Jean cherche une station de metro. Il stadresse un passant pour se
renseigner. Le monsieur lui dit de tourner 4 droite et quill y a une
Station juste en face du cinema. A qui est-ce qutil stadresse?

a. A un agent.
-b. A un passant.
0. A une passante.

7. Roger cherche une chambre meublee. /1 en desire une pas trop loin
de lfuniversite. Tous les fours ii achete le journal et lit les
annonces. Oa est-ce gdfil veut trouver une chambre:

-a. Pies de louniversite*
b. Loin del'universite.
c. Ties loin de ltuniversite.

8. Roger et Marie vont & la poste. Xis veulent envoyer un paquet leur
cousin qui habite X Paris. Pendant que Roger attend son tour devant
16 guichet Marie va a un autre guichet ou elle demands des jetons de
telephone. Le paquet est pour qui?

a. 11 est pour Marie,
b. Il est pour Roger.

Il eat pour leur cousin.
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9. Philippe nest pas en classe depuis trois fours. Son ami Jean va
chez lui pour lui demander ce qui ne va pas. Ii trouve que Philippe
a un petit rhume. Ce niest pas grand chose; 11 sera en classe demain.
Pourquoi est-ce que Jean va chez Philippe?

a. Parce que Philippe est malade.
-b. Pour lui demander ce qui ne ve, pas.
c. Parce gull' niest pas en classe depuis trois fours.

10. Mme Dupont va a Marseille. Elle va prendre un train direct ce soir.
Avec les enfants cleat bien plus commode. Elle sera ?i Marseille &
huit heures dix demain tatin. Quand est-ce qufelle arrive Marseille?

AChuit heures dix.
b. A dix heures.
c. Ce soir.

II. Recognition of Grammatical Signals

A. You will hear pairs of verb forms. In the blanks provided on the answer
sheet indicate whether the forms are singular (S) or plural (P). The members
of a pair maybe the same or different.

1. it sert, ils servent
2* 11 rend, ii rend
3. ils partent, 11 part
4. 11 fait, ils font
5. dit, ils disent
6. ils vendent, ii vend
7. ils sortent, ii sort
8. it finit, ils finissent
9. ii dort, ils dorment

10. ils accompagnent, ils accompagnent

B. You will hear pairs of adjectives. In the blanks provided on the answer
sheet indicate whether the forms are masculine (N) or feminine (F). The
members of a pair may be the same or different.

1. blanche, blanche
2. petite, petit
3. grand, grand
4. gris, gris
5. longue, long
6. aaricain, am ricaine
70 allemand, allemande
8. interdite, interdit
9. froide, froide

10. frail, fratche

II/41 Phoneme Discrimination

A. You will hear five French utterances. In the ec d syllable of these
utterances you will hear one of three vowels /e' /, e p or N. Indicate
which of these three vowels you hear in the second syllable by checking the
corresponding space on the answer sheet. The vowels again are: /1,/, /8/ or

,..,. /8/4,
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1. it enregistre
2. encombrement
3. r6integrer
4. financi4re
5. rebondissement

B. You will hear five French utterances. In the second syllable of these
utterances you will hear one of three vowels /i/, 707; N. Indicate which
of these three vowels you hear in th-;,- second syllable by checking the come,
sponding space on the answer sheet.. The vowels again are: 11.11 /y/ or /U/.

1. une fourmilliere
2. educative

utilisable
4. publiciste
5. perturbation

/u/

/y//i/
/11
ly/

C. You will hear five French utterances. Indicate by checking the appropriate
space on the answer sheet whether the vowel you hear in the ,sec9Ind syllable is
a nasal vowel or a non-nasal vowel.

1. Impopulaire non-nasal
2. monomanie non-nasal
3. malencontreux nasal
4. nomination non-nasal
5. noctaMbulisme nasal

D. You will hear five French utterances. In the al syllable of these
utterances you will hear one of four vowels /6/, y 1 u/ orge/. Plaicate
which of these four vowels you hear in the final syllable by checking the
corresponding space on the answer sheet. The vowels again are: /6/, /y /,
or /oe/.

1. une visiteuse /tie/
2. on le suppose /6/
3. °lest une statue /Y/
4. cettemalhenreuse /c4/
5. i1 tue les poules /u/

B. You will hear five French utterances. In the fAnal syllable of these
utterances you will hear one of three vowels /it, /e/ or /V. Indicate which
of these three vowels you hear in the final sylleLle by checking the corre-
sponding space on the answer sheet. The vowels again are: /i /, /6/, or N.

1. 11 enchantait
2. 11 a failli
3. ils periraient
4. it est Sale
5. it slhabillait

/4/



F102 Final Examination May, 1962
Oral Production Test

A. Imitation. 20 points

You will hear twenty short sentences in French. After each sentence there will
be a pause for you to repeat the sentence. You should imitate the model
sentence as closely as possible in every respect: pronunciation, rhythm,
speed, intonation, etc.

1. Xis vont y
2. Marie en a combiga?
3. Bile choisit lairsgbe.
4. Qutest -ce quiil a va?
5. West son ami.
6. Its siganat.
7. La station eat a gauche.
8. U habite en Eurae.
9. La Bare eat tout ;alp.
10. Jean a dew saws.
11. Crest son etp.
12. Elle est trls bonne.
13. Quand estce quills portent?
14. Vbulez-vows des creles?
15. Vos amis sont amgricains?
16. Quiest-ce quails veulent?
17. Non, je ne suis pas malade.
18. Le bois est see.
19. Ils etudient h ituniversite.

/a /, /u/

/Y/
/1/

/8"
/6/

/4/
bell ge/
In
/on/
ft/

/a
Intonation

/1/
Rhythm-stress

/k/
Rhythm-stress

20. dh est-ce quill achete son journal? Intonation

B. Manipulation

1. You will hear four French sentences in which the verb is in the present
tense. In the pause provided after each sentence repeat the sentence
transforming the verb to the loaacompos4.

Example: Je dejeune h une heure. Answer: Mai dejeund h une heure,

a. alachtte du fain.
b. Marie ecrit a see ;wants.
c. Les etudiants vont h Paris.
d. Ils portent vers midi.

2. You will hear four French sentences in which the verb is in the xati
gampg& In the pause provided after each sentence repeat the sentence
transforming the verb to the present tense.

Example: alai dejeune une heure. Mayer: Je dejeune h une heure.

a. Xis sont sortie ce matin.
b. Us out 4t4 Zt Paris.
c. Roger a loud une chambre.
d. Brous avona finit noire travail.
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3. You will hear four French sentences in the affirmative. In the pause pro-

vided after each sentence repeat the sentence transforming it to the negative.

ExanTle: Je dejeune 4 une heure. Answer: Je ne dejeune pas a une heure.

a. La pharmacie est au coin.
b. rat parle 4 la concierge.
C. Nous sommes rentres ties tai
d. Its Vont aebete en France.

4. You will hear four declarative French sentences. In the pause provided

after each sentence repeat the sentence transforming it to the imperative.

Example: Vous allez a Paris. Answer: Allez a Paris.

a. Vous donhez le paquet 1 Philippe.

b. Tu ne series pas franois.
c. Vous ntavez pas peur.
d. Vous achetez un journal au bureau de tabac.

5. You will hear two French sentences in which the subject will be in the

singular. In the pause provided after'each sentence repeat the sentence

transforming the singular subject to the plural in the same person and

making any other changes which become necessary in the sentence.,

Example: Je dejeune 4 une heure. Answer: Nous d6jeunons 4 une heure.

a. Le chauffeur choisit la route.

b. n vend liauto a Marie.

6. You will hear two French sentences. After each sentence you will hear a

word with which you are to replace a corresponding word in the sentence you

have heard. You should make any other changes in the sentence which become

necessary.

Example: 1) rat trouvi un taxi. (maison) Answer: rai trouve une maison.

2) Xl a adhet6 is (livre) Il a achete le livre:

bicyclette.

a. Xis ont ;sae 'a la concierge. reteur)
b. Its vont aeheter de la creme. lait)

C. Response.

You will hear a series of questions in French. In the pause provided after

each question answer the question. You should make sure that your answers

are both grammatically correct and make sense. You should not attempt to give

witty or unusual answers. Make your answer simple and to the point. Use

complete sentences.'

a. Quel age avezvous?
b. &twee que vous allez en France cat 6.0?

es Quel temps faitwil?
d. Estce que vows avez des freres?

e. Tu as vu Marie aujouralhui?
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D. Look at the picture on the answer sheet. You will have 15 seconds to study .

the picture and to prepare a description of it in French. You are to describe
what you see in the picture and what is going on. You will have 30 seconds
in which to do this. Begin studying the picture.

(15 seconds)

Describe in French what you see in the picture and what is going on.

(30 seconds)

Stai. Wait for instructions from the proctor.

ill
IT
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Name

Final Examination May, 1962

1. American English speakers will often fail to distinguish between la mare
and le maire or le aarsas2 and 12222.rons. At that point it would be
useISTITTint out that

1. In French, the stress always falls on, the last syllable of a phrase.
2. French vowels never change quality under different stress situations

whereas English vowels are often of neutral quality under weak stress.
3. French, unlike English, is characterized by open syllabification.

4. The vowel in French le is a central vowel.

2. In contrast to the vocalic sound of English sea, bay, you, and so, the
vocalic sound of French si, bee, vous, and sot mig-Ee characterized as

1. longer and more tense
2. longer and more relaxed

3. shorter and more tense

4. phonetically similar

3. An Amarican English speaker would tend to confuse the French Jean/Jeanne
or attendre / entendre because

."..T.77fifiericangish has, phonetically sneaking no nasal vowels.
2. In American English oral and nasal vowels usually do not contrast.
3. It is impossible for an American English speaker to produce a

nasal vowel and a nasal consonant in immediate succession.

4. American English does not have a nasal a sound.

4. In phonology a minimal aircontrastive " is a pair of words which differ
in meaning and which distinguished Itonetically by one significant
sound feature. For exam_ple, starting with vue, if one moves the tongue back -
ward, aye obtains vous, and vous vue constitute a mihimal par. Which of
the following pairs a words osaUates a minimal pair?

1. plonge / planche
2. ronge / range
3. longue / lunge
4. fente / vingt

5. The /p/ of French akke is closer phonetically to which ore of the following
underlined English consonants?

1.iart
2. spin
3, gap

4. 2rsitty

6. Which of the following statements characterizes French articulatory habits?
1. 'Tongue and lips are kept tense durins sound production.
2. There is little forward or backward movement of tongue and lips.
3. The tongue is usually concave.
4. None of the above.

7. Which of the following statements describes the difference in pronunciation
of the vowels in English dough and French dos?

1. The French vowcill" a, backvomel vaTe the English i6 not.
2. The English vowel is unrounded.
3. The 73nglish Iowa is higher and shorter.

4. None of the above.

% 1=' "" ter
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Before which of the following groups of words would one have to use the
article le or la?

1. gorldF, htltel
2. un, huit
3. houille, hasard
4. onze, hirondelle

9.41 French numerals have as many as three variant forms conditioned by the form
of the following environment. liith respect to the number of variant forms
as well as the type of variant conditioned by the following environment,
which of the following pairs of numerals are most alike?

14 deux, cinq
2. demxdtrois
3. trois, sent
4. deux, six

10. From the point of view of spoken French, the possessive adjective form
mon/mon/is

1. the form occurring before all masculine singular nouns or adjectives.
2. the form occurring before all masculine-nouns or adjectives beginning

with a vowel.
3. the form occurring before all singular nouns or adjectives beginningwith avowal.4. the form occurring before all masculine singular nouns or adjectivesbeginning with a vowel.

11. From the point of view of spoken French the present stem maybe defined as
the first person plural indicative form minus the /g/ (-ons). Some verbs
have a shortened present stem in the singular indicative (e.g., nous finissqnsi
je finis). Which of the following verbs does not behave as the others

1. partir
2. vendre
3. manger
4. dormir

12. How many forms does the definite article have from the point of view of spoken
French?

1. .4
2. 3

3. 5
4. 2

13. From the point of vtew of the spoken language petit / petite maybe considered
as an example of the regular pattern for adjectives having masculineand feminine forms. That is, the feminine form yields the masculine by the
drop of the final pronounced consonant. 13y this example which one of the
following adjectives is irregular?

1. doux /douce
2a blanc&lanche
3. sec/seche
4. chaud /chaude

l4. In 'which of the following verbs are the 3rd singular press nt form (il) and
3rd plural present form alike with regard to pronunciationl

1. finissons finir
2. vendons vendre
3. partons partir
4. aimons aimer

9r5-31r:PT!'"..r",,Fir-117Vrilr'lr-rni7.1177r774C14r,
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15. Which of the following utterances are different with regard to pronunciation?
1. Its aiment aime
2. Ils chantent / Il chante
3. Xis mamgent / II manse
4. Elles parlent / Elle narle

16. 'Which of the following verbs belongs to a different class from the
other three? Consider the present tense and the Passe compose?

1. finir
2. partir
3. conduire
14. vendre

17. Which of the following forms of the verb best show the base?
1. finir
2. fini
3, finirai
4. finissent

718. Where is the "best" French spoken?
1. Touraine
2. ChAteau country
3. scirldme arrondissement (Paris)
4. Paris suburbs

19. Which of the following languages is not a Romance language?
1. Basque
2. Rumanian
3. Ca talon

4. Old French

20. What does the following correspondance prove about the three cited
languages?
French: lit pis fait
Italian: lotto pet.to fatto
Spanish: lecho pecho hecho
1. That they are Romance languages.
2. That they are corrupted forms of Latin.
3. That they are genetically related.
4.. That 'French doesntt have final vowels.

21. Which of Ihe following non-Romance languages is not spoken in France?
1. Flemish

4, 2. Celtic
3. Norse
4. German

22. Mich of the following Paris main thoroughfares, are located on the left Bank?
1. Champs-lysees
2. Grands Boulevards
3. Boulevard Saint-Michel
4. Place d 110pera

23. Which of the following French provinces are located in the western part
of France?

1. Bretagne
2. Champagne
3. Provence
4. Flandres
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24. Which of the following is the name of a French crack train?
1. autocar
2. !antral
3. autorail
4. gare de Lyon

25. Which of the following countries is not separated from France by
natural frontiers (mountains, river)?

1. Spain
2. Italy
3. Germany
4. Belgium
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F101 Hour Examination

II

January 9, 1963

This test is designed to measure your ability to understand spoken French. It
consists of fifty multiple choice questions and answers. The questions will be
presented to you by recordings you will select the correct answer from the pos-
sibilities listed for that question in the test booklet and mark the corre-
sponding space on the answer sheet with an xo

The numbers of the questions will be read in French before the question (mgma
la, Item deux, and so on). After the question has been read, the number alone
will be repeated as a signal that the question has been completed and that you
are to mark your answer.

I. You will hear a statement in French which will describe one of a set of four
pictures printed on page 1 of your test booklet. You are to decide which of
the pictures is best described by the statement and mark the corresponding
space on the answer sheet. Now look at the sample question.

Rimer° zero. Lili a ses valises.

Since picture k was described by the statement, space b: has been marked in the
booklet. The test is about to begin.

Rumex.° uno Philippe va go. la table. un.

INmg424gB4. Annette a achete deux bouteilles de lat. deux.

Numero trois. Le cinema est en face de la boutique. 17a41.0

Numero matre. Guy dit, "Deux et dix font douze." AuatreA

Milner° WA% Le paquet eat sous la table. .11,29.

In this section you will be asked common, everyday questions. From the possi-
bilities listed in the test booklet select the most appropriate answer and
mark the corresponding space on the answer sheet. First there will be a sample
question(

Numero 26roo Ot est Philippe?
a. Il est malade:
b. Elle est couchee.
c. Oui, 11 eat chez sa cousin.
d. Il est 1LNice.

Only d was the correct answer to the question so space d has been marked in the
sample answer space. Ready for question 6 on page 2 of the test booklet?

co Tu as vu Guy?
a. Oui, to as vu Guy.
b. Qui, jtai vu Liii.
-c. Oui, Pal vu Guy.
d. Non: jtai vu Guy.

fr171h1r-1"irp;rerf,1-11:-Irrirri
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14u0ro semt.

asfiEsbmit*

myero nauf.

pmArq au.

NpOro mime*

nbIllgrqUalait

2WkalPatmzeo

WOro,T1141zeo

2.

Oa est le cinema?
-a. Il est a gauche.
b. Elle est au bout de la rue.
c. 32 est chez Sabine.
d. Oui, it est en face de la, boutique. mut:

Quel film passentmils au cinema?
a. a midi
b. Sabine ne salt pas.
c. a ate

un bon film

Quiest-ce que to as achete "a la
boutique?
a. l'avenue
b. une villa
-c. de is salade
di, la physique

Olt eut -on nager?

-a. a la piscine
b. au cinema
c. chez Mini
d* en 6t4

Qutest -ce quills ont bu?
a. du veau
b. une glace
c. de la salade

Pt. du cafe

dh vastesil avec sa couaine?
a. dal, avec elle.

-b. a Nice
c. Non, toute seule.
a. as mal

Quand estwil alle au Wxique?
liete passe

b. Non, au Canada.
c. Oui, au Mexique.
d. Il nly va pas«

Ettive loin?
a. Cui, crest

-b. Non, cleat
c. Non, crest.
d. Cleat th cat

juste a cote.
Nate 1, dive.
assez loin
e du Pont.

Quiestve quills veulent faire?
a. /1 va faire un gateau*
b. /1 veut faire du tennis.
we. Xis veulent faire du tennis.
d. /1 a fait un gateau.

huit.

neuf.

Aa

°me,

douze

it:axe.;

watsamt.

Man*
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Numgro seize.

Numero

3.

.011 a-t-il mis mon stylo?
a. 33. les a mis
b. 113 les ont mis 3.1t-bas.

c. Elle 11a mis 3.11.-bas,

md. 11 11a mis 11.-bas.

Quand est-ce quyils finissent?
a. /1 finit t,

b. T.l finit dimanche.
-c. Xis finissent ;11., midi.
d. Xis ont fini *e. midi.

seizes

dix"Ileato

You will now listen to a short conversation between two people. Fran the

possibilities printed in the test booklet select the statement which best
applies to the conversation and mark the corresponding space on the answer
sheet. First, there will be a sample question.

nah.....0 Am. M. Vous allez 1. Nice?
F. Non, Je vais chez Nicole.

a. Anne va a Nice.
b. Anne ne va pas chez Nicole.
c. Anne va chez Nicole.
d. Nicole va 13, Nice. gm.

c was the correct answer. Space g has been marked in the sample answer sheet.
Ready for question number 18?

firur4r° dix"blIA

Amiktellaimati,

F. Vous avez lou6 vos places?
M. Non, try vais a midi.
-a. Mama va louer ses places.
b. Llhomme a loue sea places.
c. La femme va louer ses places.
d. Llhomme ne va pas louer ses

places.

F. eat -ce qulon loue les places?
M. ra-bas, madame, Ifit gauche.

a. Le monsieur detnande ott on loue

les places.
b. On loue les places en face.

c. Le monsieur ne sait pas att

on loue les places.
aids La dame ne sait pas at on

loue les places.

M. Ott as-tu laiss6 tea valises?
F. Chez macousine.

a. Le monsieur a Bps valises.
-b. La famine nla pas ses valises.
c. Le monsieur a sa valise.
d. La femme Oa pas as valise. Anil*

02E-Iszat
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1.

Numero ziza et un. M, Est-ce 10in?
F. Mais non, elle habite 4 eke

du pout.
a. Le monsieur nthabite pas loin.
b. Le monsieur habite a, cot du

pont.
-c. Ce rifest pas loin.
d. Le pont est loin.

Numero vinet,:odeUX M. Avez "vous vu Nicole?
F. Non, elle est'allee a Cannes,

a. Le monsieur a vu Nicole,
b. La dame est allele It Cannes.

-c. La dame ea pas vu Nicole.
de Nicole rifest pas allele It Cannes.

Numeroxital-trois. M. Quest-ce aufelle fait 31-bee?
F. Elle passe deux semaines en

famine.
a. Le monsieur salt ce guselle

fait.
'b. La femme salt ce quielle fait.
c. Elle passe deux semaines chez

son amie.
d. Elle passe une semaine chez

ses parents. IIDAkIXSIA

mero vin o uat e. N. Philippe est ici?
F. Oui, mais ii va ea la bibliothtque.

a. La femme va 13, la bibliothtque.
b.. Philippe nteat pas ici.
c. Philippe est 'a', la bibliothtque.

-d. Philippe va a la biblioth4que. ziado, nas.L.Et

M. Westvaco ciutikva faire ltrepas?
va etudier

a. Le monsieur salt ce qu'il va
faire.

b. La Femme ne salt pas ce qu'll
va faire.

c. 11 6tudie.
-de ll, va etudier.

v.,Ust. tun.

xlimindwat

Aupiero v3.114. toclag,

1WaiStAMIrsixel M. Estmce qut it
P. Non, it y va

ma. x1. n'y va
b. Paul y va
c Il rt va
d Paul y va

y va tout Belli?
avec Paul.
pas tout seule
tout setae
pas avec Paul.
avec la femme.

IswitsiyUgingattA P. 021 est le cinema?

M. Awbas a c8t4 du cafe.

-a. Le cal; est 1, cote du clam.
b. Le calf4 est loin du cinema.

. e.. lie monsieur demande ot est
le cinema.

de La femme demande d4 est le
cage

,rrirrn- r-,,-,-ff7..-r-:lrPrapFz-f77-F7,-,rrg.:;r7-zim7r:raavrw,,,,rvvr,r--,rrs:gr-:tvrltr:-tr-v., ,t,
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5.

Nu ero vinat-bit. F. Est-ce qu.til y a du veau?
M. Non, madame: macs 11 y a du jambon.

a. y a du veau.
b. TL y a du jambon.
c. La dame veut du jambon.
de Le monsieur veut de veau. vinat-huite

Numero yingtsneuf. M. Voulez vous du cafe ou du the?
F. Du thg, stit vous

a. Le monsieur veut du cafe.
b. La femme veut du cafe.
-0. La femme veut du the.
d. Le monsieur veut du thew vizztneuf,

,Num'erb, trente N. Qu'est-ce que. vous allez acheter?
P. Des chemises et un 'chapeau.

a. La dame a achete des .chezolsen.

b. La dame a achet6 un chapeau.
c. la monsieur demende ce que la

dame a achete.
mod. La dame va acheter des habits. ..p4121.1 e.

Romero trente et F. Sais-tu obi habite Paul?
M. Non, demandez t, Guy.

a.. Le monsieur sait au habite Paul.
b. Paul salt d4 habite Guy.

Guy,sait of habite Paul.
d. Paul ne sait pas 04 habite Guy. ,trente, et un.

IV. You will now listen to a longer conversation. After each person has spoken
you are to select from the possibilities in the test booklet the statement
which is correct according to what has just been said. There is no sample
.questiom. Yournext answer will be number 32.

auttrente,1040 F. ga ne va pas. Paul n'a pas
d'appiStit et ii tousse beaucoup.
a. Paul va bien.

Mb. Paul est malade.
c. Paul va mieux.
d. ga va bien. trantenbm.

Maxiltrente..trois. M. de l'ai Whiter. /1 faisait du
tennis. U kat fatigue.
a. Paul est fatigue.
b. Paul fait du tennis.
me. Paul a fait du tennis bier.
d. Paul lta vu bier.

rum6ro Iteatar
1.mt..e0

F. Jlai vu Janine. Elle We, dit
qu'elle vs,ttNice samedi avec
sa cousine,
a. Janine est 11 Nice.
b. Janine va chez sa cousine.
c. Sa cousine est 2' Nice.
-046 Janine at sa cousin vont 1.

Nice.

17,2j,rjawuts.

trentvaells.
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6.

Numero trente-am. M. Quiestce quielles vont faire
A-tea? Elles ne peuvent pas
nager. ne fait pas assez chaud.

-a. Elles ne peuvent pas nager.
b. Il fait assez chaud.
c. Files peuvent nager.
d. Elle ne peut vas nager.

Nilmero trente..six. P. Si, it fait assez chaud. Nous
acimnes le vingt nal. West le
debut de like.
a. Il ne fait pas assez chaud.
b. Ciest le quinze mai:
c. Ce n'est pas le vingt mai.

-d. Il fait assez chaud.

trentenans,

Imarsix
Meer() trentelmexte M. M. Ledoux a telephone. U veut

que to l'appelles. Il a dit
quill ne ;out pas slier a
Toulouse avec Philippe.
a. Monsieur Ledoux va 'tt Toulouse.
-b. Monsieur Ledoux a telephon6.
c. Monsieur ne veut pas eller

t, Toulouse.

de Monsieur est b. Toulouse avec
tom,

PIMP° trentestRIIA P. Quip je le sail dejt. vu
Mme Ledoux. dit qutil
dolt oiler IL Lille.
a. Elle nia, pas vu Madame Ledoux.
b. Elle a vu Monsieur Ledoux.
-c. Monsieur Ledoux dolt eller

IL1110.
d. Monsieur Ledoux est tLIsille. ftentelmao

Insm.Lt.o tzezLePvtd, M. Son oncle qui habite ltrabas est
malade et it veut oiler le voir.
-a. Son oncle habite & Lille.
b. Son oncle nthabite pas 11 Lille.
c. U a vu son oncle qui eat

unlade.
d. Monsieur Ledoux est malade. Imatneta.

40 NUMSX'80,a,...=1tUrire P. Jiirai en Ville meal. Ii y a
des tas de chosen que je voudrais
acheter.
a. Elle ira tt Lille samedi.
b. Elletva adheter des tas de chosen.
me. Elle ira en ville samedi.
d. Elle voudrais aller en vile.

1 ffor-4,17-7-,r1- ,r..7.7t-t7"7-1r --1010 IIPIM9V1Vtgra':;11
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7.

Numero auarante et F. alai vu un joli chapeau dans la
tm. boutique en face du cinema. Its

ont aussi du tissu.
a. Elle a vu un chapeau au cinema.

.-be Elle a vu un chapeau dans is
boutique.

c. Elle. a du tissu.
d. Its ont un chapeau macs pas de

tissu. ,

lbw= ctuarante-Oz.

Nbmero nunrante-
troigo,

M. Veuzaitu passer chez Annie? Elle a
laissa un paquet lei bier. Elle
habite de ce c8t64. qa ne to
gene pan?
a. La femme a laisse un paquet chez

Annie.
b. Le monsieur a laisse un paquet

chez Annie.
c. Annie habite de ce cate-111.

all. Annie a laisse un paquet bier.

P. Pao du tout. Annie nthabite pas
loin de is boutique, et aussi, j'ai
laisse un fichu chez elle.
a. Annie a laisse un fichu chez

la dame.
b. La dame a laisse son fichu Itla

boutique.
-c. Annie nthabite pas loin de is

boutiques
d. La dame nthabite pas loin de is

boutique.

Auarante et unfo

almardeux.

ammetartrois.

V. Now imagine that you are in a conversation. You will hear a question or a
statement for which you are to select the most appropriate response from the
possibilities in the test booklet. ?ark the corresponding space on the answer
sheet. Your next answer will be number 44.

NumAro coarante- Bonjourp Philippe; comment qa va?
(metre. a. A Toulouse.

.4). Pas mal, merci.
0. Non, elle ne va pas bier.
d. Ce matin.

tjz.o ante" Vous allez 11, is finale meal.
13', Nice?

'-a. Non, je ne pew: p a s.

b. Out, crest a Bice.
a. Out, vous allez It la finale.
d. Oui, is finale est samedis

. 4-171-71K7-71-, I '1
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Numgro auarante- . Pourquoi? Qutest-ce qui ne va pis?.
six. .11111 air Mimi. nty va Pas* .

.1). Non, je ne veux pas.
c* Non, je ne veux pas y eller tout seule

-d. Je dois etudier It la bibliotheque.. gswat-six*
Au revoir, Philippe..
a. Merci Men.

-b. A bient8t.
c. 11 nay a pas -de quoi.
4. Bonjour, Guy. quarantediga.

VI. You will hear a conversation straight through. You will then be asked questions
about it. From the possibilities on the test booklet select the correct answer
according to the conversation and mark the corresponding spaces on the answer
sheet. The next question will be number 48.

N. Bonjour, Pierre.
F. Bonjour, Guy, tu sail; oti habite Marie?
MI Non, mais demande Philippe. n salt ot elle habite.
F. Olt est Philippe?
N. Je Val vu t. la bibliotheque.
F. QuIest-ce quIll fait 11Lotas? n nly va pas dthabitude.
Kb 13. mta dit Ten devait etudier toute la journee.

Nbmero quairante- Qui salt at habite Marie?
hat, a. Guy.

b. Pierre.
-c. Philippe.
d. Guy et Philippe. wilrajz.terhutb..

limem alAaratnte- Ott est Philippe?
neut. °Pao A la bibliothtque.

b. En classe.
C, Chez lui.
d* Chez Marie, gaig.:WA-neuf.

lbgESISIMRIBISA Quiest-ce quill fait 1W*bas?
lit le journal.

b. n etudie avec Marie..
c. II 6tudie toute la matinee.

-a. n nly va pas dthabitude. stugmak.
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Transcription .of's tape recorded Display Session

Date: Spring, :064.

Instructor: .Weber Donaldson (first year with MCEP)

Key: I -.Instructor
Si - Kathy
S2 - Jane
S3 - Pam
84 - Michel
85 - David

- Student 1
- Student 2
- 'Student 3
- Student 4
- Student 5

I: Kathy, estce quell fait bon aujourdrhui?

Oui, it fait bon aujourdthui.

Est;ve qutil a fait bon bier?

Sie Oui, bierp.il a fait bon.

.14 Quiest-ce que to as fait bier?

S2: Hier, je suis alga a lteglise.

I: A quelle heure es-tu allee ?a. l'eglise?

S2: Je suis allae I'lleglise ;), 9h30.

Tu es allee i lteglise avec Jane?

83: Nor, je suis ellSe a ltaglise avec mon camarade de chambre, Cecilia.

I: ma camarade de chatbre.

83: ma camarade de chambre.

I: Tu comes la eamarade de chambre de Pam?

S4: Oui, je connais is camarade de chambre de Pam.

I: Quel age at-elle?

Shl Pam, quel age.

I: to camarade de chambre?

84: a to camarade de chambre?

S3: Ma camarade de chambre a 19 ens.

I: * .a dix -neuf eons ccume toi? Tu as aussi 19 one?

83: aussi, jtai dix-neuf ens.

I: Michel, o es "tu all6 bier?

AZ-



th: Hier, je .Buis elle am theatre.,

'I: Au thfigtre? Cleat vrai?

A: lie suis alle au 4.
.

I: au cinema. Quel film as"tu vu *ler?

S4: Ah

Ta as vu jouer un film japonais, par hasard?

S4: Val vu jotter un film. qui alappelle abjiMbo.

I: Kathy, tWas aussi "vu ce film?.

Si: Ron, je nisi pas vu ce film.

I: David, pourquoi es-tu en retard?

35: Ille'ne sales pas.

I:. 2h ne gals pas pomrquoi tu es en retard?. .Estwce qu'il est souvent en

retard?

S2: Non, 11. ioul, 11 est

I: souvent en retard. David, tu es souvent en retard?

35: souvent?

I: often. Tu es souvent en retard? late.

35: Non.

I: Alcrs, dis que to rates pas souvent en retard.

35: Je nt

I: Oui, vavoy Je ne suis pas.

S5: Je ne suis pas souvent envetard.

I: Tu as travaille hit r?

Si: Out, j ai travaille bier. Val travaille dans ma chambre.

I: Estce qua Kathy a une camarade de chambre, Michel?

84: Kathy, as-tu une camarade de chambre?

81: Oa, un camarade de chambre.

844 Mcamarado de °MOW'

I

4
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Ur' une eantaradede chaMbre. Elle slappelle Connie.'

/:. DI& vient-elle?

Si: Rile vient de Sulpher City.

I: Indiana?

Sl: Oul.

I: Tu comas Suipher City, Indiana?

sg3 Non..

S44 Viend-tu de Sulpher City?

I: Dole plus fort, MiChel.'

84: Viens-tu de Sulpher City, Indiana?

Si: Non, je viens de Elwood, Indiana.

I: ob. habite David?

33: David, 64 habites -tu?

35: J'habite a North Manchester.

I: Estwce gue to connais Suipher City, Indiana?

0: Non.

I: Ctest une grande ville?

Sl: Nony SW:Ober City eat te, ate de New Castle.

84: .Ctest au nord dlindianapolls?

1: Suipher City est au nord dtIndianapolls?

Sl: Non, ItlIest d'Indianapoiia.

I: Comblen de kilooretres est Suipher City de Elwood?

S4: de New Castle.

I: de New Castle.

Si: Je pease veal Sulpher City est..

I: eat I,

81: est t dix kiloubtres de New Castle. Je me eats pas.
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I: David, quIestce que tWas fait samedi?

85: Samedi.

I: Pane plus fort, David.

35: Samedl, Pal au lac.

I: Non,

85: ire suds all& au lac

I: a4 lac lemon?

85: ton, au lac, je ne sais pas.

I: le nom© Tu ne sail pas le nom du lac?

85: Il est It cinqkilomItres au nord de Martinsville,

I: Tu as felt du ski nautique?

85: Non.

I: Sals-tu faire du ski nautique?

85: Oui

I: Dia que tu sais faire du ski nautique.

85: Je sals

faire du ski nautique

85: faire du ski nautique

I: Ettmee qu'il satt faire du ski nautique?

83: Pardon?

I: Ettce que David salt faire du ski nautique?

33: David, eat'ce que tu

I: gals faire du ski nautique? Estmce qu'll oat faire du ski nautique?

82: Out,, it salt faire du ski nautique

X: Et tot, eats ce que tu eats faire du ski nautique?

S2: None je ne said pas 'Zaire du ski nautique


